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TECHTICAl, EDUCATIOr IM IFDIA 

A SURVEY OP PRESEFT POSITIOF AFP FUTURE MEEDS

Technical Education has to respond continually to 

both socio-economic changes and scientific and technological 

advance. Ideas, beliefs and values change; the faster the 

chaise, the more interesting the picture* Problems tend to 

become diverse as achievements become impressive.

In all inchistrially advanced countries Technical

Education has received much attention not only because of its

immediate utility in securing economic prosperity for the

people, but because of its long-range relationship to social

order. As the application of science & technology to

industry, agriculture, transport and communications, public

health and.other activities becomes wider and more intensive,

tlie need for engineers, technologists and technicians of 
> t

various .kinds increases. The pro'-ision for technical education 

becomes the mainspring of* all these activities. The engineer 

is a responsible professional man, whose every professional act 

has human and social consequences* Whether he is aware of this
%

or not, he is instrumental in the creation of a new society and 

a new economic order, as well as a new physical environment.

One result of his professional accomplishments, is that he is 

called upon to accept an increasingly responsible role as 

leader of his community. To fulfil his growing responsibilities, 

he needs depth, flexibility and a capacity for growth in 

directions which we ourselves today only dimly visualise. The 

business of engineering education is not merely narrow specia

lisation in certain technical- disciplines; it has a wider social 

significance in the modern world.

The output of engineers and technologists in different 

countries in 1954 is given in Table I.



Country

TABLE I

Total Fo« of 
first degrees

No. per 
million of 
p^opulation.

U.S.S.R. 60,000 260

U.S.A. 22,500 137

West Germany 4, 450 ' 86

Prance 2,990 70

U.K. 2,800 57

Italy . 2,200 45

Switzerland 400 82

India 3,210 9

The figures speak for themselves. In the

to four years vigorous efforts are beiiig made in the U.S.S.R.

& U.S.A. to increase the outturn of scientific and technical 

manpower at all levels. U.S.S.R. reached a figure of 460 

engineers per million of population in 1958* The .U.S.A. 

expects to double its output of engineers' within the nexis* fouj>- 

five years. The important point, however, is that it is beir^
r

increasingly realised t»hat in the modern world, national pro a-
#

perity depends upon national education, and more particularly
%

on Technical Education, No country can advance even with 

immense potential natural resources, if it remains educationally 

backward. . . . ^

Although the first technical institution in India was 

established well over a century ago, techmeal education 

remained almost static for a long time; and this condition is 

reflected in a large measure in the lack of scientific and 

technological progress of the country all those years. It was 

only when the Second World V/ar broke out that the need for 

techriicians for the war effort was felt and some attention was 

paid to the problem of techrJ.cal education and trainir^. The 

T)roblem was, however, regarded only as a war-time emergency



unrelated to the fundamental & economic aspects of national

■ life and rio long-range measures were adopted to improve the 

situation. Nevertheless, an important outcome of our World 

War II experiences was the formulation of post-War recona-
%

truction plans in all fields.' An appreciation that scien

tific and technical personnel were necessary for the 

successful execution of these plans als© grew gradually 

in responsible quarters.

At about that time two important decisions taken* by 

the then (xoverment exercised- a fax-re aching influence on the
/

course of developm.ent of technical education in subsequent 

years. One was the establishment of an All India Council for 

Technical ?*>'̂ ucation in 1946 to advise on all aspects of 

improvement and co-ordinate^^^e^elopment of Technical education. 

Another, was the appointment of a Scientific Manpower Committee 

in 1947 to assess the requirements for various categories, of 

scientific & technicaO. personr.el and to recommend measures to 

meet them.

The All Il^dia Council caxried out a comprehensive 

survey of the state of technical institutions in the country 

and formulated a scheme for their immediate improvement and 

development with financi^ assistance provided by the Central

G-overnment. It also set up Boards of Technj.cal Studies in
/

various fields to prepare courses of a suitable standard and 

for various levels of training’which could serve as a model 

for the institutions*Snd facilitate reorganisation of technical 

education'in the country. Pour Regional Committees^ one for each 

region of the country, were set up to survey the needs on a 

regional basis, to fonnulate and implement development 

programmes in a co-ordina^^d manner and to help in the establish

ment of liaison between industry and technical institutions.

The Council also initiated various other measures for the 

development of technical education.
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The Scientific Manpower Committee carried out s

quantitative & qualitative assessment of the requirement
0

teohnical persbrjiel over a ten-year period, estimated ex;
%

shortages in training facilities and recommended various 

measures to meet the requirements. What is more importar. 

that the Committee established for the first time in the 

country the concept of integrated planniiig in technical 

education with a capacity to foresee future requirements 3 

manpower and to meet,them through organised effort.

Thus, when India* . attained independence in 1947 a 

certain amount of awareness of the importance of technical 

education to national development had in many quarter

This awareness grew steadily in the post-independence peric 

The first and Second Five Year Plans accorded high priority 

technical education and a large financial provision was mad< 

both at the centre and in the etates for the establishment c 

 ̂new institutions and for the development of existing ones, 

remarkable expansion of technical education was achieved in 
%

course of ten to 12 years-*

In 1947, when InA a  attained independence, there we; 

in^the country 38 institu'cions with a total admission capacii 

of ^940 students per year for first degree courses. There we 

also 53 polytechnics with a total admission capacity of 3,670 

students per year for diploma courses. By I 96O , the number o 

institutions for first degree courses increa.sed to 97 and 

polytechnics to 193* The total admission capacity of the 

institutions increased to 13>500 students for first degree 

courses and to 25,290 for diploma courses.' The progressive 

expansion of training facilities over the years is given in 

Table II. ,

These are impressive numbers, especially for a 

.̂"'untry like India that has to build from scratch within a

■ t.Uiie* But, numbers are not everything. What of quality?
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' o o\n:: of the problem of standards in technical education ■ 

is three-fold - teacher, .equipment and buildings. The All 

Ii-dia Council for Technical Education and its Regional 

Coi-omittees have carried out a comprehensive survey of the 

state of each institution in the country and have formulated 

schemes for its improvement and development, which enviba§e 

inter alia provision of adequate instructional facilities 

including teachers that are necessary for maintaining proper 

standards of education. On the recommendations of the All 

India Council large grants are being given by the Central 

Government, University Grants COmanission and also by the State 

Governments to the institutions for buildings, equipment, staff 

and maintenance. The All India Council has-also drawn up model

plans and estimates for an engineerin.g college and polytechnic*
ft

Few technical institutions are being established in accordance 

with this model.

Engineering education to be effective in  terms of a 

national plan must be dynamic. It must facilitate adaptability 

to changing conditions in technology. It must constantly raise 

the level of attaiments of products bf technical institutions* 

India needs not only skilled workers and technicians but also ' 

design-eiigineers and engineer-scientist s. Before *1947, there, was. 

hardly an institution which provided facilities for post

graduate studies and research in engineering* Indian studentshad

to go abroad to the U.IC., Europe, U.S.A. and other countries for 

advanced training. Today, over a dozen institutions have been 

developed within the country where facilities for * post-graduate 

studies and research work are available for nearly 5P0 scholars* 

The fields of study also cover a wide range of subjects, some of 

vmich, as for instance, Power Engineering, Dam Construction and 

Irrigational Engineering, Production Engineering, Advanced 

Electronics, Aeronautical Er.gineeriT^ are of special importance 

to the development_gJLJite--e-OMfei?^— SiiolL fagiJ^ties will be 

erT-,.-raod in the course of next five years so as""bg^rovide ,for 

; JpOOO scholars*

-6- ;• . *:



II* THE MBATOJG OF TECHFIOfil EDUCATIOP
9

There is no universally accepted definition of 

'Technical Education', It varies from country to country and 

is also sometimes identified by particular types of institutions 

and their courses of study. In India, Technical Education 

represents a complex of activities that include Post-graduate 

courses & research; under-graduate courses leading to the first 

degree or equivalent award; Diploma courses, certificate courses; 

junior technical schools and technical studies at Secondary 

School level; apprenticeship etc. In this complex, the most 

predominant aim that characterises technical education is what 

may be called the double finality of educational development of 

the individual and impartin^  ̂ of techniques and skill. The 

emphasis on one or another may vary from course to course; the 

organisational arrangements may differ; or the types of 

institutions may be diverse. But, both form essential components 

of techrlcal education.

While spea'̂ ‘in" of Technical Education, the terms 

Engineering and Tschnology are sonotimes used synonymously and 

sometimes differently, to distinguish between different subjects. 

Technical instjtutions are sometimes referred to as engineerii^ 

collegdj;; sometimes as technological colleges; and in some 

cases as colleges of er^gineering and technology. There is no 

doubt that a certain amount of terminological confusion exists, 

but that is more in usage than in basic concepts. Historically, 

engineering included only the more vrell known fields such aa 

Civil Engineering, Mechanical Ei^ineering and Electrical Engi

neering. As the application of science to industry widened and 

the forces of nature were harnessed increasingly for the material 

prosperity of man, a'large body of applied scientific knowledge 

grow and was called by the more comprehensive term Technology.

•7 -chnology therefore includes all fielc^s of engineering applied 

sciences that are responsible for present day progress.

-7-



Confusion has also arisen out of the fact that between 

two words, Technologist and Technician which sound and look 

alike, there is a wide rgr^e of difference, but the words are 

often used synonymously. A trained Techr-ician may be defined 

as a person who without aspiring ever to reach one of the 

directing positions in industry, is nevertheless fully competent 

to understand, control and maintain the technical processes 

committed to his chpjrge. A Technologist on the other hand is 

a person capable of appreciating the Iptest progress in the 

research laboratories and applying scientific knowledge and 

method to industry. This distinction between Technologist and 

Technician is importan-f; since it determ.ines the standard and 

scope of technica‘L education at different levels*

- 8 -  k



rri. THE STRTJOTURE. OF TECHriCAL BDUCATION’

Technical education in Isidia is a four-tiered structure 

comprising post-graduate course© find Research; ?irst degree 

courses; diploma coLirses;. and vocational or industrial trainir^. 

Each tier is a se3.1-contained aspect intended to serve a vspecific 

purnose and neither the diploma courses nor the industrial 

tr.?ininf5 courses are a preparation for the next higher tier#

For post-grra(Iuste courses pnd research, hoKever, only those 

candidates possess a first c'̂ ĝroe in Stbfj relevant subjects 

are admtt^d^ The objective of tho first degree courses is to 

train tec-'nologists, some of wlnom nâ ?’ even^ua3.1y become 

designers^ research eiiTgineei's or sp<=>cial.ists in various fields 

either after x^irther studies at po^;t-graduate level or experience 

in tho profession. They are not concerned vith preparing 

persons for specific positions or jr,bs in industry, but to give 

them a broa(̂ /-based education in the scientific principles and 

methods underlying technology* They are also not concerned with 

developing pr.rticu.1 technical ni^ills in the students but to 

acquaint them with various product.icn methods in accordance 

with constructional requirements in a particular system that 

consists of an assembly of men, materials snd machines.

These ob,iectives are sought -̂o be achieved through a 

formal course of theoreticril  ̂ and practical studies at an 

institution o^er several years. The diiration is generally four 

years with the Intermediate, in Science as the minimim admission 

qualification. The Intermediate in Science, a prepe:P^cry' 

stage, for university courses in science or technology is of 

two yecrs* duration after the Pligh School education that exterids 

over a period generally of ten years. A few technological 

/institutions in the country, particularly in the Western Region 

have, however, prescribed a three-year curriculum (instead of 

^'our years) for the first degree course* It therefore takes

-9-



xive to six years for a student to complete the first degree

after his High School education. That, he does generally at

the age of 21 or 22* Cases are not rare of boys.taking

their degrees at 18 or 19 hy jumping classes at the primary

or middle school stsige. As regards age restrictions for

admission to technical institutions, the present position is

explained elsewhere. 
t

Secondary education in the country is in the process 

of re-organisation*and the new pattern envisages a 11-year 

schooling that prepares candidates for life and for direct 

entry to university. The existing Intermediate course is 

beii^ abolished. As a result of these changes, the first 

degree courses are being re-organised into a five-year 

^integrated course after higher secondary education. The 

advantages of a five-year integrated course; first, a more 

fruitful integration of fundamental sciences, technological 

subjects and literal arts will be possible. Second, a higher 

level of scientific and technical compotenee may be expected 

since the students can absorb the diffeient subjects in more 

suitable stages and in the right coTrbira- îons, (It is hardly 

necessary to emphasize that an advaiiced knowledge of science, 

particularly ph3rsics & mathematics is essential to a Techno

logist). Third, a. five-year tutelage will give the teachers 

sufficient scope for not rushing students with too much of 

class work and for developing in them a capacity for growth 

and maturity. Finally, in these days of specialisation, a 

five-year curriculum permits of an adequate introduction of 

the different specialised fields and prepare the students 

for post-graduate studies or research.

The first degrees are awarded in the main fields 

of technology, viz. Civil Bngineerii^, Mechanical Engineer^ 

ing; Electrical Engineering; Electrical Communioation 

■^giixering; Chemical Engineering; Mining; Metallurgy;

-10-



Textiles Technology; Agricultural Bngineeriiig; Leather Tech

nology; Architecture. Courses in Instrument Technology, 

Automobile Engineering and Aeronautical Ei^ineering are also 

offered by some institutions at the first degree or equivalent 

level•

Post-graduate courses leading to Master's degree or 

equivalent award are generally of one tiro years and provide 

for sp^^cialisation in a branch of a major field in formal 

instruction^ project work and independent »tudy of a chosen 

problem presented as a dissertation, I«l«p<̂ firch degrees like 

the Ph.D, or D,Sc. are awarded on the basis of original 

research done by candidates at recognised centres.

Next to first degree courses, diploma courses

occupy an important position in technicsil education in India.

These courses are conducted by a large number of institutions

called Polytechnics and are designed to train technicians who

will eventually occupy supervisory positions like Foremen,

overseers etc, in industry and other technical organisations.
\

'They are three '̂ -̂ears long aft3r High School education and 

have a practical bias. A view has, however, been advanced 

in recent years that the practical knowledge and experience 

required by a technician canno'c be given to him in an 

adequate measure in a course that is wholly institution-based, 

and as such, the present three-year diploma courses do not 

always produce the right type of personnel. The All India 

Coiincil for Technical Education has therefore designed a 

Sandwich, course of four years in which practical training in 

industry and institutional studies alternate in suitable 

layers. The student spends stated periods in industry and 

in an educational institution, throughout the couree and • 

fulfils the academic requirements for the diploma. He also 

gains the practical experience necessary for a supervisory 

position. The. scheme has been introduced at selected 

centres in co-operation with industry* As training

-11-



facilities in industry expand, the sandwich course will 

become an important feature of techi'dcal education in India.

The diploma courses are offered in the main fields 

of civil, mechanical and electrical engineering, A few 

institutions also offer Textile technology, Leather 

technology. Mining engineering ar.d other fields according 

to regional requirements for technical personnel at this 

level.

As a matter of established usage, the term 

Polytechnic represents today in Ir^dia technical institu- ' 

tions that condn.c't; diploma courses chiefly in civil, 

mechanical and electrical' engineering. It indicates at 

once both the standard of tr,aining and the main fields of  ̂

study. Except for a few institutions that axe under the 

direct control of universities, all polytechnics are 

affiliated to State Boards of Technicc.l Education in 

different Ctatec:. Ths State Boards prescribe the coiirses 

of study, conduct examinations and award diplomas.

Uniformity of standards on an all-India, basis is maintained 

through the All-India Council for Technical Education which 

has formulated National Certificate coî rnerj to serve as a 

model for the diploma courses conductcd at polytechnics.

An interesting feature of the pattern nf technical 

education is the relative prominence of different fields of 

study which is also an indication of the state of industrial 

development in the country. On the basis of 1959 admissions 

to degree and diploma courses, distribution of seats between 

the various fields of technology are given in Table III.

Civil Engineering accounts for nearly Yffo of the 

tot^l. seats at the first degree level and nearly 50?̂  at the 

diploma level, ib̂ ext in order are electrical and mechaiiioal 

eV■ ’reer.'lv'ig that enjoy equal importance. This distributioxi 

i. - ' j.-idental. It is the res^t of development of the

-12-
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institutiojis over the past 50 years in accord with the 

pattern of emplo^ent of technical personnel.

TABLE III

NuDib er of seats
D Fields 0 De/rree (j Diploma

Civil Engineering . 4192 10210

Mechanical Eiigineering 2325 4570

Electrical Engineering 2329 4580

Electrical CoDimunication
Eiigineering

375 240

Mining 290 455

Met allurgy 239 10

ChemicaL Engineering (Sb
C h errd c T (■. r- hrio.lo gy

4-85 -

Aero naiit i c ?.l E i.gi neeri ng 30 -

Texti].e?i Technology 282 311

Le at he r T e cl r :•> 1 og-/ 20 115

Architecturp 285 -

Other fie3.ds 65 B

Total ^ I--, 21,370

Civil Engineering has const it'.:-' cc lo far the largest field

of activity in the country; terms of employment

potential, it has offered the soope for graduates and

diploma-holders. Due bo lack el' vj.::;'rj al development, 

particul arly in manufactiiring 2Vjj?x3±TiQ3, Mechanical 

engineering, Electrical engineering, Chemical engineering, 

Metallurgy and other branches have been rather restricted in 

so far as employment opportunities are concerned* In fact, 

in the recent past - less than ten years ago, there was a 

serious threat of unemployment among graduates who had 

qualified in these fields. However, the position is ehax!|gix̂  

very rapidly, thanlrs to the fivo-year plans in which izidustrial 

' --loToment is emphasized. The future trend will be for larger 

'ers of mechanical, electrical, metallurgical, chemical



and mini rig engineers as the industrial development of the 

country in respect of heavy ^ light engineerir^, mining, 

power, fuel ^ chemical industries etc. progresses* Such 

trends are already noticed and a stage will be reached in 

the near future when the demand for c'ivil engineers will , 

stabilise at a level not very different from the existing 

provision of training facilities and the demand for other 

types of engineers will steadily increase. In order to 

meet the latter as it arises, diversification of courses 

of study in the existing as well as in the new institu

tions have to be planned well in advance and adequate 

provision has to be created for training in various 

branches.

The Indian Constitution makes it essential for 

the state to seek to provide compulsory education for all 

children up to the age of 14 i .e . up to three classes 

below the new higher secondary course that is in process 

of introduction. The question is, how to provide 

diversified opportunities for education and trainir^ to 

a majority of students after 14, for gainfvil occii^ation 

in life? A scheme has since been formulated for the 

establishment of Junior Technical Schools which will offer 

a three-year integrated course of General pl^ucation, • 

elementary technical education and .techrlcal trairdng in 

various engineering trades and prepare students to enter 

industry as skilled workers and operatives. Some of the 

more promising students may enter polytechnics and complete 

the diploma course in about two years and enter the 

profession at a higher level.

-14-



H- FIRST DEGHEE AFP DIPLOMA COURSES

A list of institutions functioni.ng in the country 

( 1960 ) for first degree and diploma courses, courses of 

study offered by each and its sanctioned admission capacity, 

is given in Annexure I. The institutioni^ are classified into 

Government, Fon-government and University depending upon 

whether they are financed and managed by the Central or 

state governments, private agencies ard universities, 

respectively.

There are at present 97 institutions for first degree 

or equivalent courses and 193 institutions for diploma courses. 

Except for the higher technological institutes at Khara^ur, 

Bombay and Madras, Indian Ini^tituts of Science, Bai^alore, 

and the Madras Insti-̂ iute of Technology, which are a class in 

thems€?_ves, all firjrit degree institutions are affiliated to 

universities and conduct courv«̂ >es as ore prescribed by the 

universi.tles. The higher techix;logical, institutes and Indian 

Institu+e of Ban ĵaloro., their own degrees. The

latter f".war>3ed till recently oyCLy ‘Otnlonas and Associateships 

that had be3Ti recognised by th;j Ce.^hral (K>ver.nment and other 

authorities, but sit'oe 1953 tho Irsvitute has been empowered 

to award convention,::! degrees. The M?.dra  ̂ Institute of 

Technolo,5:y a-’vrâ ds dinlonias for co^.rcss Aeronautical 

Engineering, Instrument Technology, Automobile Engineering, 

Radio Engineering that are of first degree standard emd the 

diplomas are recognised by the Central Government and other 

authorities.

A majority of-the institutions only offer the three 

basic fields viz. Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering 

and Electrical Engineering. The other fields viz. Mining 

Enry-;.nearing. Chemical Engineering, Metallurgy, Textiles 

^  hnology etc, are offered mainly by certain institutions 

that have been set-up specially for the purpose. As explained

■ -15-



ec'rlier, historically, *Engineerii5g* aind ‘Technology* were 

used to represent different fields and that distinction 

also found echo in the scope of work of technical institu:- 

tions. Engineering colleges were set up mainly for civil, 

mechanical and electrical engineerii^; and separate insti

tutions for the so-called Technologies. The distinction 

was purely scholastic, but the pattern set by history for 

technical institutions continued for a long time* The 

separate existence of engineering and applied sciences has 

not done either any good. Nevertheless, it is being 

increasingly realised that the progress of technological 

education and research depends in a large measure upon the 

integration of fundamental and applied sciences with 

engineering studies in our institutions. It is also 

accepted on all hands that establishment of separate 

institutions for individual fields is not only uneconomical 

but restricts their development. The move now is to have 

composite institutions as far as possible, or to diversify 

and develop the activities of existin^^ institutions. The 

new institutes of technolo/ry that facilities in a

wide range of subjects sro oases in point a

Except for the higLor cai institutes

practically all technical inG'i^ltutions hrtd till recently 

a maximum admission oapacit.y of. abou.t 120 E-'jurlents per year. 

Soiae had even lesso hs ooiiipared to instituti01:1s in the U.S.A., 

U .3.S.R . and other technologically advatioed countries, our 

institutions were certainly small units. Perhaps, in the 

past that could not have been helped. For one thii^g the 

demand for ergineers & technicians was restricted; for 

another, regional aspirations for technical institutions 

could only be fulfilled on the basis of smaller units more 

^/idely dispersed. Also, there vras no Central plannii^ and

^v ' \">n of technical education that could have ens\ired 

■nciples goyerjiLng the size and scope of work of

—16—



institutions# In course of time, however, it was realised 

that large sized institutions were necessary to meet the 

increasii^ demand for engineers and such institutions should 

function on a national level* The higher technological 

institutes have therefore been planned for an admission 

capacity of 300-400 students per year (or a total student 

enrolment of 1500-2000) at the first degree level. A 

special scheme has been drawn up and is in process of impl&* 

mentation, to expand the the training capacity of selected 

existing institutions and develop them into larger units.

Some of these institutions are now admitting 250-300 students 

per year. The establishment of nine large-sized regional 

engineering colleges has also been planned, each capable of 

admitting 250 students per year. Some polytechnics capable 

of admitting up to 300 students per year have been sponsored 

by the Gsntral Government* The advantai^es of large-sized 

institutions are mainr. They are more economical and more 

efficient than the equivalent in small colleges. Nevertheless, 

their effect is to restrict dis'oersal of educational 

facilities over wiclei' "80f<raphl?al areas, a factor of some 

importance in a large oourtrj I:odia. Out of this

arises the problem, nl:0Lild oal and economic factors

alone go'̂ €̂:n\ tho ard Ic-'r:-;,!of institutions

or regiorai. anrl local derv-nida .fo.'" t-r:lirrucal education 

facilities be conp-i.dered?

In any schftre of organised development of technical 

education, super-imposition is necessary, a,nd institutions 

should be related to the needs of a rapid industrial growth* 

Nevertheless, as a people become socially and economically 

conscious, the store set by an engineer or technician increases 

and the aspi»fations of the people assume new dimensions* In  

s'"ch a situation, all legitimate demands for provision of 

teolirical education facilities have to he met irrespective
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of other considerations. The aim of the Central G-overnment ' 

in this direction is two-fold. A total view of technical 

education is taken in relation to the five-year plans and 

at the same time no region or axe a is left without oppor- 

tunities of advancement to its people.

Simultaneous with the establishment of higher 

technological institutes, and other all-India institutions, 

a wider geographical dispersal of engineering colleges and 

polytechnics is being deliberately promoted. The objective 

is that eventually every one of the districts in the country 

should have at least one polytechnic and no state is without 

its own ^eng^neerip^ college* As regards the latter the 

objective has been achieved in the last three to four years.

As regards polytechnics, 155 districts still require to have 

their own institutions* It is hoped that the new inatitxi- 

tions to be established in the Third Plan period, will be 

located in these places.

An important feature of technical education in India

is the large role played by private enterprise. Of the 275

institutions in the country at preser.t :‘or first degree and

diploma courses, 158 have been e c b y  the Central

Government and state g c v e r 29 i-'y universities and 80

by private agencies. In a r / : ; i t . h  r.ermrî  the institutions

established by private a.qe/}cie'-’ aooourr’j xOL' r.r-î scly 3 ^  of the

total number of seats* T’le'.t ia a very substantial part. A
\

definite policy is also followed by the Central Governnent 

to encourage and assist private agencies. Where a private 

institution by itself or in association with the state 

government raises enough funds to meet of the 

non-recurring (buildings and equipment) and 50  ̂ of the 

reourrir^g expenditure for a technical institution, the 

Cori7.'-1 'Government provides the balance of the amounts 

r e c i M . a s  grant-in-aid. The Central Government also
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As a result of this 3ni:ne er^ineerii^ otrlle^es and

25 po?*.yVK:i'̂ mcs have been Bh.ed by private a^©roies

during the plan period as £igain{5t nine colleges and

45 i^olyteohnios established by ctatg governments and 

universities. Private enterprise t.<ierefore constitutes a 

very Iraportant element of technical e(^ucation in India and 

supplein^nts in a lar^:e rce!?,f3UT0 tbs s’̂ r̂ '̂ Jrts of the state.

In order to ensure that the private institutions are run 

on the right lines and roalntein proper standards, 

governj^r^ bodies that include representatives of the 

Central Govermont and sta;^e governments and the All India • 

Council for Tenhnioal Education, have been set up for the 

administration and manâ en<̂ ;'rt of the affairs and finances 

of the institutionso

Docs the present system of a four-year or five-year 

under-gT'aouate course after the Intermediate or Higher 

Secondary train adequately the tyoe of engineers who could 

go in for post-graduate studies and research? Would it not
♦

be better to design specially a first degree course that aims 

at a higher standard of scientific and technological content 

and in which an adequate foundation is laid for advanced 

studies later on? Should not the pattern of Technical 

education be flexible enou.gh to permit of the training «f 

different types of graduate engineers and particularly rf 

those who can become ’Scientist-engineer'? These are some 

important questions raised in the Context of post-graduate 

studies and research.

Most people agree that a University would not be 

doing its duty unless it gave its technological students 

an education in scientific principles; that a graduate 

^o\irse in technology requir:as._a_knowledge of fundamental

gives for thr̂ «/5<5̂ r̂tWO'WiO  ̂ hostels.



m^thematics and ŝ ifiTboe and that urLLess thir. knowledge is 

acquired up to a high level the student will not be able to 

turn his practical experience to effect. In addition, the 

technologist must have enough instruction in his speciality 

to qualify for entrance to the profession which, with 

increasingly rapid advances in modern science and technology 

implies courses in electronics, ultrasonics, servo-mechanisms, 

nuclear energy and other new material that- was un3cnown up to 

ten to 20 years ago. Above all, there is a plea in many 

quarters that the courses should be devoted to teaching the 

future technologist to be a leader of m6n, to live a broader 

life and have an understanding of the arts and sciences which 

make life more pleasant and the world a better place to live in* 

It is a hard enough job for any University with fully 

developed faculties of the liberal arts and sciences and 

technology to live up to the objective of cooperation between 

those cultures and also to meet the'challenges of new situations 

that arise out of the eve3>-widening frontiers of knowledge.

In a normal engineering college which is only affiliated to
i

a University and has limited resoui'ces in teaching staff, the 

task is more difficult. v

It has also to be realised that the pattern of 

employment of technical personnel is changing fast. The old 

concept of an all-purpose engineer is vanishing and job 

specifications are becoming more specific. Of course, the 

function of a technical institute is not to train a student 

for a particular job but to-give- him a broad-based education 

on which he may build later on a truly professional career 

in his chosen field. The education should enable him to fit 

into his field of engineering as a whole. Nevertheless, the 

pattern of education should be flexible enough to suit 

students of varying interests and abilities. It should also 

be r>.,:3ponsive to the stimulus of change in industry & in research
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A majority of engineers required for industry and 

other activities are of a uriform type and can be trained 

in the present four or five-year course • The standard and 

content of the course will be just sufficient to enable 

them to enter the profession, \vith ercp^tience gained in tho 

field, they advance to higher levels of employment and 

professional competence. A limited number of engineers, 

however, is necessary for research, design and other kinds 

of original work. They constitute the sheet-anchor for all 

future technological progress. It is for the training 

of this small group, both'at unde]>• graduate and at post

graduate levels, that special provision has to be made in 

the existing pattern of Technical education.

An important suggestion is to organise at selected 

centres a special three-year under-graduate course in 

engineering, admission to which should*be restricted to 

graduates in Physics, Mathematics and Chemistry. The course 

should be of an honours degree standard and lay special 

emphasis on advanced scientific principles as applied to 

engineering* The selectivity of candidates for the course 

and their high initial educational level would enable us to 

get a type of engineers who are well equipped for post

graduate studies and research.



V. POST-GRADUATE STUDIES AFD_ HIGHE.R TEGHFOIOGIGAL '

An impreRsive rar-ge of scientific discoveries and 

technological development characterises the present times.

Television and radar; electronic computers for the 

solution of complex mathematical problems and for business 

accounting; semi-conductor devices, known as Transistors as 

a replacement for the thermionic valves; electron 

microscopes with mt?^nification exceeding 100, 000; Duclepr 

fission and fusion processes for power generation and for 

the production of radioactive materials that are of import

ance in agriculture, medicine & industry; new synthetic 

materials like polythene, tercvT'lenê  silicones etc. that have 

a wide range of application in industry and in  our daily 

life; gas turbines and jet propulsion. These are on3_y a few 

examples of scientific and technological achievements of 

the modern world. These aa aI.so many others in practically 

every field are the result of the creative effort of 

scientists and technologists working in ma,ny countries and 

as partners in a common enterprise, namely, to extend the 

frontiers of scientific knowledge and to apply scientific 

discoveries to practical technological problems* They 

emphasize the inter-dependence among the various branches 

of technology as well as the ever-increasing dependence of 

technology on the fundam.ental sciences. They have further 

demonstrated the increasing need for technologists to 

acquaint themselves vrith, and to interpret and apply, the 

work of chemists, physicists, metaJ.lurgists and mathemar- 

ticians and for the representatives of the various 

scientific and technological disciplines to collaborate 

in team effort.

India cannot remain unaffected by these .advances.

We may not attempt space travel and rocketry, but
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s.-cient.î iG ai)d tech]noio;̂ ?tcr3l discoveries that touch upon 

th'?̂  utilisation of m-^terial and energy resources of the country/ 

are of greet sigrifi?ance to us. We have not only to adapt aM 

9'Pply known knowlod£i;e and tech.^iq^ies to different situation^ in 

the couirfcry, but also to raake our oi-m cortribution to scientific 

and techno’lO£!;ic al iar),r;;r3!ys. As the S^cientific Policy Resolution 

approved by the Ppj^liaue^t rightly poin'*?̂  out, the key to 

ij'ational. prosperity lies in the effootive combination of the 

spirit of tbo people "vd,th techixjlogy, r?t̂  n?~terial and capital. 

Technology is more important than either raw rnateri'al or 

capital, for the discovery and the use of new technj.ques can 

make up for deficiencies in nptural resotirces and reduce the 

renuirements of ca,pital. Education is even more important, 

for "it is the function of education both to develop technology 

8nd. to build ud morale”, India therefore needs quality 

scientists and technologists, ■''’bo are not only specialists but 

are capable-of looking T-rell be.yonci thoir ovm fields; who can 

urdersuard the inter-rel.ationships of diffe?rent disciplines and 

co-ordinate a div^^rsitj  ̂ of skills, teahniques? materials and 

experience in the solution of engineering problems; who can 

co-operate as a team and cross-fertilise each other.

The training of a technologist is not just a co-urso; 

it is a conplex process that extends over a number of years*

Part of the process takes place in an institution and part in 

in(?ustr37 or in the professional field. The undergraduate 

stuf^ies are only the first c.yde in which the young student is 

introduced to fundament.^ scientific -and technological, 

principles and given a general and broad education. Specialised 

trai' .̂iing in a particular branch of technology to acquire depth 

of krowl'^dge; practice in rjgorous theoretical and experimental 

analysis^ ability to think inrlepencently and iudge in a 

scientific V7ay* an v-.nderstanding of the inter-relationships 

bctT-reen different branches of science and technology; and what
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is more impojrbant, an adequate preparation in mathematic^’ & ’■ 

physical sciences that is necessary for advanced technological 

work. These are the other cycles in the training of a techno

logist. Organised jpost-graduate studies at institutions 

specially meant for the purpose are therefore a necessity.

An important step taken by the Central Goverment to 

develop facilities within the country for advanoeaHechnoio-
'".w

gical training is to establish four higher technological 

institutes, one in each region, east, west, somtĴ  and north. ,

A plan for the ingtitutas was first drawn up in '1946 by a 

Sp^ecial Committee under the Chairmanship . N.R.

Sarkar. The concept behind the insti.tutes is that'fo^Ljy^ 

training of the highest possible grades of technologists, who 

are required in large numbers, national institutions provided 

with all the necessary resources and full freedom to adapt 

themselves to the fast changing situations are necessary. In 

addition to the traini.ng of technical personnel, the institu** 

tions should be fountain-heads of scientific and* techrucal 

knowledge and should ocmtribute through research and other 

activities to the industrial advancement of the country.

The Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, is the 

first higher technological institute to be established and 

started functioning in 1951* Equipped with all the faculties 

viz. liberal arts, fundamental sciences and the various 

technologies, that are necessary for the realisation of tha 

highest ideals of technological education, the institute 

provides facilities for the education and training of over 

1500 students in the undergraduate courses and 500 students • 

for post-graduate courses and research work. The subjects 

offered cover a wide range some of which, as for instance, 

Faval Architecture and Marine Bngineerii^, Fuel and Combus

tion Engineering, Production Technology, Geophysics, Advanced 

■Rlectrical Communication Engineering, Foundry Engineering,
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. Concrete Technology, are deslgxied to meet the special require

ments of industrial and other developmental projects for hi£^ 

grade technologists* The Ix^stitute has been incorporated by an 

Act of Parliament as an Institution of National Importance•

The other three higher technological institutes are in 

process of establishment at Bombay, Madras & Kanp\ir« The Bombay 

Institute started functionii^ in 1958 and Madras Institute in  

1959r when admissions were made to first degree courses. The 

Earpur Institute also started this year« . All these 

institutes are also being planned on the same comprehensive 

scale as the Kharagpur Institute, and when completed will take 

the technological education of the country several steps farther. 

Each will be a fully residential institution designed to promote 

corporate life among students and teachers, and will provide 

facilities for about 1500 students in the Undergraduate Courses 

and 500 students for post-graduate courses and research. -While 

the nature and level of work of all the institutes is the same, 

each will pay partic\Alar attention to certain special fields 

of technology that are of importance to the industrial develop

ment of the country* Dead Uniformity and duplication will be 

avoided as far as possible, and each institute will be allowed 

to develop in directions best suited to its own resources and 

genius#

In this, the foreign technical assistance that the 

Institutes are receiving will be of great value. The Bombay 

Institute is being assisted by the Soviet Union and the Madras 

Irietitute by West Germany. The assistance given by these 

countries comprises scientific & technic^ equipment, services 

of expert professors for a period of five years and facilities 

for the training of Indian teachers at Universities and 

Institutions in the Soviet Union and West Germany. These two 

countries are famous for the technological and industrial 

advancements that has been achieved in their own ways. The •.
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rombay a.nd Madras Institutes will, it is hoped, bear the 

imprint of the progress of the countries that assist them . 

in their establishment and development. Similarly, the 

Kanpur Institute is expected to receive assistance from the- 

U^S.A. The Khara<gpur Institute has received assistance from 

many countries through the Unesco, Colombo Plan, Point-four 

Programme etc. All the higher technological institutes,

* therefore, represefrt a venture in international co-operation 

and understanding in scientific & technological fields.

Another important centre of post-gradu^e studies

in engineering is the Iiadian Institute of Science,

Bangalore* Established in 1911 due to the foresight and

magnanimity of Jamshedjee Tata, the institute has built up

a high reputation in scientific research. In 1946, the 
Government

Central/decided to develop the Institute for advanced studies 

and research in technology and promote thereby the inter

action of nure and applied sciences. In the last ten years 

the Institute has become a centre of advanced technology with 

particular reference to Power Engineering, Aeronautical 

Engineering, Metallurgy, Internal Combustion Engineering and 

Electrical Communication Engineering. The POwer Engineering 

Department of the Institute is the only one of its kind in 

the country and provides facilities for advanced training 

and research in the various aspects of electrical power 

generation, transmission and distribution. This is a 

provision of great significance in the context of the big 

power projects undertaken in the country. Similarly, the 

Aeronautical Engineerir^ Department is also the only centre 

for advanced training and reseap^ch in aeronautics and related 

fields* The department has research, design & testirg 

fe.oilities that are of great value to aircraft industry.

Ilio other subjects offered by the institute include Soil

• • :.c,s Sc Foundation Engineerii^; Automobile Engineering;

. L ’3 . ial Engineering & Foundry Engineering, The Ir^titute
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• provides facilities for over 400 post-graduate students. &■ 

research scholars.

In an expanding system of education institutions should 

have a capacity for growth that has the' essential, quality 

of maturity; to project themselves into the future and 

anticipate changes; to prepare their products to meet the 

challenge of new situations. This is more necessary for

technical institutions that are constantly exposed to the power

ful influence of industrial development i^cientific progress. 

How far 253 institutions in the country are conducting

first degree and diploma courses will ultimately answer to this 

description depends on the opportunity provided to them to groV 

out of themselves and strive for higher levels of academic and 

technical performance. To confine the facilities for advanced 

work to the higher technological institutions or a few selected 

institutions specially set up for the purpose is to deny them 

the much-needed opportunity of advancement. Therefore, on the 

recommendations of the All Iridia Council for Technical Education, 

a deliberate policy has been adopted to encourage as many 

institutions as possible, depending upon their resoi;rces &- 

abilities^ to conduct advanced courses, in engineering, or to 

establish research units* A number of institutions, as S o t  

instance, Bengal Engineering College, SibT)i;ir, Roorkee 

University, Guindy Bngineerii^ College, Madras, Poone Engineer

ing College etc. that were till recently engaged only in 

undergraduate work are now offering facilities for advanced 

studies in engineering. The fields of study include. Dam 

Construction 5: Irrigational Engineering, Structural Engineerii^ 

Concrete Technology, Public Health Engineering; Electrical 

Machines Design; Mechanical Engineering; Metallurgy; Electronics.

A list of institutions for post-graduate studies, 

subjects offered by each and other ^details is given at !

Am,jure II. ,^ ^ 5 -

Z o - o U H p ^ \
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VI. FisciiT^r^ ^CR r/'Vir: in spi;iai, '

Diversification of the field of training is an important "aspect.

of technical edncntion. As industrial developnent progresses, the need for

personnel trained in different fields and possessing diverse skills is

fait. As the areas of application o^ science enlarge new technical

diccirlines are established v/hich in turn create a demand for entirely

c'i^^erent types of trained personnel. For instance! the application of

nuclear scicoce has established the new field of nuclear engineering and

made it necessary <*or nuclear engineers to be specially trained. The

application of electronics i transistor's and circuitry to computorst servo-

nechanisns and automatic controls has opened up neiv fields in which engineers

are being trained in large nutnbers. It is, therefore, a primary function

to
of technical education continually/respond to new developments in science 

and technology! identify new technical disciplines and provide training 

facilities in them.

In India* the full impact of scientific and technological advances 

on technical education has yet to come. Nevertheless* a marked diversifica

tion of the field of training is noticeable and new facMlties are being 

added in institutions whose activities were till recently restricted. For 

instance, Mining, Metallurgy, Chemical Engineering, Petroleum Technology, 

Geophysics, Industrial !Tng1neering are some of the subjects in which several 

institutions are today offering courses. This is largely due to a definite 

demand felt at present for technical personnel in these fields for various 

development projects under the five-year plans.

Anong the facilities created for training in special fields, may b© 

mentioned the School of Tovm &  Country Planning, iielhi. The school has 

been established as a Central institution for the post*-grnduate training 

of architects, engineers &  sociologists in civic design &  planning, an 

activity of great importance to the country. The school also conducts 

a special course in Housing to provide the much-needed personnel for the 

bousing projects undertaken by the Central &  fitate «5k)vernnents. A Department 

of Arc’’!tecture is proi'osed to be added to the sc’̂ ool, that will conduct 

a 1 “fledged degree course in the subject.
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Gciantific Management is another field that has attracted considerable 

.•^.tt3ntion. Rightly so, since ^or the success of the nutnsrous industrial 

snd. commercial enterprises that have been undertaken both in the public 

and private sectors« good management is a sine quo non, "Hie rapid 

changes that are taking place in the social, political and technologi

cal environment, are making it increasingly necessary for the modern 

manager to be specially trained for his profession rather than to come 

up the *hard way* through the school of experience. His training is both 

a rigorous academic discipline, essentially educational in chffacter and a 

practical down-to-earth mastery of tools, techniques and processes*

Therefore, on the recomrendations of the Board of Management Studies, 

Specialised courses in Business Management have been organised at 

four selected centres in the country and in Industrial Administration 

at three centres. The courses are essentially for persons who are 

engaged in management and have to be equipped suitably so that they may 

become better managers and for those who possess a minimum amount of 

practical experience and wish to enter the management field. In order 

that they may best serve this purpose, the courses are generally 

organised on a part-time basis# The question of the lines on which 

Management education in the country should be further developed is 

under the consideration of the All India Council for Technical Education.

The Administrative Staff College, Hyderabad established in 1957 

as a Joint and cooperative enterprise of the Central Governfiient and 

private industry and connerce offers a three-month course to young 

administrators from all walks of national life in the principles and 

techniques of organisation, administration and leadership in civil life.

It lays emphasis on team work, and upon the basic fact that those who 

are called upon to work together will be drawn from different apprentice

ships. The task is to make a co-ordinated group out of individual 

specialists. It is one that grows with each further step in technologi

cal development. Whaf the Staff College hopes to do is to bring together 

young administrators ĵ rom all walks of national life at an age when 

thoir viorrs are formod but not ^ixed, to provide for the exchange of ideas 

co 'Kon advantage and to promote better understanding between those

I
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in charge in different spheres of activities. The resulting cross- . 

fertilisation of ideas and techniaues will be of advantage to all who 

participate and to the community as a whole.

The different centres of Management Studies and the Administrative 

Staff College are complimentary to one another, Ihe Staff College is not 

concerned with preparatory training* Its constituency is among men and 

women already expert but needing the opportunity to reflecti to compare 

notes and to equip themselves more fully for their services#

For the training of technicians of the supervisory cadre for 

printing industry, four Regional Schools of Printiitg have been established 

at Calcutta, Bombay, Madras and Allahabad, The schools, working in close 

association with the industry offer National Certificate courses in the 

various branches of Printing and each serves the States in the region in 

which it is located* It is proposed to establish one more regional school 

at Delhi and a Central institute for advanced training and researoii 

in Printing technology and allied fields*

In developing facilities for new or special fields, keeping pace 

with current advances alone is not enough. To anticipate the future and 

be ahead of the times constitutes the mainspring of technical education*
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V II . JUMTOR Tgqir^XC/tL SGMPOLS.

The Indian Constitution makes it essential for the state to seek to 

provide free consul sory education for all children up to the age of X4 

i*e, up to three classes below the new higher secondary course that is 

in process of being introduced. The question is, how to provide diversified 

opportunities for education and training to a majority of students after 14, 

for gainful occupation In life. The issue arises partly due to the fact 

thpt secondary education Is an end in itself to a majority of students and 

so, has to be a ^elf«sufficient and practical preparation for entry to life* 

And partly due to the fact that the present spectre of large nuirfcers of 

students crowding aimlessly into universities and other higher institutions 

has to be eliminated. University education should be Open only to those 

who can profit by It ^wd have the necessary academic merit. For the rest, 

secondary education of diversified types that suit Individual ability and 

aptitude should be provided. TTierefore, technical education and training 

at secondary level Is of special importance.

The Junior Technical School which is a special type of secondary 

technical school, provides an answer to this question^ Designed specifically 

for students who wish to enter industry and other technical occupations, 

the school offers a three-year integrated course in General education, 

technical education and Technical Training in various engineering trades.

It accepts fully the concept of ’Double ITinality* within its curriculum - 

of educational development of the student from 14 to 17 and of his 

effective preparation for a definite technical occupation in life. In 

each year of the course, general education, technical studies ?nd workshop 

training are so integrated that all these three elements together 

constitute the base for the total development of the young student. Ihe 

work load is also so designed that the technical school functions as a 

cross between a factory and a school. It will generally observe a larger 

number of hours of work per day than an ordinary school which facilitates 

the disciplining of the students in gradual stages to the conditions of 

industrial occupation. A total of 4G60 hours of instruction is provided 

ovor the three-year pfjrlod comprising; 12B0 hours of general education 

tncTuding science; 760 hours of technical studies including engineering
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drawing and 2520 hours of workshop training in a particular twhnical tiade.

The workshop training which constitutes over of the total course, 

when conducted in well-equipped shops provides a good foundation for 

the development of the student as a skilled worker of a high order 

in due course. The development of technical skill is facilitated 

by training in engineering drawing and in elementary Mechanical and 

electrical engineering included in the course. The curriculum of the 

final year provides for about two-third of the total time being spent 

on workshop training. It should, therefore! be possible to organise 

this tr;?ining in cooperation with industry in such a way that th6 

students work four days a week In industry and attend the school the 

rest two days. This type of sandwich course will train a product that 

is readily useful to industry.

Some critics of junior technical schools have asked the question,

Is not 14 too early an age for a student to decide his future occupa*^ 

tion in life? The answer is simple. A postponement of the decision 

till after he has completed the normal secondary schooling leaves him 

with only one choice l,e* university education for which he may or may 

not be fit. He has also not had an education and training that prepares 

him for any gainful occupation in life . To undertake such a preparation 

for industrial occupation at 17* it Is too late and wasteful, further, 

in our present economic circumstances, a boy should become a productive 

member of" the community at 17-»18* That is possible dnly If  his education 

at the secondary stage Is made purposeful not only from a general stand

point of education per se but alsft from the point of view of occupational 

requirements, or to put It plainly, from the standpoint of eerning his 

bread, Thereforet whether one likes it or not, most boys have to make 

the decision at 14. In many European countries that are industrially 

advanced, the age of entry to technical schools Is 11«~12. Ihere is no 

avldenc^.that the boys have been handicapped In later life.

Another question asked is, What are the opportunities of 

f*urther oduc'^tion open after the Junior Technical School? The suggest- 

ticn in such a question viz. th?t the junior technical school

i:’. u ’ I l:<3 n staqj towards higher education is totally unjustified.
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Otherwlsot .the very concept of education at the secondary stage as a 

pVapVation for 11 and an end in Itself has to be rejected and it 

.has to be subordinated to the requirements of university education. Tlie 

junior technical school is a seIf-<;ontained course and an end in itself#

Its aims and objectives are not laid down in relation to university or any 

other kind of higher education* Neverthelesst students who have completed 

the junior technical school course can, if they wish to, do higher studies 

in several ways* !*?hlle working in industry as skilled v/orkersi they can 

attend the diploma courses in engineering on a part*-tlrae basis and 

complete them in a period of three to four years. That will not only 

better their prospects in their chosen profession but will Improve them 

for supervisory positions in Industry, Alternatively, immediately after 

the school studies, they can join a polytechnic for a full-time diploma 

course. In that case, in view of the extensive workshop training they 

have had as alsd training in engineering drawing and basic sciences, 

the duration of the diploma course will be only two years as against the
♦

normal three years, A third alternative that Is open to brilliant students 

is, one more year's study in a normal higher secondary school which could 

prepare them for the secondary school examination. On passing that 

examination they could join the Integrated five-year degree courses in 

engineering.

These are the various aspects of the Junior Technical School 

scheme. The schools are, however, in process of establishnvjnt and as, 

in the case of the new sjrstem of secondary education, more experience 

has to be gained with the curriculum, standard and content of general 

education and level of technical training that could be reached in the 

crucial three-year period. With that experience, the junior technical 

school could play a vital role in the educational reconstruction of the 

country and serve usefully a majority of students,

A proposal thnt is currently engaging attention is to establish 

Junior Technical^Schools as adjuncts to Polytechnics. This will not only 

fflTtke for considerable economy in buildings, equipment and staff but also 

establish a rationale between secondary technical education and professional 

education at polytechnic level, TTie two educational cycles can be integrated 

into one unified system that takes off inmediately after the compulsory 

schooling age of 14,
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In planned economy, the demand and supply of manpower is of prime

Importance* Unless an adequate supply of the necessary trained personnel .

is ensured, the progress of development projects in any field suffers*

Unless the projects throw up a sufficient number of jobs to absorb the

available manpower and provide employmDnt opportunities in an increasing

m3?sure, the economic system becorres stagnant. Therefore» a right

balance between demand ?»nd supply of banpower has to be maintained at

all times. That calls for an integrated and statistical approach to the

problem of technical education and training*

The first ever attempt made to assess the requiremsnts for

technical personnel over a given period and plan for the necessary •

training facilities was by the Scientific Manpower Comnittee in X947-48

soon after Independence* At that timei however, no five^-yepx plans had

been formulated* Nevertheless, the Cormittee visualised a certain level

of economic development to be reached by the country over a ten*-year period|

1947- ^  and estimated the requiremgnts ^or technical personnel for industry,

agriculture, transport and connunication, defence ?4nd other fields*

Qualitatively, it also classified the personnel r?quired into different

categories of engineers, scientists, technicians etc. and indicated the

level of their training in terns of post-~grnduate and specialist qualifica^^

tions,' degrees &  diplomas* On the supply sidet it carried out a

comprehensive survey of the state of scientific &  technical education

in the country, the available training capacity of the institutions, the

shortag3s existing in the instructional facilities and the scope of

developmsnt of the institutions* The Cormittee estimated that the

r?quirements for technical personnel over the ten»^year period 1947-57 •

would be of the order of 30,000 persons possessing post-graduate qualifica^

tions &  first degrees in various fields of technology (including

engineering) and 33,000 penons possessing diplomas* In order to meet

this demand and also to improve the quality of technical education, the

Conmittee recommended a number of schemes that included development of

existing institutions and establishment of new institutions* A scheme

was also formulated

I
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V  •
• /  the’ institution of research scholarships for the training of 

research workers in science and technology and of practical training 

Stipends to enable ^resh graduates and dipioma-holders to undergo a 

f?tnt.3d period of practical training in Industry. Some of the schemes 

were accepted by the Central Government and were implemented. They 

were the forerunners of more vigorous efforts made in subsecjaent years 

particularly during the Second Plan period to develop technical education* 

Curiously enough, doubts were raised in certain quarters about 

the estimates of manpower requirements, prepared by the Scientific 

Manpower Coimittee* The critics said the estimates were rather on the 

high side and the country did not need as many as 30,000 graduate

engineers and 33,000 diploma-holders over a period of ten years. Accord-
i * f , ;

ing to them, the economic development of the country was not likely to 

proceed on such a comprehensive scale as envisaged by the Comittee nor 

as speedily. Subsequent events, however, proved that the ^ears were 

unfounded.

In I95fj;i.e. at the end of the J^irst ^ive-Year Flan, technical 

institutions in the country produced 4020 graduates and 4500 diploma- 

holders. The number of institutions increased to 65 for degree courses 

and to 114 for diploma courses. Their admission capacity also increased 

to 5090 students for degree courses and to 10,400 for diploma courses.

IVhen the Second ’’’ive Year Plan was formulated, a target of nine additional 

institutions ^or degree courses and 21 additional polytechnics for 

diploma courses was proposed in the Plan that would have increased the 

admission cap/Hsity to 7390 students ^or degree courses and to 13,000 

students for diploma courses. This was the order of development visual

ised by the Scientific Manpower Committee. There was no noticeable 

un3mploymi3nt among engineering graduates and diploma-holders. Quite 

the contrary. Doubts were expressed and rightly so, that the training 

of manpower was not being geared to'the needs of the *^ive-Year Plan and 

difficulties were likely to be encountered in pressing on with the 

development projects. In fact, an acute s'hortage of personnel was report- 

ni In r.ortoin sectors. The Planning Commission therefore appointed in 

1955 an Engineering Personnel Committee to make an estimate of the
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requirements ^or manpower ^or the Second ^Ive-Yenr Plan, Jihd to suggtjst . 

m^jasures to meet the shortaqe, If any* In its report submitted in May,

1956, the Committee estimated that for the various development projects 

included in the Second Plan, about 26,500 graduates and 50,500 diploma- 

holders in engineering would be required by 1960-6i. The supply from the 

institutions during that period would not meet the demand in full and the 

shortage in 1960-61 would be of the order of 1800 graduates and BOOO 

diploma~holders. According to the proqramnfe of expansion of technical 

education then contemplated, the admission capacity of the institutions 

would reach only 7390 students for degree courses and 13,0B0 students 

for diploma courses by the end of the Plan period* The Committee emphasised 

that unless efforts were made towards a much larger expansion of technical 

education than then contemplated, and the gap between the demand and supply 

of technical manpower was bridged, the economic development of the country 

would not make the necessary progress* The Committee recommended that the 

targets of t^hnical education should be increased by 2790 seats for degree 

courses and P,220 seats for diploma courses by the end of the Plan period*

To that end, a number of new engineering colleges and polytechnics should 

be established in the country*

In consultation with the Planning Commission the Central Government 

decided in 1957 to increase immediately the training capacity of existing 

institutions by providing additional buildings, equipment and staff. An 

*Open door* policy of assisting private agencies in the establishment of 

technical institutions was adopted, 7^is gave a great impetus to the 

development of technical education as nine colleges and 25 polytechnics 

were established by private agencies. The plans of State Governments were 

revised in stages and provision was made for the establishment of eight 

new colleges and A9 polytechnics, i^inally, it was decided in 1958 to 

expand technical education on a much larger scale so as to meet the demand 

for t'^hnical personnel not only for the Second Plan but for the Third 

and subsequent plans* ’'̂ 'or that purpose a special scheme of establishment 

of eight large-si?s;ci regional engineering colleges and 27 additional 

^'•jlytGchnics v;as formulated and steps were taken to implement it»

The targets of technical education have had to be revised thrice 

in the course of the current plar period* The original targets correspond
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.. to an 9nniial admission of .7390.students for degree courses and 13*OftO 

stucjen'ts’^br diploma courses by i961* The revised targets are 13tJiOO 

. students for degree courses and 27|000 studants for diploma courses. Vfe 

are pretty near these new targets. In 1960, the admission c.npacity 

reached 13,f500 students for degree courses and 25|290 students <̂ or 

diplofrta courses. i'?hen all these new schemes are implemented, our insti

tutions will produce about lOtHOO graduates and 18,000 diploiWi holders 

per year during the Third Plan period, w^ich is more than double the 

present (19159) output of 4f500 graduates "r 72G0 diploma holders. The 

important thing is that with this advance preparation, no serious short

age of technical personnel Is anticipated for the successful execution 

of the Third »!*lve-Year Plan, In fact, the supply will keep in step 

with the demand.

If our experience in the Second ^ive-Year Plan has taught us
♦

anything, it is that an Integrative and statistical approach to the

problem of manpower is essential, A certain measure of audacious planning

for technical education ^  training yields rich dividends.

While on the question of supply and demand, the right proportion

in which graduate engineers and diploma-holders should bo trained, is 

an Important issue. The proportion in which grrjduates and diploma- 

holders are required varies ^rom projcct to project and depends on a 

number of complex factors viz. the nature of technical operations involved, 

extent of supervisory and executive responsibilities to be discharged 

by personnel at different levels, degree of mec’̂ anisation, instrumenta

tion and automatic controls adopted etc. Neverthelessi on an overall 

basis for the entire field of engineering, a proportion of ls3 of

graduates and diploma-holders is generally accepted. Our institutions 

however, produced in 1947 graduates and diploma-holders in almost 

equal numbers. That was very unsatisfactory. The position improved 

gradually in subsequent years and in 19Ji9* the proportion was 1 :1 .6 ,

V^en the new institutions novj brn.ng established start functioning 

and train additional gradunt Ĵnd- diploma holdersi the proportion

will rorrh I during the third plan period. Even so, that will 

(Of. 0 1 riholly sotisfactory« Therefore! one of the major problems of

further planning for technical education is, how to bring about a

balanced development•af.-facilitl^s-^or-<ie^riie..and diploma courses.
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Tliis is not an educational matter only, but is related to the'pattern ’ •. 

of employment of technical personnel in industry, departments of government, -v 

and other organisations. The present iri)alance is in no small maasure . 

due to the employing organisations derr.anding graduate engineers for 

positions that can be filled by diplomn-holders« adequately or entru;;ting 

to gr^Kluate engineers work and responsibilities that can be discharged 

by personnel with lower quali‘‘ications. In several organisations i higher 

positions are filled exclusively by pronoting persons from lower levels 

on the basis of length of service* Since the higher positions require 

personnel with better academic qualificatio’ns, the tendency is also to 

prescribe the same qualifications for initial recruitment to the servicest 

irrespective of the actual requirements of the different job levels*

TTierefore, unless the pattern of employment of technical personnel in 

many organisations is re-organised and the available technical personnel 

is carefully husbandedi the present irr4)alance will continue, A disturbing 

situation may well develop in which the value of technical education and 

training will be at a discount.

Another in^ortant measure is to create special facilities of further 

education for persons in service* so that when they wish to advance in 

their profession on the basis of experiencei they could be equipped with 

the necessary higher training. P’or instance* a part-time degree course 

^or diploma-holdersf ivho are in service and possess a certain minimum 

amount of practical experience should benefit many organisations and also 

reduce the derrpnd for fresh graduates from universities. Further, it will 

give a great incentive to the diploma*<holders for better technical 

performance. The fresh graduates could be absorbed in positions whore 

they are really required. The University of Jadavpur has organised 

successfully such a part*-time degree course in engineering. Enormous 

scope exists for extending it to other centres where the demand for 

graduates is increasing.
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• The organisation of technical ertucnticn in India reflects 

chf?racteristic features of the Indian Constitution nnd a strong bias in ■ 

favour of central planning and co-ordination. India is a union of states 

that are autonomous in certain subjects that include eduontjon, Hie 

Union comprises 15 statesi each with its own legislntare and a goveriment 

formed on the bnsis of universal adult franch5$e»g It is- therefore, the 

primary responsibility of the states to organist?* develop and r.dminister 

technical education and training within their re^jpactive areas.

TTiJis constitutional position, notwithstai^ing, the organisational 

and administrative set up in many states were till recently unsatisfactory* 

There was no single department in the state governmont fully responsible 

for technical education and a variety of arrangements existed. In some 

states technical institutions were under the administrative control of 

Industries Departments; in some under the Public Vhrks Liepartments; and 

in others under the !T<Jucaticn Departments. In a few states, Industries 

Departments and Public Works Departments performed overlapping functions.

In the same state, the Industries Departr<6?nt wrs in charge of certain . 

technical institutions and the public Works Department in charge of others. 

Each department laid down its ovm standards for the courses conducted by 

institutions under its control, held examinations departrrentally and 

awarded diplomas and certificates.

As schefTEs for the expansion of technical education on a large 

scale wore formulated under the Five-year plans, it was realised that a 

unified approach to the problems of organisation and administration .of- 

institutions was necessary at the state level. More important', when a 

large nunt>8r of institutions, especially polytechnics wore established * 

in all states, it became necessary to ensure th.?t the institutions 

maintained high standards of instruction, and their examinations were 

conducted by an independent body on a uniform basis. The All India Council 

for Technical ’Sducaticn- therefore, recommended that in each state there 

should be set up a Directcrato of Technical ^ucation in the Government 

and a State Poard of Technical Education. The 3tnte Board should include 

inter aMa representatives of industry, co*merceff universities, technical

■ . AUrTnXSTr̂ /̂ TTCM 0^ riT̂ iICAI. gUUC/̂ TIffl̂



Institutions and other interests concerned with technical education, .

It should prescribe courses of study for institutions not affiliated ' • 

to universities, inspect institutions from time to time to ensure 

maintenance of standards, hold examinations and award diplomas and 

certificates. TTie Directorate, as the administrative agency of the 

government, should be in charge of the organisational &  mana^iement 

aspects 0  ̂ the Institutions. The recoonendations of the Council have 

been accepted generally by all states, which have set up their own 

State Boards of Technical Education, In most states one single govern

ment department is now In administrative charge of technical Institu

tions# ITie establishment of this new organisational set«up for technical 

education in the states is of great importance. It has not only helped 

in ensuring uniform standards on an all^india basis, but in associating 

various interests with the development of technical education and 

co-ordinating their efforts.

Ihe concept of central planning and co-ordination haS resulted 

in the Central Government's playing an active role in the development 

of technical education and training in the country as a whole. That 

the concept Itself Is justi^'ledt is because of several Important consldera* 

tions. First, in any system of planned economic development a clear 

perspective of the different sectors is an essential pre-requisite to 

action, whether at local or regional or central level. Second, when 

the programmes of economic development include large-sized projects for 

key industry, power, fuel, transport and communications etc# in the 

public sector, it is the primary responsibility of the Centre to ensure 

that the manpower required for the projects is made available. Ihird, 

on a national level, facilities for advanced technological studies and 

research can be organised satisfactorily only by the Centre, which has 

also to ensure that the institutions established for the purpose play 

their due role in the development of the country as a whole# Fourth, the 

expansion of technical education in a developing country like I^dla 

involves a heavy financial outl^’y th^t is beyond the resources of the 

statas !?nd therefore the Cenlre has to bear a major part of the expendi

ture both directly and as grants to the states* Fifth, the Seventh 

Schedule of the Constitution places upon the Centre the responsibility
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to co'-ordinate &  determine standards in institutions for higher education 

or rase arch and sc:onti?'ic nnd technical institutions ®

In view 0^ the above considoratlonnt the role of the Centre 

In the ^leld of technical educ?t^on has a four-fold objective viz,

(a) to prepare an integrated plan of devolopnont of technical 

education for the country as a vjholra?

(b) to establish hi^Inr J:(?chnolo^lcal institutions: Institutions 

for speci'Jiisod courses and oth'jr Institutions of all-India 
Importance:

(c) to assist fln.'^nclally otherwise stnte govemnentSt 

wriv:;rslties other ag'3nci(^s in tho asiablishment of 

technical innt.itutions;

(d) to watch over the progress of technical educcticn and to 

ensure the maintenance cf hi’;}h rtamiardSo

Tliese are essentially in the nature of educational leadernhip wMoJ

the Centre has to provldeo

1!ie most important machinery set-~up by the Central Government 

to provide this leadership is the All India Council for Technical 

Sducation, that consists of representatives of all State Governments, 

?^inlstrles of the Central Gov^rinent^ Industry, Commorcet Labour, 

Professional and Learned Societies^ Universities, Technical Institutions* 

parliament at̂ d various other interests concerned with technical education* 

As a national body t^e All India Council advises the Centret the states, 

University Grants Comission and other av.tho^itles on all aspects of 

improvement and development of technical education. Its fiinctiojis Include

I
inter allOg the preparation of plans for the deveiopnent of technical. 

educ3t^on on an All'-I^c^ia basis; to assess the requirernonts for technioaj. 

manpowf^r of different types and to suggest c,'?Qsares reauired to meet them; ; 

to suggest improvements in the pattern of technical education from time | 

to time to suit changing conditions; to establish liaison between industryJ 

government departments and other organisations on the one hand and 

technical institutions on another; to co-ordinate the activities of State 

Boards of Technical Education; to recommend grants and other forms of 

assistance that ni : be given by the Centre to the states, universities 

and other orgar.i ’or.s in the develop^nt of technical education*

Presided over Irj t’io f'inister of Gcienti^ic Fiesearch G- Cultural Affairs 

•and with the f^iristry o^ r'’:;ienti^ic Research 5- Cultural Affairs as its



secretariat, the Council ftmctlons with fewer hainHeaps-than most.other 

Hflvisory bodies, whose relatjons with the administrative authorities 

are vague and whose recowiend at ions are subject to further examination... 

t.s a matter o^ convention the recommendations of the Council are 

acc3pted by the Central g. State Governments. The fact that technical 

educ?itlon is not a controversial subject has also facilitated the 

work of the Council*

For the correct discharge of its functions the All India 

Council for Technical Sducation has set up a Co*-ordinating Copsnitteei 

four Regional Committees and seven Poards of Technical Studies* The 

Co«-ordinating Committee is the Executive Committee of the Council 

and coM)rdinatas the work of the Regional Conwlttees and Boards 

of Studies*

Ihe importance of Regional Committees in promoting a co

ordinated development of technical education in the different parts 

of the country cannot be overemphasised. The very vastness of the 

country raises many &  varied problems of development that require 

to be examined in the light of the conditions prevailing in and the 

needs of e ^ h  region* Schemas for the establishment of new and for 

the Improvement and development of existing institutions have to be 

formulated and implemented on a r3gional basis* A constant watch 

over the progress o^ the institutions which are spread over the whole 

country has to be maintained and expert advice and assistance to 

institutions that are in need, have to be provided. These and many 

other tasks can be performed satisfactorily only through appropriate 

regional agencies, specially set up for the purpose and working in 

close coM)peratlon with local authorities*

llio four Regional Conmittees of the All India Council for 

Technical Education deal with the following are as:-

Northern Region; Jammu &  Kashmir; Himachal Pradesh; Punjab; Rajasthan; 

Delhi; Uttar Pradesh,

Eastern Region : Assam; ManipvT^ '"ripura; VJest Bengal; Bihar; Orissa; 

Andaman ^

i^estern Region; Maharashtrn; 't a.ihya Pradesh; Gujerat,

Southern R-̂ q̂ .on: P'^ysore; Madras; Andhra Pradesh; Kerala &  Pondlchery; 

Laccadive, Hinicoy ^  Aminidevi Islands*
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S?ch Regional ‘'lomittas consists intor alia of reprasontntjves 

0^ tha state gov ;rn'K;nts vviiJ'in its are'jj rapresentntlv js of indu.otryj 

coripiGrc9 labourt tocbnicnl institutions, State Boards, wniversitios 

?nd experts. Constituted in this nannor the Gfimrittees aro fully 

reprDsantative of all authoriti is S intarosts conCc?rned with tochnicnl 

education in th^ir rospoctive areas. Thoir maift functions are:-

(ii) to sun^ey fncilitios "or tochnic?»l ?^<S«cation at all stages 
and to nrke roconnendntions on tj»(> «k’!?;elrprrent of technical 
education, includ^'ng the establishR»^nt of neiv institutions 
wherever necessary,

(b) tin n?ake a preli'ninary exanination of «i«y institution 

socking roccgnitioni

(c) to tender rnivice and guidance to teehr^ical institutions 

v/ithin the region,

(d) to promote liaison between technical institutions and 
industry.

(a) to assist the states &  institutions in securing practical 

training facilities,

Boards of Technical Studies advise th6 All India Council on 

all academic aspects viz* the pattern of technical education, duration, 

standard fr contents o^ courses, adnission requireraents etc. They also 

lay down the nininium standards of instructional facilities required 

^or the conduct of various courses by technical institutions. TIig 

seven boards that hrjve been set up deal with the following “̂ ields: 

Engineering Cr KetaDurgy
Ghen?i'',al Engineering S Chenical Technology 

Textiles Technolojy 
Architecture Town Planning 

Co’":!T!erce \ -

t1anager')ont
Applied Art &  Crafts 

In addition to representatives of technical institutions! universitiesf 

industry &  co^erce, each Board consists of who are appointed

by the All India Council in order to bring to b^p.r on the work of the 

Boards expert knowledge and guidance in the cotwerned fields. In the 

last 14 years th'it the boards have been functlonirrg, much valuable 

work has been done in fornulating courses of study for degree &  diploma 

in various branc’ epr on an all-I][^dia basis th?.t have served as a guide 

to technical inct\nv'.ions. The standards of instructional facilities 

like buildings, equ>pnent and sta^f suggested by the Boards have formed 

the basis on which the Regional Connittees assess the requirements of
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Institutions and recommend grants. The Boards have also advised the 

Council from time to time on specialised courses to meet the needs • ' 

of industry and commerce and ’̂ormulated various schemes for the 

purpose.

Thus, with a Co-ordinating Committee, four Regional Corrmittees 

and seven Boards of Technical Studies, the All India Council ^or 

Technical Education has become a most effective national body for 

technical education in the country.

In the Ministry of Scientific Research &  Cultural Affairs, 

there is a separate Division for technical education to assist in 

the formulation of and to carry out policies and prograrrmes* The 

duality of advisory and administrative functions in the same organisa

tion is a characteristic feature of the Ministry that has made for 

much progress in technical education. The Division has also four 

Regional Offices, at Calcutta, Bombay, Kanpur and Madras whose respective

%
territorial coverage corresponds to that of the Regional Conmlttees 

of the All India Council* Working in close association with the 

state governments and as the secretariat of the Regional Committees, 

the offices are concerned with actual ^ield work and provide the 

much-*neaded link between the Centre and the states. Among their 

important functions are, arrangements for the practical training of 

graduat3s and diploma holders; keeping a close watch over the 

progress of development schemes approved by the All India Council 

for Technical Education; providing assistance to technical institu

tions in various matters; ensuring correct utilisation of funds 

provided by the Centrei by institutions.
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FINANCING OF TFXJ^^ICAL EDUCATION MT>
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.^-"The expenditure on technical education re:;ri3cts not 

only the progress achieved in the field but also the organisa- 

—tdonal structure* Prior to independence, the exj)enditure of 

the Central Government on technical education was practically 

nil and the bulk of the finances required v̂ as provided by the 

States, however, meagre that was. The contribution of private 

a-(jaiiciG3 vas negligible. As the initiative of the Centre in 

the development of technical education grew, the Central Govern

ment has been provided funds in an increasing measure every year, 

not only for its oto institutions but as assistance to state 

government and private institutions. There was a corresponding 

increase in the expenditure on the part of the state governments 

and private agencies. Today, the finances for technical educatio}! 

as a whole are derived mainly from these three sources viz. the 

Central Government, State Governments and private agencies.

The progressive increase of the Central expenditure on 

technical education over the period 1947-48 to 1930-31 is given

in chart___V*____ . The first great fillip ' came with the First

^Ive year Plan. During that Plan period the Centre provided 

about Rs. 16.33 crores for technical education* A much larger 

outlay, viz. ?5.40.1 crores which is more than twice that in 

first plan has been provided for the Second Five Year Plan.

These amounts include both developmental and normal expenditure.

So far as the States are concerned, the outlay during the 

first plan was of the order of Rs.7 .0  crores. In the Second 

Plan they are expected to spend about Rs«2o«66 crores, exclusive 

of the assistance received from the Centre.

Ebcact' figu];;es of the expenditure’ incurred by private 

agencies are not readily available, but it is estimate<i that 

this sector has contributed on an average about Rs.40-45 lacs



per year in the last three to four years.

The importance of technical education in the national 

plan is further underlined by the fact that a much larger outlay 

is proposed in the Third Five Year Plan. According to the 

present estimates, an amount of about Rs,176 crores is r-jquired 

to press on with the expansion of technical education at all 

levels, as recommended by the Planning Commission.

The increasing outlay on technical education is not 

entirely due to the establishment of an increasing number of 

institutions and a similar quantitative expansion of the faci

lities* It is in part due to the fact that the cost of techni

cal education itself is rising sharply. No reliable data are 

available regarding the cost of establishment of an engineering 

college or polytechnic prior to 1950, since few, if  any, new 

institutions, were then established. A].so, no standards of 

instructional facilities required for degree or diploma courses 

in various subjects had been laid down. On the basis of the 

standards now laid down by the All India Council, an engineer

ing college with an annual admission capacity of 120 students 

for Civil, Mechanical and Electrical engineering costs today 

about Rs.40 lacs for buildings and equipment alone. 'The cost 

of land and its development for the establishment of the 

college, providing essential services, hostels, staff quarters, 

etc. are all extra. The running expenses of the college are 

of the order of Rs.8  lacs per year, if the salary scales 

recommended by the All India Council are offered to the staff. 

Not more than 25;^ of the running expenditure is mot by the 

income from tuition fees. Similarly, the cost of polytechnic 

also has gone up and is of the order of Rs.l8 lacs for buildings 

and equipment and Rs.3 lacs per year for recurring expenditure. 

VJhen courses in special fi?lds as, for instance. Mining, 

Metallurgy, Chemical ^^gineering etc. are added to' a college, 

the co-=3t goes up further.
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‘ '‘A major financial and organisational problem confront

ing planners therefore, is how to bring down the cost without 

sacrificing standards? The problem has two aspects. HHie 

first involves a consideration of the ĵ er capita expenditure.

If the per cap it a expenditure is brought down by ma'i;ing an 

institution work longer hours and train a larger number of 

students, a quantitative expansion of the facilities can be 

secured at less cost than is otherv/^ise poss5.blo. An attempt 

in this direction has already been made in the current Plan 

period and the training capacity of a number of institutions 

has been expanded in preference to.new institutions being 

established for the additional number of students, Whether the 

same principle should not be extended to new programmes has to 

be examined in detail in the light of the actual exp©'T,'i4;-rtG.t; 

gained in the last tx\ro-three years.

The second aspect involves the development of indige

nous scientific instruments industry. According to the present 

estimates, at least 50% of the equipment required by an engineer

ing college and 30% of the equipment required by a polytechnic 

have to be imported. The prices of imported equipment are 

rising steeply and in the last three years alone, the prices of 

many items have gone up by about 50% on an average. Apart from 

foreign exchange difficulties, such a large increase in the 

prices can upset completely the targets of a plan. The insti

tutions will be hard put to it to equip themselves fully within 

the allotted funds. The solution to the problem lies in the 

development of indigenous industry and making the country self 

sufficient in respect of essential acientific equipment of 

quality and precision. ' The institutions themselves should be
A

encouraged to make in their own workshops as many items of 

equipment required by them, as possible. * M  expert committee 

of the iUl India Cc^'ncil for Technical Education has gone into 

this question and suggestod various measures for securing 

economy in respect of equipment for technical institutions*
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There Is also the question of buildings that- account 

for about 50^ of thu Capital cost of a technical institution. 

Hie practice so far has been to construct buildings in the 

traditional styles and on a gradiose scale with an eye to 

architectural embellishments rather than purely functional 

and economically designed buildings. Unless a radical 

departure from the current practice is made, technical 

education will remain an unnecessarily expensive proposi

tion for India* Grand and expensive buildings are not 

synonymous with good institutions and many great engineers 

have risen from humble beginnings. We should revise our 

order of priority; give the first place to staff, the 

second to equipment and the last to buildings.

No report on Technical Education in India would 

be complete without a reference to Foreign iUd, that has 

played no small part in the recent developments in this 

field* The aid has been given by many countries generously 

and in a spirit of cooperation and has been readily accepted 

by us. It comprises scientific and technical equipment; the 

services of expert professors in various brahches of techno

logy, and facilities for the training of the teachrers of our 

institutions abroad. These are the three essential things 

that we are much •short of for the establishment and develop

ment of institutions of advanced technological studies.

The first Foreign Aid to come was under the Unesco
\

Programme. Since 1951 this aid has been extended every year 

for developing facilities for advanced studies and research 

at selected centres. Aid under other programmes, as for 

instance T.C.M. of the U .S .A ., Colombo Plan etc. followed in 

increasing measure. Recently, under bi-lateral and other 

arrangements, very large assistance has been provided by 

certain countries in the establishment and development of 

entire technological institutions. Special mention must> 

be made of the assistance provided by the U .3 .S .R . for the
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’.VTestern Higher Technological Institute at Bombay 5 by the Fed oral 

■R'epublic of Germany for the Southern Higher Technological 

Institute at Madras; by the United Kingdom for the College of 

^Engineering & Technology at Delhi; and by the U .S .A . for the 

Higher Technological Institute at Kanpur• It is the valuable
I

aid of these countries that will accelerate the establishnont 

and development of these important institutions.

Tlie extent of Foreign Aid prov5.der  ̂ or promised for
s

Technical Education in India is given in Table

TABLE-IV
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Aid Programme/Country

'Technical AidHPromis’e^ or'“Rcceive3‘
1̂13 to 1960 _____________ _________

^ 6 . of ’Value of equip- * No. of 
experts Vient in Rs* lacs ’ Fellowships 

 ̂ ’ for training
’ . ’ of Indian

1 1 ______* stafi

1 . T.C.M . of the U .S .A . 88 163.27* 106

2 . Colombo Plan, 37 52.08 24

3. UNESCO & UNTAA 18 13.47 30

4. U .S .S .R . Aid for Indian 
Institute of Technology, 
Bombay under UITDdCO 
Programme.

18 16S.80 20

5. U .S .S .R , (For Indian 
Institute of Technology, 
Bombay).

- 36^00 -

6 . Vfe^t Germany. 24 170.. 00 20

TOTAL 185 601.62 200

(*) Exclusive of aid of Rs.107.5 lacs provided by the U ;S .A . 
out of the Rupee Fund for Indian Institute of Technology, 
Kaiipur, for buildings and indigenous oq.uipm.ent,

(In addition'a large number of teachers of technical 
institutions have been sent abroad for training on 
fellowships offored by various c o u n t r i e s S o  far 
over 500 tjat.*'-::3 have been trained or are under 
training in the U .S .A ., U .S .R .R^, U .K .,
West Germany a ad France)



XJ. .PRACTICAL TRAINING
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The practical work done by students of technical insti- . 

tutions is an integral part of their training in becoming 

engineers and just as important a pre-requisite to successful 

technical studies. It serves many purposes. It is to acquaint 

students in practice (depending upon their field of study) with 

the production of materials, their moulding and processing, as 

well as with the finished products in composition, structure 

and mode of action. In addition, it is to familiarise them 

with the testing of a finished workpiece and with the assembly 

of machines and'apparatus installation on the site, and control.

In Civil Jhgineering, the training has to deal with the actual 

construction methods and techniques, the stability and strength 

of structures and various other aspects relevant to that field. 

This is also true of other engineering fields in which appropriate 

to each of them the training has to deal broadly with the 

processes and techniques, operations and controls, the function

ing and capacity of machines, all geared to the attainment of a 

pre-determined objective.

According to this, the practical training has to fulfil 

three tasks. First, to acquaint the student with the production 

or construction methods. The training, for which only a limited 

time is available (contrary to conditions in the training of 

specialist skilled workers) has to be systematic so that the 

trainee may become acquainted with a whole range of methods 

and thus gain a wider experience. The trainee should also try 

to understand the principles underlying the various methods of 

production and extend his knowledge in that field. The train;Lng 

of specialist skilled workers and the practical training of 

students of engineering are quite different things. The purpose 

.''.ri training the former is to impart to them the manual skill 

that is required in their occupation and that is acquired by



reputedly  practising on the same workpiece. The training of 

an engineering s tu d ^t , on the other hand, is intended to show 

him how the same final shape of a workpiece can be produced by 

means of different methods in accordance with constructional 

requirements. The workers training is intensive", the students 

practical training is more extensive, although the latter cannot 

dispense with a certain degree of man-^al skill. The laiowledge 

and experience which he gains during his practical training are 

essential later on, to his professional work.

Next, the prospective engineering laast become acq*uaintrd 

with works organisation which governs the structure and functio.j- 

ing of a factory. Third, the trainee should get to know the 

Works Community.) the sociological problems of that community; 

the worker as an individual his strivings, his urges and his 

psychology^ and the relationships between labour and management.

Only when an engineer . student has gone through a 

definite programme of practical training on these lines, can he 

be regarded as possessing the minimum experience required for 

entry to the profession. It is the same as with the young 

medico who has to *walk the wards * and serve a minimum period of 

internship in a hospital before he is qualified to enter the 

medical profession.

The way in v/hich practical training is given to 

engineering students varies from country to country. In 

Germany every student has to serve as an apprentice in industry 

for a minimum period of six months before he is admitted to a 

technical imiversity. lAHiile at the University, he worlcs as an 

apprentice in industry during his vacations. Apprenticeship 

after graduation is also a common feature. The University has 

no workshops of its own for the preliminary practical training 

of students, which is looked after by industry. In the U .K . 

and U .3 .A ., altiiO-Jo’h a preliminary practical training of six 

months is not prescribed generally as an essential requirement 

for entry to technical institutions, the institutions assume
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no responsibility for giving such training during the course in 

their workshops. Hie students have to undergo the necessary 

training in industry during the vacation or as graduate 

apprentices after their studies. The institutions, however, 

assist students in obtaining the necessary training facili

ties in industry. This system has worked well since, in these 

countries, organised facilities exist for practical training 

and Apprenticeship Schemes are an important feature of 

industrial organisations. The time spent by a student at 

the institution is devoted entirely to his course of studies 

which comprises theoretical and laboratory work and drawing.

A typical schedule of workshop training prescribed 

by Technical Universities in Germany prior to admission is 

as follows

(a) Fundamental work at the Vice
and in the Smithy (training workshop) 4 weeks.

ft(b) Model joinery.- —  —  4

(c) Moulding shop and foundry. —  4

(d) Machine Forging and drop forging. —  3 ”

(e) Welding shop (autogenous and
electrical). —  3 •*

(f) Turning, plating shop, milling. —  6

(g ) Marking plate. —  —  * • g

26 Weeks.

In India, the situation is very different. For a 

number of reasons, particularly the absence of organised 

practical training and apprenticeship facilities in industry, 

technical institutions have had to establish their own work- 

sho.ps where the students could be given necessary preliminary 

training during the course itself. The degree and diploma 

courses have therefore been so designed that their curricu

lum includes workshop practice. Depending upon the particular . 

branch of engineering chosen by him, a student spends from 20 % 

to . 35 of the course time on workshop practice.

Si is position has raised two important issues.



First,' how far is it justified that workshop practicc, that 

does not strictly constitute academic studies, should cut into 

the course work of a student for-degree or diploma? Second, 

is it desirable that a technical institution shou].d spend ar5 

much as Ps* 4 .0  lacs in the establishment of a training workshop^ 

when that amount could be better utilised for scientific equip

ment for the laboratories and research work? ‘ ITiis amount is 

about 20^ of the outlay on equipment for an engineering college 

and about 50% that of a polytechnic. This may not seem a big 

amount for a single institution, but when computed for nearly 

80 engineering colleges and 180 polytechnics, the proposition 

assumes large proportions.

Both questions are valid if only the conditions in 

India were different, and alternative arrangements could be 

made for the workshop training of technical students. As 

explained earlier, such training facilities provided in industry 

are extremely limited and generally not organised on satisfactory 

lines. Until the situation improves, and industry not only 

expands but is made to accept apprenticeship as its own 

responsibility, existing technical institutions have perforce 

to continue to provide workshop training within the curriculum 

of the courses, under their own auspices.

At this stage, a better and more economical way of 

organising workshop training might be suggested. Instead of-, 

each technical institution having its own training workshop, 

central workshops could be set up at selected places where the 

students could undergo the necessary training before joining 

technical institutions, or during their vacations or both.

Such central workshops can serve specific areas or specific 

groups of institutions. The advantages of this arrang’ement 

are many. F ir s ^  a central- workshop can be better equipped for 

the same amount as a single institution. The better the 

equipment the better the standard and the wider the scope of 

training. Second, in actual practice, the workshop of an



engineering college or polytechnic is 'utilised effectively in ... 

the training of students only up to a maximum of 40-50>  ̂

the total time for which the workshop could work in a year.

That is due to the requirements of the time table of the 

various courses of study conducted at the institutions, 

interruptions due to vacations and so on. There are no such 

limitations in the working of a central workshop and therefore 

a larger number of students can be trained with the same 

facilities, than is otherwise possible. Third, experience 

in Germany, U .K. and elsewhere shows that if students joined 

technical institutions after or preparatory workshop training 

they could do their courses better, and the entire time availa- 

 ̂ ble could be devoted to academic studies.

Educationists also hold the view that workshop 

training during the course is an undersirable interruption • 

of the academic studies. Fourth, a central Workshop with 

an organisational set up of different firm institutions and 

with better facilities could simulate the actual conditions 

of a factory and thereby impart to students practical train

ing in such aspects, as production, methods and techniques 

etc. If the principle of preparatory workshop training at 

a central workshop is accepted, the duration of the actual 

courses at the institutions for degree or diploma could be 

reduced. Any additional training required by the students 

for a successful completion of the studies could be given 

during the vacations in the Central Workshop.

Workshop training prior to or during technical 

"S tu d ie s  is only one aspect of practical experience. The 

other and perhaps more important consideration is the actual 

practical training in the field that every engineer or 

technologist should have in order to enter his chosen 

profession. That training is generally taken by a candidate 

after he has completed his academic studies at the technical 

institution. The duration of the training varies from —
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■subject to subject, but it is generally accepted that a two- 

year apprenticeship at a factory or similar organisa'Cion is 

necessary if  a graduate or diploma holder has to be coni.ditim.-^d 

for gainful employTnent in his profession.

Prior to 1949, organised apprenticeship facilities 

for graduates and diploma holders were available in industry 

or government departments on an extremely 3»imited scale.

!Uven where such facilities were provided by the organisations 

at the specific request of the candidates or their institu

tions, the training was generally not supervised; nor were 

the trainees paid a stipend. The candidates were ] eft to 

fend for themselves and that reduced enthusiasm for practical 

training. There were, of course, several exceptions where a 

few industrial concerns did offer practical training under 

proper supervision, but generally the position was far from 

satisfactory. The Scientific Manpower Committee that examined

the matter from the standpoint of supply of trained technical 
for

manpower./, various do^^elopment projects r©commended that the 

Central Government 'should assume a primary responsibility for 

arranging practical training of graduates and diploma holders. 

The Central Government accepted libe recommendation and in 1949 

formulated a scheme of Practical Training Stipends and 

initiated it.

Under the scheme, practical training places are 

secured in industrial concerns, technical departments of l:hG 

Central and State Governments and in other organisations where 

graduates and diploma holders can learn in practice the 

application of the general principles and techniques of techno

logy in their chosen fields as also the organisational and 

human relations aspects of industrial enterprise. The dura

tion of training '’•aries from one to two years depcsncUnj; upon 

the p?.rt;!.ciil:ir I'iu.ds and the establishments covered by the 

schema. Tlie progra^r.e of training is generally drawn up in
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advance.in consultation with the establishment and every effort 

is made to fo llo w it . During training, a graduate is paid a 

stipend of Rs.150/- p^m. and a diploma holder Rs. 100/- p.m. to
0

enable them to meet expenditure on board and lodging.

In the last ten years, th.e scheme has been gradually 

expanded both in the number of training places and the range 

of fields of training. There are at present o v ^  8000 train

ing places available every year for fresh entrants in about-- 

500 establishments, that include industrial concerns in the 

public and private sectors, ^Railway workshops, D e face  

Organisations, Power Projects, Transport and Communica

tions organisations eic. An important feature of the scheme 

is that a large number of industrial concerns in the private 

sector not only provide the necessary training facilities 

but contribute towards a part of the expenditure on the 

stipends. The contribution varies from concern to coficern, 

but is generally between 40 and 50^ of the expenditure.

Since the training establishments are located
*

at large cities or industrial areas, accommodation for 

the trainees, who come from every part of the country is 

a major problem. An attempt is however made to construct 

hostels, wherever possible. Interest-free loans are being 

given to industrial concerns and other organisations for the 

construction of trainees hostels.

The Practical Training Stipends Scheme is not in 

itself is a complete answer tcyfche problem of professional 

development of fresh graduates and diploma holders. The 

maximum number of training places secured so far under the 

scheme is about 2000 as against the present output of 4480 

graduates and 8140 diploma holders from all technical insti

tutions. It is true that a certain number of the graduates 

and diploma holders as soon as they leave the institutions 

secure Jobs and the employers concerned give them the necessary
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practical training as a kind of in-service training. It is 

also true that because of the present unusual demand for techni

cal personnel, fresh graduates and diploma holders without 

practical experience are able to get jobs and therefore all the 

training places available are not always fully utilised. 

Nevertheless, unless a graduate or diploma holder has had a 

broad-based practical training in his field, he is not develop

ed professionally and he is not fit to bo eisployed in any 

responsible supervisory or executive position. Therefore, 

when the demand and supply of technical personnel reaches an 

even level, a one to two-year practical training has to be made 

compulsory for all graduates and diploma holders. Then, a 

national apprenticeship scheme becomes necessary that will 

compel every industrial organisation to provide facilities for 

practical training commensurate with, its size. A bill for the 

introduction of such a scheme is, at present, under the consi

deration of the Central Government.
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X1I\ Tim T^HNIGAL ’

The heart of an educational institution is the 

teacher. It is the quality of staff, that in the final 

analysis makes for the success of an institution. That is 

even more so in the case of a technical institution where the 

nature of studies makes closer contact between the teacher and 

the taught imperative, and demands of the former both academic 

excellence and professional competence.

A serious problem confronting all our institutions 

today is the shortage of teachers that has been variously 

estimated as ranging from ^0% to 50% of the required a^ength. 

In certain categories the shortage is said to be as high as 

Q0% in a number of institutions. It is not merely the exist

ing shortage, but the fact that it will increase as new 

institutions are established and the existing ones are expand

ed that causes concern. The difficulty in obtaining staff of 

the right calibre and in the required numbers is a serious 

limitation to the further development of technical education. 

If in spite of this new institutions are established in large 

numbers, we run the risk of lowering standards of education 

and training. This should be avoided at all costs. It is 

better to train one competent engineer than five inadequate 

ones. In fact, several educationists hold the view that all 

further expansion of technical education should be stopped 

till the staff position at existing institutions has been 

improved.

The problem of shortage of staff is a complex of 

various factors. First, the teaching profession is not 

financially as attractive as industrial or departmental 

career, which offers far bet1^er opportunities of profession

al advancement, better salaries and what is .erroneously 

regarded a superior *social status *. The wide disparity in



the salaries of teachers of technical institutions and prof e'^son. 

. al engineers in government departments is not just an accident 

of history. It is the result of a deliberate view held over 

a long period that the latter are more important to the 

economic and social life  of the country. 'Ihe difference is so 

marked that till recently, the salary of a professor of 

engineering in a large number of institution^^ras half that of 

a Superintending Engineer in the Public Works Departments  ̂

and a lecturer was considered less valuable than an assistant 

engineer. In these circumstances, it is hardly to be expected 

that well-qualified and competent engineers would prefer to 

work as teachers than as professional engineers. Only in rare 

cases does the compensation of ‘academic * l ife , a nebulous 

affair to most men as practical engineers, influence the docisio.i, 

of an individual in favour of teaching and research.

The second factor is that no organised effort has been 

made by the institutions themselves to attract bright young 

graduates to the teaching profession when their ideas are just 

being formed, not set, train them further and offer them suita

ble positions on their staff. Instead, the attitude of many 

institutions is one of abject dependence on the market supply, 

which more often than not fails them. Good teachers do not 

grow on trees. They have to be created through a long process, 

wisely planned on the same lines as the investment policy of 

an industrial or commercial organisation. That is essentially 

a responsibility of the institutions themselves.

The third factor is that few technical institutions 

are involved continuously vrith industry, technical departments 

of governments and other organisations. They function in 

complete isolation from each other. It is only when an institu*. 

tion builds up a living contact with industry that it is able 

to attract experts in industry as part-time teachers initially 

and later on, in full-time teaching positions.. The part-time 

staff not only helps to fill  vacant positions that cannot
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otherwise be filled , but brings to bear on the teaching a quality 

that only professional experience in the field can supply. To 

that extent, the standards of education and training are bound 

to imprdve. There are always persons in industry who at some 

time or other in their career show a genuine interest in 'academic* 

work and could be won over to technical institutions•

There are several other factors, as for instance, lack 

of housing’ for staff and other amenities, an overwhelming demand 

for well-qualified engineers in industry and other organizations, 

inordinate delays involved in the recruitment procedures, regio

nalism in appointments etc, that have contributed their share, 

large or small, to the present serious staff shortage.

The problem has to be solved by the collective effort 

of all concerned, the Central Government, State Governments, 

Universities and institutions. A uniform policy for all insti

tutions has also to be adopted. The most impor.tant step taken 

by the Central Government is to accept revised salary scales for

teachers of all technical institutions that compare favourably 
/

with the salary scales of technical personnel in government

departments* It has also agreed to bear the entire additional

expenditure involved for a period of five years in the first

instance. The revised salary scales provide for a uniform

improvement as shown belowj

(a) For ins_t i tut ions _conductm first deĝ r ee__cours es j

(i) Principal or Head J The salary scale should be the same 
of Institution. as for the Chief Rigineer in the

State Public Works Department.

(i i )  Professors 5 The salary scale Should be the same
as for the Superintejading Engineer 
in the State Public Works Deptt.

(i i i )  Assistant Professors i Rs.SOO-40-1000-50/2-1150

(iv) Lecturers ? Rs.350-350-380-380-30-590-30-
770-40-850.

(i) Principal or Head of ; Rs,800-50-1250.
Institution.

(ii )  Heads of Departments ; Rs.600-40-1000-50/2-1150

(i i i )  Lecturers ? Rs.350-350-380-380-30-590-30-
770-40-850



The salary scales prescribed for Assistant Profossors 

and Lecturers in all degree institutions are uniform. It is 

in these categories that the largest migration of persons takes 

place from one institution to another or from institutions to 

industry and government departments. By making the salary 

scales uniformally the same, the- migration could be minimised. 

Also, the revised salary scales are the saiao as Class-I senior 

and junior scales respectively of t^e Coitral Ehgineering 

Services. The same general principles govern the sanction of 

uniform scales for Principals, Heads of Departments and 

Lecturers of polytechnics.

At the level of Principals and Professors of engineer

ing colleges, parity with Chief Sigineers and Superintending 

Engineers of the concerned Public Works Departments has to be 

accepted. The migration of Principals and Professors from one 

region to another takes places only on a very limited scale. 

Possibly because they are in an advanced ag© group which implies 

domestic and other responsibilities greener pastures far from 

home do not attract them greatly. Therefore, the question of 

uniform scales for all colleges on an all-India basis does not 

arise. Parity with the scales of Chief ^hgineers and Superintcn 

ing Engineers ensures that the opportunities of advancement t?iat 

the Principals and Professors would have had, had they joined 

the departments, are not denied to them. It also offers 

attractive enough terms to engineers in service to join techni

cal institutions as teachers.

The importance and urgenc^^ of adopting the revised 

scales at all institutions need no underlining. Even if the 

outlay on equipment and buildings has to be reduced in order 

to meet the additional expenditure on staff salaries, that is 

well worth doing, since richer dividends can be expected in the 

long run.
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The revised salary scales proposed for technical 

teachers are far higher than the scales sanctioned for 

teachers of Science, the Humanities and other disciplines at 

universities and other educational institutions. For instancy 

the salary scale sanctioned by the University Grants 

Commission for a University Professor in Science or the 

Humanities is Hs.800-50-1250; for an Assistant Professor or 

'Reader, it is Rs.500-25-800; and for a Lecturer, Rs.250-500*

The issue that has been raised in certain quarters is, how 

far is it justified to single out teachers ô f technical 

disciplines and treat them on an entirely different footing?

It is also held that apart from this 5-nequity, a Professor 

of Physics or Mathematics or Literature at an University has 

to have higher academic qualifications and research experience

- than a Professor of Sigineering at an engineering college.

The "point acquires added force when at the same University 

with departments of Science, the Humanities and Qigineering, 

the teachers of the engineering department are distinguished
«-

by higher salaries for their posts.

Everyone agrees that it is not right to discriminate 

between teacher and teacher. Every one also wishes that it 

were possible to remove existing disparities between the 

V teaching profession and other professions like the adminis

trative services, Engineering service etc. The hard fact, 

however, is that there is no one to bell the cat. When the 

resources of the state are limited and economic development 

is an essential prerequisite to social advancement, priori

ties have to be accepted, however untenable they may be from 

a purely moral or ethical point of view. The issue is 

strictly one of having an ‘Operational approach* to a situa

tion that contains many contending claims. As long as the 

economic progress of the country depends upon an adequate 

supply of technical manpower, a premium must be set on 

Technical Education. If the law of demand & supply



operates in. that field a higher price has to be paid when the 

situation demands it.

The raerc offering of higher salaries is not by itself 

a complete solution to the problem of staff shortage at techni

cal institutions, ’The problem has to be tacld.ed from many 

directions, the most important of which is continuously to train 

and create a cadre or pod  of Technical Teachers. The Central 

Government initiated in 1959 a scheme of training of technical 

teachers at five selected centres. About 110 young gradu.?.tes 

have been selected and sent for training at the Indian Institute 

of Technology,' Kharagpur, Bengal 5hglneering College, Sibpur,- 

Roorkee University, 5hgineering College, Poona and Hhgineering 

College, Guindy, Madras, The programme of training that extends 

over a period of two to three years covers three distinct 

aspects viz. a coiirse of advanced studies or research in a' 

selected branch; participation in actual teaching work of the 

college as understudy to a Professor including a course in 

pedagogy; and practical training in industry. The course of 

advanced studies or research is intended to give the teacher- 

trainee a depth of knowledge in his own field, an essential 

qualification of a good teacher. As an vinderstudy to a 

Professor the trainee is introduced gradually to actual’.teaching 

work for the undergraduate classes and is made to participate 

in lecturing, supervision of laboratory practicals, tutorials 

and other aspects of work of a regular teacher. This is a sort 

of Practice-School method 'in vrhich the trainee gains actual 

teaching experience under supervision. This experience is 

suppleinented by a course in pedagogy specially organised for 

the purpose. Part of the time, especially the vacations, is 

spent in industry or a technical organisation to acquire the 

necessary practical experience in the field that makes of an 

individual a good teacher.

■^ch teacher-trainee is paid a stipend of 350-25-400 

during training and is also assured of a position on the staff



of a technical institution after the training.

This integrated programme of Teacher Training will , ‘ . 

produce a fresh pool of teachers from which both existing and • ‘ 

new institutions could draw their future staff. It is necessary 

to develop the programme in the coming years and train larger 

numbers of persons as teachers, not only for engineering colleges 

but for polytechnics. The details of the training for the 

latter have however, to be adjusted to the requirements of 

polytechnics.

In addition to training within the coimtry, a large 

number of persons, who are either working as teachers or are 

sponsored by technical institutions has been sent to the U .S .A ., 

U .K ., U .S .S .R ., West Germany and other countries for training 

under various Foreign Aid Programmes. Over 500 teachers have 

'SO  far been trained or are under training abroad.

Another measure necessary for the improvement of staff 

position is that the recruitment policy of technical institutions 

should be revised and made more flexible. At present institu

tions generally create only as many posts as are strictly 

required each year for the teaching work. Rarely do they plan 

ahead by anticipating their future requirements for staff, 

create the necessary positions in advance, recruit potentially 

suitable persons, train them and employ them. The existing 

arrangement would work all right if there were a steady supply 

of trained teachers at all times. In the absence of such a 

supply, the demand as it arises remains unmet and shortage of 

staff is felt keenly. The institutions should therefore look 

beyond their immediate requirements and follow a more

progressive recruitment policy.

Housing for teachers is becoming a matter of increas

ing concern to educational administrators and institutions alike, 

who hold the view that in the absence of this essential amenity 

the prospects of attracting well qualified persons to teaching
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; ’positions are very restricted. That apart, the nature of wor’._ 

of technical institutions seems to require that the staff 

should live on the campus. On several occasions in the past, 

the All India Council for Technical Education has emphasised 

the problem of housing and recommended that institutions should 

be assisted in the construction of staff quarters. CK̂ îng to 

inadequate financial resources, however, the recommendation 

has so far not been implemented. It is estimated that to 

provide residential accommodation to 25% of the staff, an 

amount of ffe.5.0 crores would be required. That is indeed a 

large amount as compared to the estimates of cost of other 

aspects of technical education. Nevertheless, if the problem 

of housing for technical teachers has to be solved in the larger 

interests of technical education as a whole, some priority must 

be given to this matter in the allocation of resources in the 

Third Five-Year Plan.

A last word about teachers of technical institutions.

We may offer the most attractive salaries possible, provide 

residential accommodation and create other amenities of life .

No teacher, however, is worth any of these xml ess he is not 

only a scholar in his own subject but also a competent engineer. 

It should be his constant endeavour to improve both his academic 

scholarship and professional experience. Mere teaching out of 

the texts that he studied as a student is dead experience. 

Nothing siorvives but what is alive and adapts itself to cc-idiv 

tions around.

In all first-rate technological institutions elsev/here 

in the worjd, a good teacher is engaged constantly in research 

in industrial or professional consultative work and in many 

other activities that bring him into close contact with the 

current developments in his ovm. field. It is this primary 

activity that keeps him a living force in the institution and 

r:."! so raises the standard ajid improves the quality of his teach- 

in: vork. It is said that at technical universities in Germany,
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r>.rofessors as a rule work as industrial consultants. .Even 

their selection as professors is made inter-alia  on the basis 

of thoir standing .in th^ p! ofossional field. In fact, it is 

through the association of their professors with industry that 

the universities are able to secure large sums for laborator

ies, special research facilities etc. and not depend upon the 

State to provide them. Similar arrangements are a common 

feature of all institutions in other advanced countries.

Unfortunately, in India, the situation is entirely 

different. Few of our professors have any worthwhile contact 

with industry or in the professional field. They function in . 

isolation and are exclusively concerned with teaching according 

to a set curriculum and syllabus and preparing students for 

external examinations. In the selection of staff, institu

tions tend to place a high premium on teaching experience 

rather than on research and professional experience. Strangely,

• the rules of service in many government and non-government 

institutions are so restrictive that a tsacher is discouraged 

from doing professional consultative work that is otherwise 

to his own benefit as also in the best interests of his insti

tution. If this state of affairs continues it will not be long 

before our institutions are cut off completely from the main • 

currents- of engmeering developments and their raison d^^*etre 

is called into question.

A deliberate effort should be made by technical 

institutions to encourage their teachers to work on research 

projects sponsored by industry and to accept professional 

consultative v/ork. For its part, industry, including 

technical departments of government should refer its problems 

requiring research investigations and design, production and 

construction problems to institutions and pay for the services 

rendered by the institutions or the professors concerned.

They '‘.Iso invite the teachers to spend stated periods^

... s extend to them the facilities
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and opportunities whereby, they may enrich their professional 

experience and encourage them to work on and find solutions to 

their various technical problems.

All these are facilitated by a mutual understanding 

and cooperation between technical institutions and industry.

A mental revolution in both is urgently required.
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X I I I .  TliE TECHNICAL STUDENT

If the pattern of courses, organisational structure, 

staffing, equipment, buildings etc. arc all important aspects 

of Technical Education, equally important, if not more so, 

is the student himself. Ultimately, it is he who has to 

benefit from the educational facilities created at great 

cost and effort. His selection and' admission to the course 

of his choice, his residence, cost of education, welfare 

etc. are all important questions. They affect the quality 

and standard of the future engineers and technicians*

In the last eight to ten years, a revolutionary 

change has taken place in the attitudes and values of the 

student community in the.country. It is now the ambition 

of many students going up to university to secure admission 

to an engineering college and become engineers. The reasons 

are not far to seek. The attraction of a technical career 

in life  with the higher economic ‘ status or earning power 

implied, as also the higher store set by the engineering 

profession are the main reasons. The ambitions of 

parents, the more pronounced for age and experience, set 

a high premium on engineering education for their children# 

The prayers sent .up by them at the time of college admission 

if counted, and the frantic efforts made by tens of 

thousands of young students each year to secure admission, 

bear ample testimony to the importance given to technical 

education in present-day Indian society.

it is said that for every seat at an engineering 

college, there are at least ten qualified applicants. In 

this great rush for admission, how are the institutions to

Select the best students?

The methods followed in the selection of, students 

vary from institution to institution. Some institutions



# , • •

'jrilect candidates on the-basis entirely af tho mar̂ vs secii.red 

by them at the qualifying exarriination via# Interncdiate . in 

Science or Higher Secondary. Some throw in an interview or 

viva-voGc which lasts about ter> minutes for each cincTid:;!- j, 

but otherwise depend on the performance at the qualifying 

examination. Others again hold an admission examination c£ 

their own both written and viva and select on the basis of 

the performance of candidates at this examination, 'fhe reason 

advanced for a separate admission examinat5.on is that the 

standards of the qualifying examinations of Universities or 

State Boards of Secondary Education vary widely and when 

students who have passed these examinations apply to the same 

institution, the institution is hard put to it to adopt a 

uniform standard of assessment of the applicants. A separate

admission examination at which the inter se merit of the

\ '
applicants could be\ judged on a uniform basis is therefore 

necessary#

There is notrn'iJch to be said either in favour of or
I

against any pai Lic*vJ.ar method. The question is one of each 

institution selecting as many candidates as the seats available 

out of a group of eligible applicants. Until a few years ago, 

this did not present a serious problem either to the institu

tions or to the candidates. The number of engineering colleges 

was small and the attempts of tho applicants were confined 

mostly to institutions in their ov/n states. Recently, with a 

large increase in the number of institutions, some of which arc 

making admissions on an all-India basis, and a great rush for 

seats, the problem has assumed different dimensions. The posi

tion today is that a candidate for admission to an engineering 

course generally takes many tests and many .interviews.

He can avoid such multiple tests and interviews only if  he 

decides to take his chance at only one institution. Such a 

decision requires not only great self-confidence but also a 

laiowlGdge of the possibilities regarding admission to various
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iiioti cut ions which a young' student cannot generally 'be expect

ed to have* . ''

So far as the institutions are concerned, their 

difficulties have increased. Their main concern should be 

to admit students of the right calibre according to certain 

definite and uniform standards. If each one of them conducts 

its own admission examination, it has to make the necessary 

arrangements at a number of centres to suit the convenience 

of the candidates. Its programme of examinations may clash 

with those of other' institutions and this may lead to various 

complications* Even after making a first selection of 

candidates, the institution is not always sure that all of 

them will join since some candidates delay till the results, 

of selection at other institutions where they have tried to
4

obtain are known. The institution is therefore forced to 

extend the last date of joining in order to ensure that all 

the seats are filled.

In order to remove these various difficulties of

both students and institutions and to ensui’ e some uniformity

in the standards of admission, the All-India Council for

Technical Education recommended some time back that a common

admission examination should be held for all institutions which

could be taken by any eligible student. The examination should

be held on a regional basis through regional boards set up for

the purpose and the standards should be co-ordinated on an all-

India basis by a Central Coordination Board. On the basis of

the results of this common examination, individual institutions
\

should select candidates from among those who have applied for 

admission to them.

Unfortunately, this important recommendation has not 

found much favour with institutions under the control of State 

Governments, Universities and other authorities. Efforts, 

however, continue to be made by the Central Government to
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secure general acceptance. Pending such acceptance, the Central 

Government has decided to hold a common admission examination 

for all higher technological institutions and other institutions 

that will agree to join in the scheme. That at least repres€jnts 

some progress made towards ensuring uniformity of the standards 

of admission to these important all-India Institutions, It is 

hoped that in the larger interests of students and technical 

education all institutions accept the scheme of common examina

tion^ ere long.

The question of an ‘Aptitude Test* for admission to 

technical institutions has often been discussed by various 

committees, and individuals, but opinion remains sharply divided. 

Those in favour of it suggest that if in addition to academic 

suitability, the candidates are proved to have an aptitude for 

engineering studies, the wastage during the course could be 

minimised. Those who do not favour it question not the principle 

but the practicability of conducting such a test in the present 

circumstances. They point out that at least for higher engineer

ing studies no reliable and objective aptitude tests have been 

designed so far and if tests on an a^ hoc basis that involve 

several subjective factors are conducted, the results may be to 

the detriment of students who are otherwise potentially good. 

According to them the results of the tests conducted as an 

experimental measure at certain institutions at different times 

contradict one another.

There is much force in these arguments^ Some kind of 

objective tests can perhaps be designed to test the aptitude 

of a student for purely mechanical skills as for instance, 

machining, turning, welding, carepentry etc., in which he 

wishes to be trained as a skilled worker. Such a test may even 

be necessary in the selection of a candidate for training at 

this level. For higher engineering studies', however, the term 

‘aptitude* has an entirely different significance. Here it
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is n o t . , s o s o - c a l l e d  ^mechanical aptitude* of a 

candidate as his ini^ll-ec4;4jal_iiap'^^ to 'understand the b a s ic ^  

principles '^^_ph^ics, mathematics and""?Eh«r^ fundamental 

sciences and their application to problems'^oil^BngjLBr^ering 

design,” construction and production that is.^important, Tliat 

intellectual capacity is best determined as at-present, by 

his academic career or performance a-t--a separate admission 

examination held for the; purpos e* In interview of candidates 

by a competent committee will ensure that only those who are 

potentially capable of undergoing engineering studies are
•

selected. These considerations apart, the so-called ’mechani*- 

cal aptitude* of a student depends largely on his environment 

and other external factors. If he has had opportunities of_ 

fiddling with his father *s car or his mother’s electric iron, 

he may impress others with his so called ^technical bent’ of 

mind. But, that does not necessarily mean he will make a 

good engineer. On the other hand, if he is born of poor 

parents and has .few opportunities of coming into contact with 

things mechanical he may fail to measure up to the usual 

aptitude tests. ‘That does not mean he will fail to become a 

. good engineer given the necessary education and training.

The intellectual ability of a prospective engineering student 

cannot and should not be subordinated to an aptit^.ade test 

that is at best purely arbitrary at present. Until more 

reliable tests are (Resigned that take fulli^ inco account the 

actual requirements of engineering studies, the present 

methods of selecting candidates on the basis of +-/7eir -academic 

record will have to continue. There is, hnwev .̂?r, no g.ain- 

saying the fact that-ample opportunities should be provided to 

young students in their early years to develop an .lixtcrest 

in science and technology.

The next important point is the e.-'̂ q̂ enditure incurred 

by a student on his engineering education. Tii l3 o:cp.f:'ndlture 

as compared to other fields of education, has always been high
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and is increasing overy year. It is estimated that a student 

of an engineering degree course has to spend to-day about Bs.lOO 

p,ra. on his fees, lodging and boarding at a college hoste] and 

other items# He has also to spend at least about Ps.500/- on 

books, instruments, tours etc. for the entire course, ?or the 

diploma course, the average expenditure varies from Rs.SO to 

75 p.m* In our present economic position, that is undoubtedly 

beyond the resources of a large number of our students, I'fony 

a deserving student in indigent circumstances therefore is 

eit^ier unable to continue technical studies or does so with 

extreme difficulty. State aid to him in the form of scholar

ships, stipends etc. is therefore necesssury.

Till 1959, the number of scholarships and stipends 

available at a majority of our technical isntitutions was 

extremely small. It covered barely 5% of the students studying 

at institutions. Their value too was inadequate to meet the full 

expenses of the students. In order to improve the position, the 

Central Government in 1959 formulated and implemented a scheme 

of Merit-cum-Means Scholarships for students of all technical 

institutions. Under the scheme 1040 Scholarships have been 

instituted for the students of degree and diploma courses.

Each scholarships is tenable for the full course of studies of 

the students concerned and is of the value of Rs.75 p.m. for 

degree students and P<5.50 p.m. for diploma students. The 

scholarships holders are either exempted from the tuition foes 

by their own institutions or have their scholarships increased 

by an amount equal to the fees payable by them. It is proposed 

to institute another 1040 scholarships in 1960-61 for fresh 

entrants.

In addition, all four Higher Technological Institutes 

as also the eight Regional 5hgineering Colleges that have 

been sponsored by the Central Government, have made provision 

for the award of scholarships of an adequate value to 20-25^ 

of their students.
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Nevertheless, even with these-Merit cum Means Scholar

ships and the provision made at the Higher Technological Insti

tutes and Regional Colleges, only 5% of the new entrants to 

technical institutions are covered by scholarships* The rest 

have to depend upon their own meagre resources to finance their 

technical studies. It is therefore unnecessary to 'emphasise the 

urgent need to increase the number of scholarships and stipends

for meritorious poor students. A minimum coverage of 25% has
t ♦

to be ^aimed at at all institutions in the course of next five* 

years.

So far as post graduate studies and research are 

concerned the position is more satisfactory. From the very 

beginning, the All India Council for Technical Education 

insiated that at least 50fo of the places in post-graduate 

courses should carry scholarships of the value of Rs.150 p.m.

This was accepted by the Central Government and a provision 

vras accordingly made at all centres of post-graduate studies. 

After a further review of the matter, the All India Council 

recommended recently that cent per cent of the places should 

carry scholarships and the value of the scholarships should be 

increased to Rs.250 p .m ., in view of the high cost of education 

at this level and the need to attract really first rate 

students to post-graduate studies who will othervrise seek 

attractive professional appointments after graduation. This 

has also been accepted by the Central Government. As a result 

nearly 500 Scholarships of a reasonably good value are or will 

shortly be available for post-graduate studies in various 

branches of technology.

On the recommendations of the Scientific I4anpower 

Committee the Central Government in 1949 implemented a scheme 

of Research Training Scholarships to encourage bright young 

students to do research in basic sciences after M-Sc. or in 

Technology after graduation in that field, at Universities
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c entr es • In it ial ly 200 s chol ar s h ip s w er p

■ th o- room:^  Q th^^I as t XSruy:BSk¥̂ sy--'i:Tre numb er 

has been increased to 800. Each research scholarship is of the 

value of ^3.200 p.m. and is tenable for a period of threo yc^.rc 

for an individual scholar. A number of these research scholar

ships hava been made available at various technical institutions 

for research in technology.

It has nevertheless been observed that a good proportion 

of.the research scholarships sanctioned for technology are not 

being utilised. The main reason is again the relatively grer.itr..r 

attraction of professional employment than research. The formê  ̂

offers to a bright young graduate an assured career in industry 

or in a government department and if it happens to be an

engineering service that he joins, the service offers prospects
-nient

of quick advance^whose temptation is irresistable to most. On 

the other hand, in the present national situation, research is 

an uncertain affair, though more challenging intellectually,

1-ess rewarding financially. The number of well-paid research 

positions as compared to occupation in other fields is extremely 

limited. Therefore, if research has to be promoted in the 

larger interests of the country’s advancement, greater induce

ments have to be offered to young bright graduates to come for 

research. The All India Council for Technical Education has 

recommended that research fellowships of the value of R3.400/- 

should be instituted for post-graduate research in technology.

Other expert Committees have recommended various measures to 
f •

make research career more attractive and to raise its level to
4 ■

that of other professional services. It is to be hoped that 

when these measures ‘ are implemented and research is organised 

and developed asV^^ essential activity of major industrial 

concerns in the private and in the public sector, technical 

departments of government and other organisations, there will 

be an increasing flow of research students to technological 

institutions.



The next question is the provision of adequate facili

ties for the students of technical institutions. With a large 

increase in the number of institutions and the student enrol

ment nearing the 100,000 marks, the demand for hostel 

accommodation is increasing correspondingly. When a large 

number of students have to leave their homes to Join technical 

institutions located far away, their residence, their healthy 

and corporate life , their discipline are all serious matters 

that concern educational authorities and parents alike. It 

is only when an institution has its own hostel to provide 

the necessary residential facilities to its students that it 

can ensure their care and welfare. The establishment of a 

hostel is therefore an integral part of a technical institu

tion.

Fortunately, due to the enlightened policy followed 

by the Central Government since 1947, the present position 

in respect of hostels for technical students is satisfactory. 

'The Government has assisted institutions in building hostels 

by advancing interest-free loans repayable in easy instalments. 

Definite standards of hostel accommodation to be provided at an 

institution, the cost of the hostel etc. have been worked out. 

On the basis of these standards is determined the loan to be 

given for the construction’of hostels. For example, it has 

been accepted that for a residential institution, the hostel 

facilities should cover the entire student body and in the

case of a non-residential institution, they should be for
In the later cas£̂  the re!.\aining 50$̂  of the students
50% of the student^are expected to live with their parents

or guardians or find suitable lodgings elsewhere. However,

if the institution is located in a large town or city where

outside students are unable to find suitable lodgings, the

scale of hostel accommodation is . increased to meet the

requirements. Similar standards have also been laid down

for -the type of hostel to be constructed and the various

anionitiGS to be provided.
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So far, loans amounting to Rs«4.51 crores have been 

sanctioned for the construction of hoste3^. This will rise to 

6.SI crores toy the end of the Second Plan period. In terms of 

actual hostel seats provided, it covers over 24,000 students. 

This is in addition to the hostels constructed at all higher 

technological institutions and other institutions of the Centr-.l 

Government, the entire cost of which is borfte by the Centre.
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XIV, T̂ CHNICAf gjJUCATTON AT̂U PRQP'̂ SXONAr. SOCÎ TIgS.

The function of a professional society of engineering is ti;o-foUI« 

First, to promote and advance the science &  practice of engineering.

Second* to ensure that only persons of the right type and with the roquisit i 

qualifications enter the profession. This two-fold function has a direct 

bearing on technical education and training and, therefore, professional 

societies are and should be intimately concerned with former. In the 

interests of the engineering profession, the societies should constantly 

strive to raise the standard of technical education. In the light of new 

developments in the field , they should advise institutions on other 

improvements necessary to ensure that the future engineers who join the 

profession are trained along correct lines.

In India, the first professional engineering society to be established 

is the Institution of Enqinears which came into being' in 1920, It was 

organised and developed on the same lines as the Institutions of Civil, 

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers, (London) and received a Royal Charter 

in 1935. Ai the field of engineering widened and new branches were added, 

separate professional soci»3tles were established to promote.the new branches. 

There are today three other professional societies v iz ,  the Indian Institute 

of Chemical Engineers, The Institution of Tele-Communication 2ngineers (InOia) 

and the Aeronautical Society of India that are concerned respectively with 

Chemical Engineering, Electrical Communication Engineering and AeronauticJil 

Engineering, There are also other societies os, for instance, the BUning, 

Metallurgical &  Geological Institute of India, and the Institute of Metals 

which are both scientific and professional bodies.

How far have the Institution of Engineers and other professional 

bodies helped to advance technical education and training in India? It is 

hard to answer the question fit this stage since it is only in the last 

^Ive or six years that the business of technical education has been pursued 

vigorously and thnt is too short a period in which any professional body 

could make its impact ^elt either qualitatively or quantitatively. Never

theless, these various professional bodies are represented on the All 

India Council for 'technical Education, its Boards of Studies and other
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Cri^riittoes where the benefit of thnir counsel and advice on various 

problems Is secured. It is to be hoped thnt the Institution of Engineers 

nnd its sister engineering societies will play their rightful pnrt in the 

future development of technical education along the correct linejs and 

establish close collaboration betwoon technical institutions and the 

engineering profession.

An Important aspect of tHls activity that is closely related to 

professional development is the examinations held by the societies to 

admi^ candidates to the fraternity of engineers. The Institution of 

Engineers first instituted the examinations in 1928 to admit <5amJidates 

to the Associate Membership who have not had the benefit of forwal educa

tion and training at a university or technical Institution but who are 

nevertheless fit to enter the profession as qualified engineers in virtue 

of their experience and knowledge in the field gained through apprentice

ship or service or In any other way. The Institution of Tele-^omrmnic at ion 

Rngineers (India) and the Aeronautical Society follov/ed suit* The Associate 

Menfcershlp Examinations of these three professional bodies are recognised 

by the Central Government for purposes of appointment to superior posts 

in the relevant fields. It is understood that nearly 1500 candidates 

sit for the examinations every year and about 2!iO of them succ'sed and 

join the ranks of full-fledged engineers.

A serious doubt has been raised in certain quarterst about the 

examinations of professional bodies. In the context of present-day 

advances in science and technology how far are we justified in admitting 

a candidate to the profession of engineering merely on the basis of an 

examination passed by him when he has not gone through a rigorous training 

in engineering and associated scientific disciplines at a recognised 

university or institution? Advocates of this view argue that the practical 

Experience gained by a-candldate in the field is ail right in so far as 

the particular job held by him is concerned. That, however, does not give 

him either the extent or the depth of knowledge in the broad field of 

engineering and the underlying scientific principles, which can only be 

acquired through a process of academic training at an Institution that
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includes not only theoreticnl studi^»s but also practlcnl work in laborr- 

tories, drawing halls etc. Professional experience itself is a term 

of varying iri^ort and significance and no uniform yardstick can be 

divised to measure the experience of candidates doing various types of ‘ 

Jobs. What is even more difficult to assess is the quality of that 

experience, and how far that has helped a candidate in his understanding 

of engineering. If these important considerations . notwithstanding, a 

candidate is declared <̂ it to enter the fast developing and complex field 

of engineering 6n the basis of the examinations passed by him, our 

future engineers will not be of the brightest calibre. That system is 

only a mill to produce engineers of an indifferent quality*

Perhaps, these views are of an extreme section of the engineering 

or academic fraternity* Nevertheless* they raise an important issue of 

standards of training and professional competence, that deserves careful 

consideration.

To hold examinations by a professional body of engineers is special 

feature of the British scene. The Institution of Engineers (India) is to 

follow the British example very closely. The main concept is that the 

training an engineer is not exclusively through an organised course 

conducted at a technical institution for students specially selected and 

admitted for the purpose. An engineer also comes up the hardway, thr<,uj' 

apprenticeship and professional experience gained over a number of yer*rs 

in factory or field . He should be given every opportunity to supplem;nt 

his practical experience with the theoretical knowledge of his subject 

and to qualify as a professional engineer. His chances of advancement 

should not be the less because he has not had the good fortune of a formal 

education at a university provided he has the capacity to become an 

engineer through self-effort.

The success of this concept in the United Kingdom is largely due 

to two factors, ^irst, industry and other organisations the^jhave.a 

highly-developed and well organised system of apprenticeship. Second, 

facilities for part-time courses are organised on a large scale, for the 

hffnpfit ftf thojge who are working in industry. A deliberate policy of
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eneaurf^iing their employees and apprentices to take full advantage of 

these part-time courses is being followed by industry. It fis understood 

that for every full-time stud#^nt in engineering, there are over 30 part- 

time students. The part-time courses are specially designed to complenent 

the practical experience of an individual. The two together equip him to 

sit for professional examinations and qualify as an engineer*

Our problem in India is that we have yet to organise on correct 

lines and on an adequate scale a system of apprenticeship training* 

*’*acilities for part-time courses also are extremely limited. This d i f f i 

culty places on our professional bodies a henvy responsibility to evaluate 

correctly the practical experience of a candidate, the effort made by him 

to equip himself with the theoretical knowledge of his subject and decide 

whether or not he Is fit to enter the profession as a qualified engineer* 

Otherwise, the so called engineers coming up the hard way will not enhance 

the standards of their profession and the institutions will only lay 

themselves open to severe criticism*

While on this subject, the importance of part-time courses in 

the expansion of technical education in the country and the urgent need 

to improve the facilities for such courses have to be emphasised. As 

against a present enrol»ment of about l,lFi,000 students in full-time 

courses, the enrolment of part-time students is hardly 1000, somewhat 

less than one percent of the total student body* This is a most unsatis

factory state of af^^alrst particularly from two important view points. 

'S’lrst, industries and other organisations are leaning heavily on univer

sity graduates even for routine engineering activity like construction 

and production, and operation and maintenance of plant etc* The graduates,

however, should be used for other aspects of work like design, research,

- t

development etc, where their higher education could be put to correct use. 

Second, the chances of advancement for persons working within an organi

sation are limited notwithstanding their actual practical experience, 

Tliey'could only assume higher executive or supervisory responsibilitleSf 

If  their practical experience wore supplemented with adequate 

theoretical knowledge of their fields.
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There are mnny reasons for the lack of development of part-time 

courses• Ihe most important are that the general educational level of 

an average skllled-worker in industry has so far been poor; a general 

%pathy on the part of industrial organisations to encourage their workjrs

to improve themselves through part-time courses; and our technical institu-
i

tions confining their efforts exclusively to full-time courses. In the 

interests of the country’ s development these should change, and the sooner 

the better. There has to be a mental revolution on the part of the 

management of industry, workers and technical institutions. All should 

cooperate to build up the facilities for part-time courses as an integral 

part of the technical education system in the country.

It would be a half-hearted attempt to suggest that the existing 

institutions should conduct part-time courses. It is also one way of 

passing the buck. These institutions are much too pre-occupied with their 

normal activity of full-time courses and are unable to devote the time and 

effort required to organising and developing part-time courses. The lack of 

contact between industry and institutions that exist at present is also a 

serious handicap. It requires a better understanding of the needs of 

industrial workers and a capacity to adjust the programmes of education and 

training to meet those needs. The present institutions, regulated in their 

thinking and action within a rigid framework of full-time courses prescribn^' 

by universities and state boardst are not in a position to voyage into 

unchartered waters. In these circumstances, the best course is for the
I

government - Central and State, to establish separate institutions for pnr 

time courses at selected centres that comrnand a good catchment area for 

candidates for whom such courses are intended.

These special institutions should work ip close collaboration with 

industrial concerns and other organisations which are served by them, TTie 

collaboration should not be a one-way traffic . Industry should not only 

advise the institutions on the types of courses to be conducted for the 

benefit of the workers and similar aspectst but should participate actively 

in'the working of the institutions. It should be an important part of the 

participation that industry provides the services of its experts as part- 

time teachers at the institutions. Industry should encourage its promising
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workers-to join the courses and offer them suitable Incentives for the 

purpose In the form of part-r^ay release from work, tuition fees etc* 

Professional advancement of the workers should follow as a recognition 

of the successful completion of the courses.

It is also necessary to bring the professional societies into this 

picture* Ihe societies should advise the institutions oti the standards 

of the courses, and suitable arrnnqemonts should be developed v/hereby 

candidates completing tite prescribed courses satisfactorily are considered 

as having fulfilled the rec|uirements for the corporate merribership of the 

societies and are thus recognised as professional engineers; To this 

end| the examinations may be held jointly by the institutions 5«d  

professional societies or alternatively the examinations held by the 

institutions are recognised by the societies after due <\ssessment.

The special Institutions should offer a wide range of courses to 

meet the requirements of different groups of workers# Some may be short 

courses to improve the operational efficiency of workers in their own 

fields* Some may be to prepare the workers for the state board diploma 

examinations and others to prepare them for the membership of professional 

societies* The question of conducting at the institutions university 

degree or equivalent courses on a part-time basis should also be seriously 

considered*

It is important that the training at the institutions is not 

narrowly professional but broad-based* ^ucationally  this will not only 

advance the technical efficiency of the workerst Ĵ ut will raise their 

general educational level* The worker of today is the executive of 

tomorrow* He should be equipped for bis new responsibilitiest through 

an educational process specially designed for the purpose. The 

Institutir>ns should, thereforci adopt a compreh.^nslve and integrated 

approach to the problem, keeping in view at all stages the ^ c l a l  

Implications of technological progress*



XV. T^a^n0L0Gicy\i. humanism

” I f  the humanities cannot be of service to man during his busiest 

and most critical hours* then assuredly they are merely a frill for the 

home-spun of life . The Romans understood by the word Humnnitas the prrict î ' 1, 

daily use of great literature, art and philottphy by those men who hnd le vrn d 

the moral, intellectual and imaginative power which habitual association 

with the best minds of civilization confers. The function of the course, 

then, is to enable students to think somewhat as the masters have thought 

about divine, human and eternal nature, and to enable them to feel to some 

extent the wonder, and awe, the spiritual elevation and power that the 

masters have felt when their insight into the forces of life has compelled 

them to produce artistic imitations or philosophic or scientific analyses 

so that lesser men might also penetrate the abstractions of the world#”

Grand words - but the truth assumes a more practical form when a

broad view is taken of the potential professional chracter of engineering

as well as of the values that are inherent in the Humanities atrd Social

Sciences. In the education of the professional engineer, the function of

the Humanities and Social Sciences is not limited to the improvement of

cormiunication skills and the emergence of amiable employees. Nor is the

primary function to provide a history of the arts, a convenient catalogue

of factual information which is quickly consulted and used in conversation

with cultured business associates. It is comparatively unimportant whether

students know that the theory of flux preceded Plato’ s ideal of unvarying

truth or that Bach was celebrated for polyphonic harmony and 20 children.

The engineer is a responsible professional man, whose every professional

act has human and social consequences* Whether he is aware of it or not, 

he is instrumental in the creation of a new society and a new economic 

order, as well as a new physical environment. One result of his professional 

accomplishments is that he is called urx)n to accept an increasingly 

responsible role as leader of his community. To fulfil his growing responsi

bilities the engineer needs both professional competence, a sure understand

ing of himself and of the world in which he lives. He needs ’depth, flexi

bility and a capacity for growth in directions in which we ourselves can today 

only dimly visualize*. The business of an engineering education is tn

- P2 -



provide him with a foundation.«pon whict’ he may build a career of 

genuinely professional stature.

’*̂ ith this in view, the Humanities and Social Science can for us 

take their apjropriate place as an integral part of total odiujation. TTiey • 

do not stand apart from the rest of the curriculum; they support the 

scientific-technical training, and are in turn supjX)rted by it . They 

contribute to professional competence not merely in the narrowly voca

tional sense but in the broad sense of enabling the engineer to see his 

own activities in their human and social contexts. Even beyond this broad 

concept of professional development, the Humanities and Social Sciences 

represent for the engineer, as for all men, the heart of an inherited 

human experience.

For well over 20 - 25 yearsf all advanced countries have given 

much attention to the crucial problem of how to develop and maintain and 

effective programme of humanistic-social studies in Technological educa

tion, In the U .S .A .  alone nearly RO universities and technical institu

tions are actively engaged in this work and the American Society for 

’Engineering Education has done much to promote an educational philosophy 

that is acceptable to the engineering and liberal arts faculties. The 

large volume of literature that has emerged on the subject bears ample 

testimony to the importance of the problem.

Unfortunately, both at our universities and our technical institu

tions little effort has been made so far to integrate humnnistic-social 

studies into technological courses and to realise the full value of the 

contributions that the liberal arts can make to the training of engineers. 

The curricula of many institutions are conspicuous by the absence of any 

reference to the F^umanitles; in st>me, only a passing reference has been made 

but the subjects suggested v iz .  English Comix>siticn and Report !7riting are 

intended on]y to improve the communication skill of the candidates. Only 

one university has included the Humanities in its engineering curriculum 

i*e . 3?  ̂of the total time - but the coverage of the subjects has been left 

vague. At the Higher Technological Institutes, however, a purposeful •

attempt is being made to profit by the valuable experience of other 

countries in this respect. A full-fledged department of the Humanities



and_SoclaL^4-efl(5€s jTitK^-thQ-SRi^ status as-any %<?chnDlnglcal department . 

has been established at the Indian Institute of Tecbnologyi Khorbtjpur, 

and the prospectus of the Institute defines the objectives of the cours3 '

as follows;- - ........

" In  order to broaden the^student’ s outlook beyond 4he limits of 

his immediate academic and professional interest, all untltjr- 

graduate courses include a certain amount of non-tochnical, 

cultural and social studies which are fjrou{X)d under the genera] 

designation of the Humanities” .

The time has now come ^or Indian universities to address themselves 

to this problem of humanistic social studies and reconstruct their 

technological curriculum along more enduring and useful lines.

The recommendntions of the Hanmond Report to the American Society 

^or Engineering ?3ducRtion are of particular value to our universities. The 

goals of what that report called the "humanistic-social stem” were stated, 

not in terrns of subject-matter, but in terms of competences which the 

Humanities and Social Sciences could help the student acquire;

X» An understanding of the evolution of t^e social organization 

within which we live and of the influence of sciorce and engineering 

on its development,

2m The ability to recognise and make a critical analysis of a 

problem involving social and economic elementSf to arrive at an 

intelligent opinion about it, and to read with discrimination and purpose 

towards these ends.

3* The ability to organise thoughts logically and to express then 

lucidly and convincingly in oral and written English.

4 ,  An acquaintance with some of the great masterpieces of literalu a 

and an understanding of their setting in nnd influence on civilization.

5 . The development of moral, ethical, and social concepts 

essential to satisfying personal philosophy, to a career consistent 

with the public welfare and to a sound professional attitude.

6# The attainment of an interest and pleasure in these pursuits 

and thus o^ an inspiration to continued study.
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ANNEJCURE I
TEGHNIGAL INSTITUTIONS CONDUCTING FIRST DEGREE OR 
SilU IV A L E N f^ U R S E S "^  W T

(C*G.= Central Governmait; S«G»*=State Government;GSG=Joint Central & State GoverrmQnts;U=mniverslty; 
pjsprivate)«

Name of Institution Fields of ^rtudy
Annual Admission 
Capacity

.  — .............................................................. .......
2 . 3

K(RTHERN REGION

J

DELHI

i ;  Delhi poly technic,Delhi (CG) Clvll,Mechai ical.Electrloal.Ohemlcal 200
Biglneerlng; Textiles; Architecture^

( *Slnce transferred to the School of Town and Country Planning, Delhi)

PUNJAB

2» Gurunanak Engineering Colleg6,Ludhiana)(P) Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering 120

3 . Punjab Qiglneering College,Chandigarh{SG) Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering 240

’ . • • ^
4« Thapar Institute of Engineering & Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering 120

Technology, patlala (P) /



2 •- ^

T

5* Technological Institute of Textiles,Bhiwanl (P) Textiles.

6« Department of pharmacy,punjab University, 
Chandigarh (U)

P harraac y

60

15

7* Deparlanent of Chemical Technology,Pun jab 
University, Chandigarh (U)

Chemical Qigineering 3D

RAJASTHAN

8» Birla Engineering College, Pilani (P) Givil,Mechanical^®lectrical and 
Tele-6cinnunicatic3n Engineering

9, MJB ,M,Engineering College, Jodl:^ur (SG) Civil,Mechanical,Electrical and 
Mining Engineering

176

10* Birla Science College, Pilani (P) ph»1?maoy 3D

UTTAR PRADESH

11 • College of Engineering and Technology, 
Muslim University, Aligarh (U)

Civil, Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering

12a .

12* Engineering College,Banaras Hindu 
University, Varanasi (U)

C ivil, Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering

270
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13« Engineering College, Dayalba’gh, Agra (p) Mechanical and Electrical Engineering

14* University of Roorkee, Roorkee

15* College of Mining end
Banaras Hindu University, v^r&nssi

16• College of Technology, Bfensras 
Hindu University, Varasasi (U)

!? • H»B*Technological Institute , Kanpur(SG')

la# Government Central Textile Institute, 
Kanpur, ' (S«G«)

19# National Institute of Sugar Technology, 
Kanpur (CG)

20# Allahabad Agricultural Institute, 
Allahabad {p)

ai* Indian Institute of Technology,
ICanpur (CG)

.(U) Civil; Mechani cals 3't pctr and 
Tele -<;crrrinnicfij tion Engineering; 
Architecture#

CU)- Mining; Fuel Technology; Metallurgy

CheralcGl Engineering:; Glass and C
Ceramics Terhnclog/^ Fharxniscy.

CheiTiicfll Engineering, and
Ch^rJ^cal Teclinoiogj^ o * ^

Textile Technology & TeSitilo Chemistry#

60

290

Sugar Technology
Cf

Agricultural Engineering

.6 ' ‘ • - •

t  Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Chemical 
Snglneering snd Metallurgy#

110

82

30

30

15 -r 

25 

120 »

The ultimate admission cepapity of the Institute is 300 students) ^
,  c
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JAMMU & KASHMIR

22* Regional Engineering Col lege, Srinagar- (CSGr) Givil,Mechanical‘ and' Electrical 
Engineering*

120

EASTERN REGION

ASSAM

23* Assam Engineering College,Gauhati CSG) Civil,Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering*

120

24* Government Engineering College, Jorhat* (SG) Civil^Mechanical and''Electrical 
Engineering*

120

BIHAR

25* Bihar College of Engineering,Patna 
University, Patna (U)

Civll^- Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering

120

26* Bihar Institute of Technology, 
Sindri (S*G)

Civil,Mechanical (including Productioi^ 
Electrical, Tele-Camraunication and 
Chanical Engineering;Metallurgy•

316

27* Birla Institute of Technology,Ranchi' (p)i-l % Civil^Mechanical and'Electrical 
Engineering

270

28, Muzaffarpur Institute of Technology, 
Muzaffarpur (SG)

Civil,Mechanical and'Electrical
Engineering*'

120



* s * »*

29* Indian School of Mines and Applied 
Geology^ Dhanbad (GG)

M5i*ilncy.. Petr'ole’Jun Teobrioiogy* Applied 
Geoia;;y; .Applied Geoprxysj.os»

150

30• Regional Institute of Technology, 
Jamshedpur (G3<̂ /

Glvilp Mechanical end Electrical 
Engineering^ Mcitaliarg^-*

250

ORISSA

31 e College of Engirioer ing. Burl a (U) Ci'/H y Mechanical and Electrical 
Eiiglnaox^iiigo

120

WEST BENGAL

32♦ Bengal Eng;ineering C ollege^Sibpore, 
Howrah (SG) •

CIvllpMechanlcaloET octrlcgl and 
T*©!!. i/> OFirai.̂ i i oa 11 os'* ?;n gin e*si- b j g ? 
Minin g-Metallurg\' jArohiteotia’̂ e •

400

33# College of Engineering and Technology, 
Jadavpur (U) «

Civ 115 Meehan ice lj,Elootrical,
T e l . . i .  V3 i/iori 
C hemi c s 1 g l:;io ing «

'V.l!Q

34* Department ■ of Applied Physics,Calcutta 
University,' Calcutta (U) ©

35o Institute of Radio Physics and Electronics, 
Calcutta University, Calcutta (U) .

Applied Physics*

Radio Physics and Electronics

25

20
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3 6 o Jndlaii Institute of Technology, 
Kharagpur (CG) •

Civil,M echanical,El ectrical^Mining, 
Metallurgy„Chemica1 ,Architecture, 
Naval Architecture, Agi’ 1 cultui^al 
Engineering,Applied Geology and 
Geophysics*

407

37 « College of Textile Technology ,Ser amp ore (SO)

38* Department of Applied Chonistry,Calcutta 
University, Calcutta .(U )•

Textile Technology

Applied Chemistry

30

36

39 , College of Textile Tectinology^Berhampur (SG)

4 0 . College of Leather Technology, Calcutta (SG) 

41« Regional Engineering C ollege,Durgapur (CSG)

Textile ‘technology

Leather Technology

Civil,Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering; MetaL/lurgy*

. so

lo’ 

2cb

WESTERN REGION

MAHARASHTRA

42» Digineering College,P oona (SG)

43* Government Engineering College^ 
Aurangabad. (SG) *

Civilj,Mechanical, Electrical and 
Telecanmunicatian Engineering; 

Metallurgy.

Civil,Mechanical and Electrical 

Engineering

294:

120

44* Victoria Jubilee Technical
Institute, Bombay (P) . .

CivilpMechanical arid Electrical 
■fiigineeringjxextile Technology

165
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45a Walehand College of Engineering, 
Sangli (P)

Civil, Mechanical and -Electrical 
Engineer inga

120:

46o Department of Chemical Technology, 
B ^b a y  University, Bombay (U)

47© Laxminarayan Institute of Technology, 
Nagpur (U) .

CheiDical Engineering*. 190
Pharmf,cy j,Food Techno] ogypP harmaceutios. 
Textile CheiriistryiChonlca,! Teclinology 
of PaJ-nts and Varnishes; L.it6rmediates, 
dyes and plastics.

Chemical Engineering and 36
Chemical Technology

48o Indian Institute of Technology, 
Bombay (GG) I

C iv il,Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineer mg ;Metallurgy; Chanical 
Engineering.

(•Ĵ the ultimate admission capacity of the Institute is 300 students) •

Arc hit ecture49* Sir J « J , C o l l e g e  of Architecture, 
Bombay

150-:̂

100

50* Regional* Engineering College, 
Nagpur (CSG) •

C ivil, Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering*

250

GUJARAT

51 , i|irla Vishwai carma Mahavldyala, 
i^and (!') a

Civil, Mechanical,Electrical 
Engineering

240

62 , Ffeculty of Technology.Baroda 
University, Baroda (Û

C ivil, Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering; Textiles Technology, 
Architecture*

340
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■ ■.'‘53 . L.D.College of Engineering,Ahmedabad (SG)

54. Lukhdhirji College of Engineering, 
Morvl (SG) •

1, *.

T-

Civil,Mechanics(L & Electrical 
Engineering.

Civil, Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering,

300

100

55* L.M.College of Pharmacy, Ahmedabad (P) P harm»^.y

MADHYA PR ADESH

56* Government Engineering College,Jabalpur (SG)

57. Madhav Engineer in g ^ ol lege, Gwalior (P)

58* Shri Govindram Seksarai Technological 
Institute,Indore (P)

C ivil,Mechanical,■^lectrical
& Ele ctrical Coramunication 
Engineering*

Civil,Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering.

Civil, Mechanical and 
Electrical Ehgineerlng

280

120

120

59 , College oT Engineering and Technology, 
Raipur (SG)

Civil, Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineer in g,Mining;Metallurgy •

180

60 • Department; of Pharmacy,Saugar 
University, Saugar (U) •

61. Maulana AZad Collage of Technology, 
Bhopal, (CSG)

Pharma cy

Civil, Mech^ical and 
Electrical Engineering

15

250
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SOUTHERN RBGIQN 

ANDHPA PRADESH

62* College of Engineering, Anantapur (SG)

63, College of Sigineering, Kakinada (SG)

64 o College of Engineering, Osmania 
University,Hyderabad Rj) •

65o College of Engineering,Andhra 
University, Waltair (U) •

66o Department of Chemical Technology, 
Osmania University, Hyderabad (U)

67© J;V,D,College of Science &: Technology, 
Waltair (U) .

68o Regional Engineering College,Warangal
(CSG)

69. College of Engineering, Tirupathi
(U)

Civil, Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering

C iv H , Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering•

120

120

Civil, Mechanical; -^lectrical and 
Telecornmunicatioii Engineering;Mining<

255

Civil, Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering

120

Chemic^ Engineering aid Chemical 
Teohnologyo

30

Chemical Engineering; Chemical 
technology I pharmacy •

Civil, Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering

45

250

C iv il ,  Mechanical and
Ele ctrical  Engineering

120
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KERAI.A

7 0 . College of Engineer In g, Trivandrum '■
(SG)

Civil, Mechanical and Elsotrical 
Engineering

210

71* Maharaja's College, Ernakulam (SG)

72* Government Engineering College, 
Trichur (SG)

Phamacy.:

C ivil, Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering

10

120

73* T.K^M.Engineering C ollege,Quilon (P): Civil,Mechanical and  ̂
Electrical Engineering

120

74« Nair Service Society Engineerirg 
College, Palghat (P) .

Civil, Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering

120 .

MADRAS

7 5 • A C o l l e g e  of Engineering and 
Technology^Karaikudi (P)

Civil, Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering

120

7 6# College of Engineering,Annamalal 
University, Annamalainagar (U )•

€ ivil, MechanicC.,Electrical 
and Chemical Engineering

150

77* College cf Ehgineering^ Guindy (SG) Civil,Mechanical,Electrical and 
Telecanmunication Engineering‘mining.

.275

78» Coimbatore Institute of Technology/ 
Coimbatore (P)

Civil,M echanical and
Electrical Engineering

120
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7 9 . Gwemment College cf Technology, 
Coimbatore (SC)

Civil, Mershanlcal and 
Electrical Engineering

120

80» Madras Institute of Technology, 
CbrcRipet, l^dras (P)

Electrical Ccimnunlcatlon Engineering, 
Aeronautical Engine^lng,
Inistrisnent Technology; Automdbl30 
Engineering*

85

81* Thlagara jap Engineering College, 
Madurai (p)

Civil, Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering

120

82 , ^  Son’s Charities College of
Technology, Coimbatore (P)

Civil, Mechanical and 
Electrical j^ngineering

120

83# I^epartraent of Architecture,Madras 
. University, Madras (U)

84 . A*C^College of Technology, Quindy (U)

Arc hitecture

Chemical Ehgineerln^ ‘̂ ‘extlle • 
Technology; Leather technology

20

52

.85 • l^epartweUt cf Pharmaoyp^edleal 
College, Madras (SG)

86v. Indian Institute of Technology, 
Madras (CG)

Pharmacy

■ "• yi’--
Civil, Mechanical, Electrical
and Chemical Engineeringr*Metallurg;y

MYSORE (-JJ- The ultimate admission capacity of the Institute is 300 students)

30

120

'87 •> B.I^>T .Engineering College, 
• • Davangere (SG)

C iv il ,  Mechanical' and
Eleotrioal ^iigineering

120
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88* College of Engineering,

Bangalore (P)

C iv i l ,  Mechanical and 
E lectrical Engineering

120

89* ^College of Engineering
and Technology, Hub 11 (?)

C iv il , Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering

120

9 0 . College of Engineering, 
Bangalore (U) •

C iv i l ,  Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering

230

9 1 . National Institute  of Engineering , 
Mysore (P)

Civil, Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering

120

92* Indian Institute  of Science, 

Bangalore (P)

93. S.K."SW*Technological Institute, 
Bangalore (SG)

Electrical Engineering;Tele- 
cdnmunication Engineering; 
Chemical EngineeringjMetallurgy; 
Aeronautical Engineering.

Textiles Technology

130

25

94» Engineering C ollege , Qulbarga (P)
Civil, Mechanical and 
Electrical Ehgineering

120

95. Engineering College, Manipal (P) Civil, Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering

120-

96. Regional Engineering College, 
Mangalore (CSG)

Civil,M echanical and
Electrical Engineering

250
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91  ̂ Malnad Engineering College, 
Hassan (P)

Civil, Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering

120

13^498



TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS COIJDUCTING D IP LO m  COURSES (I960 ;

( C.G. =* Central Government; S.G . = State Government; C .S .G . = Joint Central & State Governments; 
U == University; P = Private)*

Name of In stitu tio n î’ie ld s  ot sm dy Annual Admission

\ -....  - Capacltyo _____ ••
\ lo . So

RTHERN REGION
- ^

SLHI

Delhi Polytechnic, Delhi♦ (CG)

yUNJAg

Government Polytechnic, Ambala (s .G .)

3# Ouru Nanak Engineering College, 
Xudhiana. (P)

4» Mehr Chand Polytechnic, jullundur (P)
\

i \ \
5* Natipnal Institute of Engineering, 

Hoshdarp^. (P)

6. Punjab Polytechnic, Niloldieri, (S*G.) 

7m Rangarhia Polytechnic, P h a^ara , (p)

Civil, Mechanic a l,fi^id Electrical Engineering©

Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering* 

Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering# 

Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering*

C iv il , Mechanical and E lectrical Engineerings

C iv il ,  Mechanical and E lectrical Engineering*

60

240

120

120

120

’240

180
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8» t^rakaran SoD•Technological Institute, Civil Engineering* 
Esftijnath (P)

60

9 . Thapar Polytechnic, Patiala (?) Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering*

lO.PunJab Institute of Textile Technology, Textild Technology, 
Amritsar (SmGm)

120

30

11* Governinent Tanning Institute, 
Jullundur, (S*G.)

Leather Technology* 10

12*Central Polytechnic, Chandigarh. (S .G .) Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering* 240

RAJASTHAN

13# Jodhpur Polytechnic, Jodhpur* (S.G .) Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering*

14* Ajmer Polytechnic, Ajmer# (S*G«) Civil,Mechanical and Electrical Engineering,

15*Udaipur Polytechnic, Udaipur (S .G .} ’ C iv il ,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering;
Mining c

240

120

160

l€*Government Polytechnic, Kotah^CSG) Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering

17*Government Polytechnic, Alwar (GfSG) • C iv il , Mecha nica 1 & Electrical Engineering*

120

120
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TT

JAMMJ & KÎ SHMIR

18, Government Polytechnic, Srinagar.(s.G.) Civil,Mechanlca 1 & Electrical Engineerlngo

19« Government Polytechnic, Srinagar• (S.G.) Civil,Mechanical, and Electrical Engineering 

UTTAR PRADESH

I.

20,Civil Engineering School, Lucknow (P) Civil,Mechanical & Eleatrical Engineering.

Sl.Hewett Engineering School, 
Lucknow (P)

Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering,

22. Government Tech. Institute,Lucknow (SG) Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering.

23 .Government Technical Institute, 
Gorakhpur (S.G .)

24.P*M.V. Technical Insti tute, Mathura (p)
. t

26*Technical College,Dayalbag^, Agra (p)

/

26.Unlversity Polytechnic, Aligarh (U)

i

27.ITniverslty of Roorkee# (U)

28.GoverniTtent Central Textile Institute * 
K&npur (S .G .)

Civil,Mechanical Electrical Engineering.

Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering.

Mechanical & Electrical Engineering*

Civll,Mechanlcal & Electrical Engineering. 

Civil,Mecht nica 1 & Electrical Engineering*

Textile Technology & Textile Chemistry,

T T

120

120

120

120

240

240

120

9C> 

• . •* • .; 

; •240

‘ ‘32.
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29*Government Leather Institute, Kanpur (S .G .) ,  Les thnr Tochnojo^yc

30©Northern Regional School of Prlnljrlng 
Technology, A 11s ha bed (S .G .)

31«Clvil Engineerii% Sfehool, <̂fey6ndGuli (P) 

32*M.G.Technical Institute, Hathras (P) 

33oTechnical Institute, HQndia (p)

34*Polyt echnic, Nainital (P)

35•Government Polytechnic, Bareilly (S.G ,) 

36#Govemnent Polytechnic, Jhansi* (S .G .)

^7# S.G.Polytechnic, Khurja^ (P)

;HXM̂ -CHAL PRADESH

;38« Governirfent Polyt-echnic , Sundernagar (S.G .)

Printing Technology^

Civilj^:och*nica 1 & Electrical Engineering,

Civil E ng Ine e r 1 ng «

Civil Engineeringt)

Civil,Moch!inicQl^& Eloctrlcal Engineeringi

Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering#

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering.

30

50

60

120

%0

60

120

120

120

Civil,Mechanical and Electrical Engineering* 120

P.T.O
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AST-A.M ■ ' . ;■•
/ \ •

39»As3 Cm Enginaorlng Institute, Gsuhsti (S.G.) Clvli,Meohanlcal & Electrics 1 Englnoerlng, ’

46„HoB,HoVfince ctf W«las Jifjfltltuto of 
,1 Erigliiaei’iiig & 'I'echni^logj', Jortiat (3 ,5 .)

Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Englae«‘ing« 180

4'l»Govornni0nt Polytechnic, Sllchor (v(CSG). Civil,Mechenlcol & Electrical Engineering. • 120

B3HAH
H IM JTi r i !■ »1|.

42 g .̂lpiir Schoo?. of Engl7ieeT»1.ng & 
Technology, Bhagalpur (s«G.}

Civil Engineering •• :i80,

43«Ranchl School of Engineering, Ranchi (S .G .) Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering.

44*Dhanbad Polytechnic, Dhf nbad (S .G .) Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering.

180 

240 .

45«Tlruhat School of Engine oring,MUz. affarpur 
(S.G.)

46*Bhaga Mining School. (S .G .)

47.Mlning Institute, Jharia, P.O.Malthon 
Dam, Dhanbado (S.G.)

Civil,Mechtnlcal & Electrical Engineering.

Mining,

Mining

180

40

40

P.T.O
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2 . 3,

48^ 

.49*

50.

51 .

52.

ORlSSk

Mining Institute, Kodarma 

Patna School of Engineering, Patna (s*G,) 

Oovornmont Polytechnic, Gaya (S*G«) 

Governmont Polytechnic, Pornea (CSG) 

Government Polytechnic, Darbhanga (CSG)

53« JhQrsaguda School of Engineering 
Jharsaguda (S*G»)

54* Crissa School of Enginooring, Cuttack (S«G*)

55« Borhamporo Engineering School,Berharapore (P)

56. OrL ssa School of Engineering, Koonjhar (S*G«)

S?'* School of Enginooring Bhadrak (s*G*)

5S. Polytechnic, Kondrapara (p)

Mining. 40

Civil, Mochnical & Electrical Engineerings 180 

C iv il, Mochnical & Electrical Engineering.180 

Civil, Mechnicsl & Electrical Engineering. 180
y'

Civil, Mechnlcal & Electrical Engineering. 180

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Etigineering* 180

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering. 180

Civil, Mochnical & Electrical Engineerings 180 

rdningi

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering. 180

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering. 120

mNIPUR>

59. Adimjati Tech. Institute, Iraphffl, Mdnipur (s.G .) Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering. 60
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/

60*Polytechnic Institute, Narsingarh,Tripura (S .G .) Civil,Mech«nicel & Electricel Engineering*

' \\

WEST

61«Asansol Polytoclanlo, A sans ol (S.G*)

62«Calcutta Technical'School, Calcutta (p)

Mechenical & Electrical EngIneQi^iig;Mining,

Mechanical & Electrical Engineering.

63fcB.P.(5.Technical Institute, Krishnagar (S.G.) Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering* 

64*Hoo^ly Institute of Techno logy, Hoogly (S.G*) Clvil,Mechanlca 1 & Eloctrlcal Engineering*

65«Jadavpur Polytechnic, jadavpur (S.G«)

V

66»jalpalgurl Polytechnic, jalpalgurl (S.G*) 

67*Jhargrain Poljrtochnic, Jhcrgram (S.G*)

• Clv1.1,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering* 

Civil,Mechanical & Electrice 1 Engineering* 

CiviljMechanical & Elect^rlcal Engineering*

68»K.G*Engineering Institute, Blshnupur (S.G.) Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering*

6^*P*3«»t’.^nstitu te of Ei^gineering & Technology, Civil,Mechanical &. B l^ttdc«l Engineering*
• .••Burdwan (s*G.)

/

.70»MUrshldabad Institute  of T g £ > m Q ln g y  Clvll^M^ejfeSTllcal &  E le c tr ic al  Engineering*
Berharapur (s.G.)

120

80

90

180

180

180

180

180

180

180

180

P.T .O .
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TT“

71*Purulia Pplytechnic, Purulia (S^G.J Civil, Mechanic a 1 & Electrical Engineering. 180

72*R.K*Mission Shilpamandir,Belurraath (?) Civil,MechfinicQ 1 & Electrical Engineering, 180

73oShri Ramakrishna Vidyapeeth,Suri (S.G .) Civil Engineering 120

74eSouth-Westem Polytechnic, Calcutta (S .G .) 
(Shri Jnan Chandra Polytechnic)

Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering# 120

75*School of Printing Technology,Caleutta (S.G*) Printings

76,R.K.Mission Shilpa Vidyapeeth, 
Belghoria (S.G«)

Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering.

80

180

WESTERN REGION

T^#Goveminent Polytechnic, Poone (S .G .) Civll,Mechanical,Electric8l & Tele-Cominunication 320 

Engineering; Metallurgy®

7 t»Government Polytechnic, Aurangabad (S .G .) Civil,Mechanical & Electrica 1 ‘Engineering. 120

7i(9,Governraent Polytechnic, Karad (S .G .) C iv il,M echanical &  E lectrical Engineering. . . 120

Government Polytechnic, Am ravati. (S .G .)  C iv il,M echan ical &  E lectrical Engineering* ; ■ *

I^.T.O,
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31* 3 ̂ Government Polytechnic, Nagpur* (S .G .) Civilr^i, Meclinr:ic\jrr.E'!.ectr5-.csl ana 
Automobile Eiiginoorin^ .5 & Architocture •

62 . ^cGovernmant Polytechnic,Sholapur (S»G.)

\

^•PloTnstitute of Engineering & Technology, 
Dhulia (P)

8|l*P oSii* Cusrow V/adia Institute of Electrical
Technology, Poona (p)

•’ I
Sfe .b'cGovornrnent Tanning Ins tit ute, Khar, 

i Bombay (SoG»)

Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering®.

Civil Engineering*

Civil,Electrica;^MechBnical and Radio

Engine oringo

Leather Technology*

12Cf • 

•

1.40 •

■ 15

I
8^.^/eParanmal Lf.hoti Smarak Technical 

; Institute, Latur (P)

I

3cVictoris/ jubilee Technical Inatitute,
1 Bombay (P)

Civil Engineering*

87 *f 3eSt,Xavi^rts Technical Institute, Bombay (p) Radio Engineering*

Civil,Mechanical,Electrical & Autcraobile 
E-ngineering„ Textiles Technology and 
^ ' Chemical Technology*

I

6 9 .‘ ,WalcMnd College of Engineering,Sangll (P) Civil-> .jMechanioal & Electrical Engineerlngo

90•( .,Regi/onal School of Printing Technology, 
Bombay (S.Go)

Printing Technology(

60

■60

220

120

50

P*T.O*
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91,, ^Govemmont PolytocbnlcjBombay (aSG)-.. / CivilfMechanical & Electrical Engineerings

TT-

300

92i'oGovernment Polytechnic, jalagoan, (CSG) Givi 1, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering* 120

GUJARAT

93* oBhfeilalbhai Bhildiabhai Polytechnic ,Anand (P) Q^vil,Mecha nical & Electrical Engineering. 150

94V JDr^S* & S..SoGhandhy College of Engineering 
and Technology, Surat. (S .G .)

Civil^Mechenical,Electrical and Automobile 
Engine ering.

140

95. i♦I’olytechnic Mo3 .University,Baroda (u)

96 /oPacuilty of Engineering and Technology 
'M«S*University, Baroda (U)

Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering* 

Textile Technology and Textile Chemistry.

300 .

97 ?*Govemment Polytechnic, Ahmedabad. (S.G») Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering, 300

^ol/Ukrdhurjee College of Engineering,Morvi ( S .G . ) C iv il,M echanical and Electrical Engineering® 100 .

)<yShri A ,V .P arek h  Technical InstitutefRa jkot (S .G . )Radio  Engineering#

iOC *«Shri Bhavsinghji Polytechnic,Bhavnagar (S.Go) C iv il,M echanical^Electrlcal and Automobile ^
Engineering* ' /.. . . . ;



- ^̂ 4: V

lOi; ’ «R .C .Technical In stitu to , Ahmodabed (S«G«.) .To:ctllos Technology,

io Gov eminent Polytechnic, Dohad (S .G .)

^.Goveritoient Polytochnlc, patan (S *G .) 

'aGovernment Polytechnic, Porbander(CJcS^G.)

MVDHYA PRADESH

C iv il,M echanical and E lectrical Engineerings

C iv il,M ochcnicel &  E lectrical Engineering*

.Central Technical Institute , Gwalior (S .G .)  > C iv il ,M ech an ical & E lectrical Engineering*

106 ' oGovemraent Polytechnic,!! J jain  ( S .G . ) C iv il ,M ec h an ic al ,E le c tr ic al  &  Automobile 
En gin eerin g .'

109 3 ri.Govindarara Todi Govto Polytechnic ,jaora  (S .G .)  C iv il ,M ech an ical &  E lectrical Engineering#

110 Samarat Ashok Polytechnic, Bhilsa (P) C iv il  Engineering*

1ST

40

120

120

C iv il,M echan ical &  E lectrical Engineering* 120

120

132

107* oGovernment Polytechnic, Jabalpur (S .G *) , C iv il ,M echan ical & E le ctrical  Engineering*  ̂ 120

• “ ' ' * i 

H08 J‘ a.Goveinment Polytechnic, Nowgong* (S*G*) C iv il,M echanical & E lectrical Engineering* ^  120

90

60

P .T .O ,

•/•K iro d in ^l Govt* Polytechnic, Raigarh (S .G .)  C iv il ,M ech an ical &  E lectrical Engineering* .
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i; '■ <
. )

 ̂ . ‘yoS,V.Patol Polytechnic, Bhopal (s*G.)

113 . oSri Govindaram Seteaarla Technological 
Institute, Indore (P)

C iv il,M echan ical & E lectrical Engineering*

C iv il,M echan ical & E lectrical Engineering,

210

150

114 j ,oLeather Technical Institu te , Morar (P) Leather Technology, 30

115 ' 'oMlning Institute , Chhindwara, (SeG„)

1 1 6 ' ’ ♦Government Polytechnic, Khandwa ( ^ s .G . ) Civil,M echerJ.cal & E lectrical Engineering*

117 UGovernraent Mining Polytechnic,Shahdol (S .G .)  Mining*

SOUTHT^RN REGION

40

12C

40

ANDHRA !pRAD5 SH

I
t

1 1 8 . -cAndhra Polytechnic, Kakinada (ScG,) C iv i l ,  Mocha nice l ,E lec  trice l^Tele-C5>Tinunlcation &. 

Automobile Engineering®

• 240 

’.A'

119 jJVttachod Polytechnic to the College of 
Ergineering, Anantapur (S .G .)

C iv il,M echanical &  E lectrical Engineering. 120

120 Government Polytechnic,Vi2agapatnam  (ScGr) C ivil,M echanics 1 &  E le ctrical  Engineering ;- ‘ *180

PeT.C.
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121 pGoverniTLont Technical College, Hyderabad (S?Gc) Civil„Mechanical^Eloctrlcsl,TelG' GoTrijtiUriication'
and Ailtomobile Eriffinoering.

27D
Engineering,

122  ̂ Government Polytechnic,Warsngal (S .G .)

123 .Government Po3.yt«chnic,Tirupathl ( S .G ,)

124 : pHyderabad Polytechnic, Hydorabad (P)

125 . %'jVuyyuru Polytechnic, Vuyyuru. (s*G ,)

V

126  ̂ .'^Mining Institute, Kothagudium (S^G.)

127 i '^Mining Institute, Gudur (S .G .)

128 •^Ceramic Institute, Gudur (jIcGc)

129 OfrGovernment PolytecUnic,Proddatar (CSG)

1 ^  X,Government Polytechnic, Nizarmbad (CSG)

1^1 •Krishna Devarya Polytechnic,Wanaparthy (P)
1

1^^ »«McV. Mo Polytechnic, Tanuka« (p)

Civil, Mochanicsl & Electrical Enginoerlng*-• . 120*

Civil^MechftrJ.cal & Electrical Engineering, .

Civil,M echsnice 1 & E le c tr ic a l  Engineering® 

C iv il,M echanical & E lectrical Engineering, 

M ining .

Mining,

Glass 8c Enamel Technology, Pottery & Ceramica 

C iv il ,M echan ical & E lectrical Engineering® 

C iv il,M echan ical &  E lectrical EMgineering* 

C iv il,M ochanlca1 &  E lectrical Engineeringa 

C iv il,M echpnicsl & E lectrical Engineering ,

•

•• .180‘‘

•. i?o: 

•180 

'40 

40. 

23 

120 

120 

120 

120

P .T .O .
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-o

133 i<J^&hbcobnnga^ Polytochnlc^I^]^hboobnQgar (S«G ,) Civil, Mechpnlcd & Electrics! Engineei*ingo

154 ' oGovernmont Polybechnlc^ Guntur (S<»G,) Civil, Mech’=»nical & Electrical Engineering«

K E g m ,

135 1 OoAlgappanagar Polytechnic,Algappanagar (S*G.) CiviH , Mechenical & Electrical Engineerdng*

136 ,Governrnont Polytechnic, Kalamassery (S .G .)

137 j I .Kerala Polytechnic, Kozhikode. (S*G«)

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical, AutChobile 
Enginoerlng.

Civil,M3chrnical & Electrical Engineering; 
Chemical Engine or ingo

138 - "^oMahara Ja Ts Technical Institute, frichur (S*G.) Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering*

139 - sj^Shri Narayana Polytechnic, Quilon (P)

140 -oGovemraent Polytechnic, Cannanore (S«i9i>)

^41 Central Polytechnic, Trivandrum* (S .G .)

142 . .Carmel Polytechnic, Alleppy. (P)

Civil,Mech‘‘nical & Electrical Engineerings

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering- 
Textile Technology.

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineeringo

143 > N .s .S .Polytechnic , Panda3xim (P)

120

120

120

170

220

120

120

144-

120 *

C iv il , Mechanical & E le ctrical  Engineering a ’ ’ .'120-
• . . .  V *

C l ^ l l ,  Mechanical &  E le c tr ic a l  Engine'eringo ' 120.
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144 -rSrl R-Cim Polytechnic, Velpad (P)

145 'oGovernmont Polytechnic, Kottayam (CSG)

146- "'oA-lagappa Polytechnic, Karalkudl (p)

Civil,Mechsnlcal & Electrical Engineering, . ; '' 120> ’ 

Civil,MechflMeal & Electrical Engineering, . *120 .

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering#

147 1 J^,M-M^Charities Trust Polytechnlc,Avadi (P) Civil,Mechanical and Electrical Engineering*

148- ■■>i»Annanialai Polytechnic, Chettincd (P)

149 '.Central Polytechnic, Madras (S.G .)

150 r '••C .N *T . Institute, Vepery, Madras (p)

1 5 1 ' ^•Government Polytechnic, Coirabatore©(S*G,)

Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering, 

Civil,Mechanical & Electrical Engineering,

Civil,Mech«<nical & Electrical Engineering,

152 ’ 4Institute of Leather Techpology,Madras (S .G ,) Leather Technology*

153 -* •Raraakrishna Mission Technical Institute, 
Madras (P)

154 '•Nachinm t’nu Polytechnic, Pf-llachl (P)

Mechanical Engineering^ Automobile Engineering,

C iv il,M echanical &  E lectrical Engineering.

120

120'

i20

• 210

120

Civil,Mech®nical,Electrical, Tele'-Communication, 230^' 
Mining & Automobile Engineeringo

30

60

120

P^T.O,
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155 ' oFoS.GoSc Attached Polytechnic, Golmbatoro (P) Civil., Mechsnlcal & Electrical Engineering.

156 %PoS.G« Industrial Institute, Goimbetore (P) Toxtile Technology.

157 USeshasayee Institute of Technology, (P)
Tiruchirapa H i  v

158 - l»Tirrillnad Polytechnic, Madurai (S .G .)

\
1̂ 59 jpGovernment Polytechnic, Nagercoil (GSG)

160 - .oGovernraent Polytechnic, Vellore (,)(CSG)

161 - leRegional School of Printing Technology, 
Madras (S .G .)

162 pDesigar Polytechnic, Tanjore (P)

' 163 .Sankar Polytechnic, Sankarnagar (P)

164 ioThiagara jar Polytechnic, Salem (P)

165 -oMuthlah Polytechnic ,Annamala inagar (U)

Glvil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering*

Givilj Mechanical & Electrical Engineering, 
and Automobile En,^ineeringo

Givil, Mecharxical & Electrical Engineering,

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering.

Printing Technology.

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering.

--Mechanical 
Clvil,£ '  ̂ f n a  & Electrical Er*gineering.

Civil, Mechanical ^ Electrical Engineering, 
Textile Technology^

120

•60

120

200

120

120

230'

■120

120

150

C iv il ,  Mechardcal &  E le ctr ical  Engineering# ;

P.T.0-.
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1 *«S.V,Nadar Polytechnic,Virudhnsgsr (P) Civil, Mechsnlcal & Electrical Engineering," 120-'

167 : ,Bhaktavatsalarn Polytechnic-Kancheepuram (P) Civil,Mechanical & Electric®! Engineering, 

( )

168 ^^^Polytechnic, Sirksli (P)
r

169 - )ePolytechnic, Gudiyatham (P)

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering, 

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering

M7S0RE

: 1 * S . K . S , J.Technical Institute, Bangalore (S.G .) Textile Technology.

171 *. ''.S ilver  Jubilee Occupational institute. 
Bangalore (S.G#)

1"^2 1 .School of Mines, Corgaum (S .G .)

173 : i*B,V^BoC allege of Engineering and 
Technology^ Hubli. (P)

Civil,Mechanical,Electrical Tele-comraunication, 
and Automobile Engineering* Mining,

fttnlng

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering.

174 * #D*R.E*Occupationa 1 Institute, Davangere (SG) Civil, Mechanlcal‘& Electrical Engineering,

175 - ’ • Govemment^olytechnic, Gulbarga^ (S,G .)

176 " '•Karna taka Polytechnic, Mangalore (P)

Civil, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering,

C iv il ,  Mechanical, E le ctrical  &  Automobile

Engineering,

120

180

120

40

285

• 40 

120

130

12C

170

P .T .O .
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177 j)cKcH.Kabbur Institu te  of Engineei-lng, 
Dhcr-war (P)

C iv il , Meoh^nicol & ElevVujUo::^! Eng;!n00^1)1,^30

178 ' ‘.National Institute  of Engineering, Mysore (P) C iv il  i^ngiiieeringo

179 . cOccupationai In stitu te , Chintamani (S.G-,) C iv i l ,  Mecb-nnitcrtl &  E le ctrical  Enginear'inga

180 .♦Government Polytechnic, Bellary  ( S .G . )

181 : '^Polytechnic, Turakur, (S .G *)

182 .Polytechnic , Chennapatna, (s «g O

183 ' , S ilver  Jubilee  Technical Institu te , 
Bhadravati. (S .G .)

C iv il,M echanical & E lectrical Engineering,

Civil„M och9.nI cal &  E lectrical Engineering#

C iv il , Me '̂hcii-lc*.'1  ElGctrlo^.1 Er.^;;lnoeringo

• C i v i l ,  Mechanical & E le c tr ic a l  Engineering

164 : .S .L .V .O c c u p a t io n a l  in stitu te , Hssan (S .G .)  C iv i l ,  M ech o n icsl&  E lectrical Engineering,

185 . '♦M.E. Society Is Polytechnic, Bangalore (P) ^ I v i l ,  Mechanical &  E le c tr ic al  Engineering,

186 ♦ '•Acharj'a Patshala Poly technic. Bangalore (P) C iv i l ,  Mechanical &  E le c tr ic al  Engineering ,

187 •B ,V . & V ^S ,Polytechnic , Bagalkot (P) C iv i l ,  Mechanical &  E lectrical Engineering.

Oo

120

60

120

120.

120 

120 

120 .

120 

120 

120 • • 

ISO -

p .T .o :
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T

. '*
138 'AGovernmert pblytochnic., Karwcr* (S .G ,) 

' VoGovernment Polytechnic, BolgQum (S.G*) C iv il , MechanicQl & E lectrical Engineeringo

^Government Polytechnic,ChickmGglur (s«G«) C iv il,M echanical &  E lectrical Engineering©

191 oC• P .C .Polytechnic, Mysore (S .G ,)

192 . eGovernment Polytechnic, Krishnarejapet

(CSG)

193 , v#Government Polytechnic, Bidar (S*G*)

C iv i l ,  Mechanical & E le ctrical  Engineering*

C iv il , Mechanical &  E lectrical Engineerings

Civil,M ecl:^nical 5c E le c tr ic al  Eng in ■110.

120 .

120

120

120

C iv il , Mechanical &  E le ctrical  Engineerinf^o •' 120
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ANNEXURE I I

BTSTITUTIONS OFFER ING FACILITIES FOR P OST .-GRADUATE 
STUDIES llVLO)

X .
Name of Ins t i. t a t i Fields of Stuuy

1 2

! •  Engineering College,Banaras Hindu 
University®

Electrical Machine D esig i. \.

2» Roorkee University

3« College of Mining and Metallurgy, 
Banaras Hindu U n iv ersity .

i) Dam Design , Irrigation  Engineering and 
Hydraulics

ii) Structural Engineering including 
Concrete Technology

i i i )  Soil mechanicsaand Foundation Engineerir^

iv) Public  Health Engineering 

v) Highway Engineering

vi) Photogrammetric Engineering 

v li) E lectrical Machine Design

v i i i )  Applied ThermoGynemics • 

power Engineering 

'B) Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning 

i) M ining Engineering;

ii) Advanced M etallurgy,



1

34

4 . Department of; Ghaaical Engineering and 
Teehnology ̂  ^olle ge of Technology, 
Banaraa Hiridu UnlTarslty«

Chemical Engineering

5o Department of Sllicato Technology,Col]e ge 
of Technology, Banaras Hindu 
Un.lver.p ity *

Glass and Ceramic Technology

6a Department of Pharmaceuticg, 
Banaras Hindu University •

Pharmacyo

7* J.KoInstitute cf Applied Physicsa 
University of Allaiiabad,Allahabad

Ele ctronics and Radio Engineering

8» Ho®.‘technological Institute, 
Kanpur.

9,, Department of Chemicsl Technology, 
Bombay University*

Chemical Technology cf -

a) Oils, ^ats and Waxes
b) Paints and Varnishes
c) Applied Microbiologyo

i) Textile Chanistry
li) Technology o f  Poods

iii) Technology of Intermediates and Dyes
iv) Plastics
v) P igment s,Paints and Varnishes

vl) Oils, -̂ ats and Waxes
vii) Pharmaceuticals and Fine Chsmicals.



-* §5 • -

10 s Departnent of Pha-rai&cy, 
Universitsr of S&ugaro

Pharmacy o

11 o'^Victor3.a Jubilee Technical 
Institute, Bombay,

i) Electrical,Mechanical and Automobile Engineering
ii) Industrial Management»

12o LpMo^ollege of Pharmacy,Ahmedabad P harmacy

13. Government Engineering 
G olle go, Jab alpur »

i) Advanced Electronics
ii) Soil Mechanic3

iii) High Vcltage -Engineering
iv) Internal ^cnibusticn Engineering
v) Radio and .Engineering*

14, L«I^«,Colloge of Engineering, 
Ahmedabad &

Electri»l Machine I>esig:i*

15* Indian Institute of Technology, 
Bombay c

i) Industrial Electronics
ii) -^lectro-vacuum ^eohnology

ill) I>6sign of Chemical Plant
iv) Technology of Fine Organic Chemicals*
v) Technology of Silicates o

vi) -^lectro-0hemical Technology
vii) Technology of Heavy Inorganic Chemicals*

viii) Ferrous Production Met^ lurgy
ix) soil Engineering•



...

16« ^oll3ge of Engineering,? oina"

17 a Faculty cf* ‘technology and
■‘̂ iigi.nGorlng, M.S^Universi ty, 
Barodao

i) Hy^raulio.s and Dam Engineering 
11) Advanced Electronics 

ill) ■̂■'Id ctrlcal -Engineering

Civil,, Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering

18o Andhra University College,
Department of Teolmology^lA/'altair .

1) ■ Ghf}falca?u Technology 
11) Ope Dres3ingg

199 Department of Chemical Technology^ 
Osman la Uni vers ity •

GheraicaL Technology

20o F .S.^.College of Technology^Coimbatore . felGû t?‘lc.a?v Design

21 o College of Engineer in g;,T 
Trivandrum*

1) Electrical Machine D e s i^
11) Hydraulic.T^ Irrigation and Flood Control 

ill) Structural Engineering

22c Punjab University College, 
Chand igarh*

Highway Engineering

23. Department of Pharmacy^Punjab 
University, Chhndlgarhp

Pharmacy

24o Blrla College cf Engineering^, 
P ilanl*

Electronics•



'n :

25o Indian Ir.sfcitube of Scionco, 
Ban gal or 0 »

1) Aeronautical Engineering
ii) Internal GoTibustlon ^)gineering

iii)  Automobile -^nglneerii^g
Iv) Fovjer Engineering - i^lectrical,Meohsinical ,G ivil^Hydraulics 

and Klgh Voltageo
V)

Vi)
vil)

EOactrical Gotrmunication Engineering; Ultra-short 
Microwave Engineering; Line CaiMunication; ard 
Accouatical Sngineeringc 
Foundry Engineering
Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering

and

26o Department of Applied Ghemistry, 
Calcutta University*

Chonical Engineering and Ghemical Technology

27 • Indian Institute of Technology,
Kharagpur,

i) AgricuDtural Engineer in g-Applied Botany^ Farm Power nnd.
Machinery; Soil and Water Go'iservatioh

ii) App'lied Ghemistry-Technology cf Gas Reactions at high
pressures; High Polymers and Fiubber ' ■

> Tochnology; Syntiietic Drugs and Gheuiicals ;

i i i  ) Architecture and Regional Plaiming
iv) Chemical Enginecr^r-g;

C iv il  Engineer in g-Sfcru.otural Engineorlng;Water Power a i d  Dam' 
Construct!can5 So il MechAncis and Foundation Engineeringj 
Highway Engineering^Harbour ii^ngineeringjMonicipal Engineering , 
E lectrical Engineering-Machine Design;C ontrol Systems •

v ii) Electronic and -t^ectrical Caarxunication Enginoerir4g ‘ ' ,
v i i i )  Geology and Geophysics-Applicd Geology; Exp lor at ion Geophysics 

and Geochemistryo * . ^
i.x) Mechanical Engineering-Foundry;Industrial EngineerlngjMachine 

Design.;Machanical Handling ;?reduction Technology; Refrigeration 

' and Aj.r-C "  Plant ° 1 cai; Int ernal

V)

V i )

38 : -
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28„ Institute of Radio Physica and 
ElectronicsCalcutta University.

Radio Phydics and -Sloctronica

29, Alagappakhettiar Colilege of
Technology^ Madras University,Madras•

Chemical Engineering.

30o College of Engineering, 
Guindy, Madras*

i) Public Health Engineering^
ii) Advanced Hydraulics, Dan ^onsvruction and Irrigation 

Engineering
iii) Structural Engineering and Co'icrete Technology
iv) Electrical Machine Design*
v) Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering

vi) Internal Ccmbustion Engineering

31 e School of Planning and
• ' Architecture, Delhi.

Town and Country Planning; 
Housing.

32, Bengal Engineering College,
Si bp ore#

33, jQdavpur University.

1) Foundation Engineering & Soil Mechanics* * \
11) Structural Engineering Including Concrete Technology.'

iilj PrixTio Moverso -
Iv) Electrical M:'.chine Design,
v) Advanced Metallurgy.

1) Pood Technology,
11) Chemical Engineering,

V4l Lexmlnarayan Institute of
Technology, Nagpur University,

1) Chemical Engineering,

r
\
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I 4 Prof, Humayun Kabir, (Chairman)
Minister for 8cientific Research 
and Cul*?:u3̂ nl'Affairs.

2. Prof. M.S. Tliacker,
Educational Adviser (Technical) & Secretary, 
Ministry of Sciontific Research 
and Cultural Affaii'S.

3. Shrl P.N . Kirpal,
Secretary,
Ministry of Education*

4. Shri J .J .  Ghandy,
Director,
Tata Iron & Steel Co.,
Jamshedpur.

5. Shri Kasturbhai Lalbhai,
Ahmedabad.

6 . Lala Shri Ram,
New Delhi.

7. Dr. A .L . Mudaliar,
Vice-Chancellor.
Madras University.

8 . Dr. V .K .R .V . Rao,
Director, Institute of Economic Growth, 
University of Delhi.

9. Shri N.K. Mitra,
Calcutta.

10. Shri M. Fayazuddin,
Chief Tovm Planner,
Government of Andhra Pradesh.

11. Dr. G. P. Kane,
Senior Industrial Adviser(Chemical), 
Ministry of CoTTimerce & Industry.

12. Prof. V.N. Adarkar,
Principal,
J .J . Institute of Applied Art,
Bombay.

13. Dr. B.D. Kalelkar,
Senior Industrial Adviser (Engg.),
Minir.try of Commerce *  Indu:^try.

14. Secretary,
Ministry of Defence.

15. Financial Adviser,
(Sci?ntiflc Research & Cultural Affairs), 
Mr^.j'jtry of finance.

16. Director-G.':neral of Resettlement
and Smployiivant,
Ministry of LaboufJ>(S: Employment.
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17. Secretary,
Deptt. of Mines <5c Fuel,
Ministry of Steel, Mines & Fuel. . • . •

18. 3hri B.C. Mathur,
Deputy Secretary, Deptt. of Iron & Steel, 
Ministry of Steel, Mines & Fuel.

19. Shri A.D. Pandit,
Joint Secretary (Works),
Ministry of Works, Housing & Supply.

20. Shri M. Hayath,
Chairman,
Central Water & Power Commission,

21. Director,
Mechanical Bigineering,
Railway Board.

22. Shri R. Prasad,
Joint Secretary,
(Directorate of Manpower)
Ministry of Home Affairs.

23. Shri S. Mullick,
Joint Secretary,
Deptt. of Agriculture,
Ministry of Food & Agriculture.

24. Shri A.C. Ramchandani,
Chief Engineer,
All India Radio.

25. Shri H.P. Sinha, I .S .E .
Consulting Engineer (Roads Development), 
Deptt. of Transport,
Ministry of Transport & Communication.

26. Shri D.C. Das,
Joint Secretary,
Deptt. of Communications &  Civil Aviation, 
Ministry of Transport & Communications.

27. Shri H.N. Sethna,
Chief Scientific Officer,
Department of Atomic Energy.

28. Shri A.N. Khosla,
Member, Planning Commission.

29. Secretary,
Central Board of Irrigation & Power.

30. 3hri P.R. Ramakrishnan, M .P .,
Coimbatore.

31. Shri Ganapati Ram, M .P .,
Village Nimaich, P .O . Kaur,
Distt. Banaras.

32. Shri Jaspat Roy Kapoor, M .P .,
Agra.

33. Shi*i C .V .D . Murthy,
Director of Technical Education, _ 
Government of lUidhra Pradesh.
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34. Minister of Education,
Government of Jissara.

35. Deputy Minister, Industries,
Gcvernment of Bihar.

36. Shri T.N. Tolani,
Director of Technical Education, 
Government of Maharashtra.

37. Minister of Education,
Govej?nment of Madhya Pradesh.

38. Minister of Education,
Government of Madras.

39. Dr. H.B, Mohanty,
Additional Secretary,
Political & Services (Planning) Deptt., 
Government of Orissa.

40. Shri Suraj Mai,
Minister for Public Works,
Government of Punjab.

41. Deputy Minister for Industries, 
Government of Uttar Pradesh.

42. Minister for Education,
Government of West Bengal.

43. Shri G.A. Mukhtar.
Director of Education,
Government of Jammu & Kashmir.

44. Minister for Education,
Government of Mysore.

45. Shri Y.G, Garde^
Director of Technical£Education, 
Government of Rajasthan.

46. Shri V.V. Gopalakrishna Iyer,
Director of Technical Education, 
Government of Kerala.

47. Directoi^ of Education,
Delhi Administration.

48. Shri P .O . Saxena,
Secretary (Education),
Himachal Pradesh Administration#

49. Shri N.M. Patnaik,
Chief Commissioner,
Tripura.

50. Shri S .D . Bahuguna,
Director of Education & Ex-officio, 
Secretary, Education, Manipur.

51. Shri B.F. Goodchild,
Calcutta*

52. Shri Bharat Ram,
Delhi.



53. Shri T.R, Gupta,- 
Director,
H/s Jay Engineering Works Ltd., Calcutta.

54* Shri Kanchanlal C. Parikh,
Ahmedabad.

55. Psrof. G.M. Nabar,
Director,
Deptt, of Chemical Technology,
University of Bombay.

5'6* Shri G.Y* Mangrulkar,
Staff Training Officer,
Tata Iron & Steel Co. Ltd .,
Jamshedpur.

57i Shri A.M.M. Murugappa Chettiar,
Madras.

58* Prof. M.P. Gandhi,
Bombay.

59. Shri Michael John, M .P .,
JamshedpuiP*

60. Shri B.K. Nair,
Pr es ident,
The Indian National Trade Union Congress,

61* Shri P. .Subbaramaniah.
General Secretary,
National Federation of Indian Railwaymen, 
Madras.

62. Shri Shanta Ram S. Tawde,
Secretary, Engineering Mazdoor Sabha, 
Bombay.

63. Col. B.H. Zaidi,
Vice-Chancellor,'
Muslim University.

64. Prof. S .K . Mitra, F^H .S.,
Qneritus Prof. of Physics,
Calcutta University.

65. Shri T .3 . Avinashilingam, M .P ., 
Coimbatore.

56. Dr. T. Sen,
Rector,
Jadavpur University, Calcutta.

67. Prof. N.K. Sidhanta,
Vice-Chancellor,
Delhi University.

68. Shri V. Lakshminarayanan,
Principal,
Birla College of Engineering,
Pilani.

69. Shri D .P .R . Cassad, M .I .E .j  
Nagpur-1.

- 42 - . •
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.70. ShrlM . P. Chltale, F .C .A ,,
■ Bombay.

71. Chairman,
University Grants Commission.

72. Dr. B.D. Laroia,
Development Officer,
University Grants Commission.

73. Dr. S .R . Sen Gupta,
Director,
Indian Institute of Technology,
Kharagpur.

74. Shri Fazal I. Rahimtoola,
Bombay. '

75. Shri O.K. Chandiramanl, (Secretary) 
Joint Educational Adviser(Technical), 
Ministry of Sc lent if ic Research
and cultural Affairs.

. i



COORDINATING COMMITTEE'OF THE '

ALL INDIA COUNCIL FOR TECHNIC/iL EDUCATION

•

1. Prof, Humayun Kabir, (Chairman) 
Minister for Scientific Research
and Cultural xi.ffairs and Chairman,
All India Council for TechnicalEducation.

2. Prof. M. S. Thacker,
Educational M^I’lser (Technical) and Secretary 
Ministry of Scientific Research 
and Cultural Affairs*

3. Chairman,
University Grants Comm is s ion i

4. The Financial Adviser,
(Scientific Research & Cultural '» Affairs), 
Ministry of Finance.

5. Shri J .J . Ghandy,
Director,
M/s. Tata Iron & Steel Co. Ltd .,
Jamshedpur.

6. Shri Kasturbhai Lalbhai,
Ahmedabad.

7. Lala Shri Ram,
New Delhi.

8. Dr. A .L . Madaliar,
Vic e-Chanc ellor,
Madras University.

9. Dr. V .K .R .V . Rao,
Director,
Institute of Economic Growth,
University of Delhi.

10. Shri N.K. Mitra,
Calcutta.

11. Dr. G.P. Kane,
Senior Industrial Adviser(Chemical),
Ministry of Commerce & Industry.

12. Shri M. Fayazuddin,
Chief Town Planner,
Government of /indhra Pradesh.

13. Shri V.N. Adarkar,
Principal,
J .J . Institute of Applied .\rt,
Bombay.

14. Shri Jaspat Roy Kapoor, M .P .,
Agra.

15. Shri V.G. Garde,
Director of Technical Education,
Government of Rajasthan.

16. Minister for Education,
Government of Jtysore.

- 44.- . .
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17; Dr. ' H.B. Mohanty, • ' . . 
Additional Secretary,'
Government of Orissa.

18. Minister for Education, 
Government of Madhya Pradesh.

19. Shri M.P. Gandhi,
Bombay.

20. Dr. A.N. Khosla, ..
Memb er, PIann ing Comm is s ion.

21. Dr. S .R . Sen Gupta,
Director,
Indian Institute of Technology, 
Kharagpur.
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A L L O D IA  B0,\RD3 OF TECHHic::^ '̂ STUDIES-

(A) KHGINEmiNG AND METALLURGY;

I . Shri N.K. Mitra, (Chairroan)' 
Calcutta.

?, Dr. S .R . Sen Gupta,
Director,
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur.

3. Dr. B.R. Nijhawan,
Director,
National Metallurgical Laboratory,
Jamshedpur.

4 . Prof. S .B . Junankar,
Poona.

5. Prof. R .C . Narayanan,
Head of Electrical Ehgin^ering Deptt. ,
Delhi Polytechnic.

6. Shri V.K. Kelkar,
Pr inc ipal,
Walchand College of Ehgineering,
Sangli,

7. Shri Pranlal Patel,
Bombay.

8. Shri S .C . Sen,
Principal,
Delhi Polytechnic»

9. Shri A.D. Balasundaram,
Coimbatore.

10. Prof. S. Rajaraman,
Principal,
Engineering College, Trichur.

I I .  Prof. N.N. Chatterjee,
Mead of Geology Department,
Presidency College, Calcutta.

12. Shri A.C. Roy,
Principal,
Bengal Engineering College, Howrah.

13. Prof. B. Sen Gupto,
Director,
Indian Institute of Technology, Madras.

14. Dr. P .K . Kelkar,
Director,
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur.

15. Dr. D.N. Prasad,
Director,
Indian School of Mines & 'Applied Geology, 
Dhanbad.

16. Shri N.D. Sundaravedivelu,
Director of Public Instruction,
Government of Madras.
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(B) ■ CHMIGllL MGINElglING' .UID CHEMIGiiL TECHNOLOGYi

1* Shrl G.P. Kane. (Chairman)
Industrial Adviser (Chemical)
.to the Government of India,
Ministry of Commerce & Industry.

2. Dr, IJ.R. Kuloor,
Professor of Chemical Ehgineering,
Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore.

3. Dr. H .L . Roy,
Professor Emeritus,
Jadavpur University,
Calcutta.

4 . Dr. M.D, Parekh,
Genersil Manager,
The National Rayon Corporation Ltd., Bombay.

5. Dr. H.N. Sethna,
Senior Scientific Officer, 
j^Atomic Qiergy Commission.

6. Dr • P . * Mene,
Director,
Laxminarayan Institute of Technology,
Nagpur.

7. Shri 3. Ramaswamy,
General Superintendent,
The Mettur Chemical & Industrial Corporation L td ., 
Mettur Dam.

8. Mr. P .D . Nargolwala,
Works Manager,
Tata Chemical Ltd. ,
Mithapur.

9. Dr. T.K. Roy,
Chief Chemical Ehgineer,'
Industrial Consulting Bureau (P) Ltd .,
New Delhi.

10. Dr. M.M. Chakraborty, ‘ of
Reader, University Coll ego/Science & Technology, 

Calcutta.

11. Dr. G.M. Nabar,
Director, University Deptt. of Chemical Technology, 
Bombay.

12. Dr. G .S . Laddha,
Director, A.C. College of Technology,
Madras’ University, Madras.

13. Dr'. M, Narasingha Rao,
Professor of Chemical Qiginoering,
Indian Institute of Technology,
Kharagpur.

14. Prof. N .R. Kamath,
Prof. of Chemical Ehgineer ing,

Listitute of Technology,

Bombay.



(C) /iRCHITJ^TURE & REGIONAL PLANNINGi’ •

1. Shri M, Fayazuddin, (Chairman)
Chief Town Planner, '
Government of /jidhra Pradesh.

2, Shri D.G. Karanjgaonkar,
Chief Architect, , •
Gavernment of Madhya Pradesh.

3. Shri D .S . Venkanna,
Principal,

' A.C. College of ^ginoering & Technology, 
Kirailmdi.

'' 4 . Shri M.B. Dave.
Prof. of iVrchltecture,
M.S. University of Baroda.

5. Shri S .H . Parelkar,
/irchitect, Bombay.

6. Shri T .J . Manickam,
Director,
School of Town & Country Planning,
New Delhi.

7. Shri T.R. Mahendru,
/u?chitect. New Delhi.

8. Shri C .S . Chandrasekhara,
Town & Country Planner,
New Delhi.

9. Shri 3 .P. Kapadla,
General Manager, Hindustan Construction Co. Ltd ., 
Bombay.

10. Shri V.N. Prasad,
Professor of Architecture,
Indian Institute of Technology,
Kharagpur.

11. Shri A.P. Kanvlnde, 
i\rchitect. New Delhi.

12. Shri S .K . Joglekar,
Chief Architect,
C .P .W .D ., New Delhi.

13. Prof. V .L. De Souza,
Central Rural & Urban Planning .Organisation,
New Delhi.

14. Shri K.N. Misra,
Town & Village Planner,
Government of Uttar Pradesh.

15. Shri K .T. Divecha, • . . .  
/architect, Bombay. ^



1. 3hri V.N.: Adarkar, (Chairman) 
Principal,
J .J . Institute of ^^pried /u?t,
Bombay*

2. Shri 3 ,H . Parolkar, 
i'o’chitect, Bombay.

3. Shri K.K. Son, 
ilppliod xiTt Department,
Delhi Polytechnic.

4. Shri K.K. Bebbar,
Bombay.

5» Shri Chintamani Kar,
Principal,
Government College of /irts & Crafts, Calcutta.

6. Shri S.R . Khastgir,
Principal,
Government College of Art Sc Crafts,
Lucknow.

7. Shri M.L. Datta Gupta,
Head of the . \̂rt Department,
Delhi Polytechnic.

8. Shri K.K. Ganguli,
Secretary,
Indian Institute of xirt in Industry,
Calcutta.

9. Shri S.M. Bashir,
Director, J .K . Industries,
Kanpur.

10. Shri P. Das Gupta,
Curator,
National Gallery of Modern Art,
New Delhi.

11. Shri V.R. Ambelrkar,
Bombay.

12. Prof. N .S . Chowdhary,
Professor of Sculpture,
M.S. University of Baroda.

13. Shri 3 .N . Guha Ray,
Director, Shri Saraswati Press Ltd ., Calcutta.

14. Shri Gurcharan Singh,
Delhi.

15. Shri K.G. Subramanian,
Deputy Director (Designs),
Weavers Service Centre,
Bombay.
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i) COMMI^CE

1. Dr, V .K .R .V . Rao, (Chairman) 
Director,
Institute for Economic Growth,
Delhi University.

2. Shri B.N. Das Gupta,
Calcutta.

3. Prof. A. Das Gupta,
Professor of Management,
Delhi School of Economics,
Delhi University.

Shri 3. Velayudham,
Chief Professor of Economics,
Presidency College, Madras.

5. Prof. M.P. Gandhi,
Bombay.

S. Shri A.M.M. Murugappa Chettiar,
Madras.

7. Shri P .C . Ghosh,
Principal,
Goenka College of Commerce and 
Business Administration, Calcutta.

8. Shri R. Singhi,
Chartered Accountant,
Calcutta. , .

9. Shri Satya Paul Virraani,
Managing Director, Jav/ala Flour Mills,
New Delhi.

10. Shri M.L. Tannan^
Bombay.

11. Shri R. Balagangedharan,
Madras.

12* Shri D.K. Sanyal,
Dir ector
Indian ■ Institut0 of Social Welfare & * * 
Busir-ess Management, Calcutta.

13. Shri Y.A. F^zalbhoy,
Managing Director,
General Radio & Appliances (PT. ) Ltd.,
Bo"^bay.

14. Dr, A.R. Mudaliar,
Calcutta.

15. Shri C .S . Tayabjee,
Managing Director,
The Azam Jahi Mills L td ., Hyderabad.

16. Shri R.R. Morarka, M .P .,
Delhi.
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(F) TT^TILE TECHNOLOGY;

1. Lala'Shri Ram,' ' . (Chairman) 
New Delhi,

2. Shri Shrinagabhushana,
Pr inclpal,
S .K .S .J . Technological Institute,
Bangalore.

3. Dr. C. Nanjundayya,
Dir ector,
Bombay Textile Research Association, Bombay-22.

4* Shri B. Rajaram,
Textile Deptt., Tata Industries Private Ltd., 
Bombay.

5. Shri T.N. Sharma,
Textile Adviser,
Delhi Cloth cS: General Mills, Delhi.

6. Dr. A.T. Das,
Principal,
College of Textile Technology, Berhampore.

7. Prof. R .K. Mody,
Principal,
Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, Bombay.

8. Shri D.N. Bhattarcharjee,
Bengal Laxmi Cotton Mills, Calcutta.

9. Shri Mohanlal L. Shah,
Calcutta.'

10. Shri E.R. Subbaram,
Gen eral Sup er int endent,
Anbica M ills, Ahmedabad,

11. Dr. R .L . Desai,
Head of Textiles Chemistry Deptt.,
M.S. University of Baroda.

12. Shri M.G. Kulkarni,
Bombay Textile Research Association,
Bombay.

13. Shri Shantilal M. Mehta,
Vice-President, Silk & Art Silk Mills Research 
Association, Bombay.

14. Shri Surottam Hutheesing,
Ahmedabad.



1. Shrl J .J . Ghandy, (Chairman)
Director, Tata Iron & vSteel Co. Ltd ., 
Jamshedpur.

2. Dr. A .L. Mudaliar, 
Vice-Chancellor, 
University of I'fedras.

, Dr. A.R. Mudaliar,
* Calcutta.

Lala Shri Ram,
New Delhi.

S
Mr. B.F. Goodchild, 
Calcutta.

t

Shri J.M. Shrinagesh,
Chairman, Hindusthan Steel Co. Ltd.

7. Prof. A. Das Gupta,
Delhi School of Economics,
Delhi University.

8. Mr. Y .A . Fazalbhoy,
Manag ing Dir ector,
General Radio & Appliances (Pt) Ltd ., Bombay.

9. Mr. J.K. Srivastava,
Cha irman,
Sir J .P . Srivastava Group of Industries, Kanpur.

10. Shri P.V . Shah,
Managing Director,
Metropolitan Spring (Pt) Ltd ., bombay.

11. Shri S .V . Ghatalia,
Chartered Accountant, Bombay.

12. Prof. V .K .N . Menon,
Director, '
Indian Institute of Public Administration,
New Delhi.

1-3 • Mr. S. Nag es war an.
Labour Officer,
Indian Jute M ills 'Association,
Calcutta.

14. Pr o f . V. M. Ma t hur ,
Professor of Econom.ics & Commerce,
Ra 0 as than Un iv er s ity, Jaipur.

15. Shri B .S. Manchanda,
Deputy Secretary,
Deptt. of Company Law A'dministration,
Ministry of Commerce & Industry.

15. Dr. V .K .R .V . Rao,
Director,
Institute of Economic Growth,
Delhi University.
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i
17. Shri D,K. Sanyal,

Direct.or, tidian Institute of Social Welfare 
Ba:5.1no3 3 Manageirient, Calcutta.

18. Shri G.y. Krishna-Rao,
Professor of Manacemont,
Madras University.

19. Shri R. Misra,
Professor of Industrial Admfjiistration, 
Indian Institute of Technology,
Kharagpur.

20. Shri V .S .R . Murthy,
Professor of Management,
Boiabay Un iv er s ity.



REGIONAL CO^^ITTFES

(A) NORTHERN REGIONAL COMMITTEE;

1. Lai a 3hri Ratn, (Chairman)
New Delhi*

Shri S .C . Sen,
Principal,

V Delhi Polytechnic*

f3. Direptor of Training,
D .G .R .E ., Ministry of Labour & Employment.

- 54' - •

Deputy Chief Mi^chanical Engineering (Workshop^, 
Northern Railway, ,
New Delhi.

5. Director of Technical Education, 
Government of Punjab.

6. The Director of Industries,
Government of Uttar Pradesh.

7. Shri V.G. Garde,
Director of Technical Education, 
Government of Rajasthan,
Jodhpur•

8. Mr. G*-H..^Khan,
Principal, Government Polytechnic,
Srinagar.

9. Shri B.D. Hiatt,
Director of Education,
Delhi Administration.

10. Shri K .L . Sethi,
Diredtor of Education,
Himachal Pradesh.

11. Shri I .P . Anand,
General Manager,
Karam Chand Thapar & Brothers,
New Delhi.

12. Shri Kashi Nath Pande, M .P .,
President Indian National Trade 
Union Congress (U .P . Branch), Lucknow.

13. Vice-Chancellor.
Roorkee University.

14. Shri M. Sen Gupta,
Principal, Ehgineering College,
Banaras Hindu University.

15. Shri V. Lakshmi Narayanan, , 
Principal, Birla College of Engir^-^v> 

Pilani.

16. Col. B.H. Zaidi, ^  
Vice-Chancellor, ,
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh.



!?• Shri Tara Singh,
Principal, Gurunanak Ehgineering 
College, Ludhiana.

18. Brig.'K .B . Rai,
Chief Technical Examiner of Works, 
Army Head Quarters, New Delhi.

19. Dr. B.D. Laroia,
Development Officer,
University Grants Commission.

20. Shri K.C. Gupta,
General Manager, Kanpur Electric 
Supply Administration,
Ka,npur.

21. Director, Indian Institute of 
Technology, Kanpur.

22* Chairman, Board of Technical 
Education, Uttar Pradesh,
Lucknow.

23. Chairman,
State Board of Technical Education, 
Rajasthan, Jaipur.

24. The Director of Technical Education, 
Punjab,
Chandigarh.
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(B) WESTERN REGIONAL COMMITTEE;

1. Seth Kasturbhai Lalbhal, (Chairman) 
Ahmedabad.

2. The Director.
Indian Institute of Technology,
^mbay.

3. Director of Training,
Directorate General of Resettlement 
& fiinployment,

Ministry of Labour & Employment.

4. Shri J .F . Muncherjee.
Chief Mechanical I^hgineer,
Western Railway,
Bombay.

5. The Director of Technical Education,
Government of Bombay.

6. The Secretary,
Edur-’*'ion Department,

'ent of Madhya Pradesh.
y

/, fCtov of Technical Education,
ornment of Gujarat.

o. Dr. (Mrs.) Sita Parmanand, M .P ., 
Chindwara.



9. 3hri N, Dandekar,
Managing Director,
Associated Cement Companies Ltd., 
Bombay.

10. Dr. G.M. Nabar,
Director,

ivV' Department of Chemical Technology, 
University of Bombay.
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Shri G.V. Sapre,
; Principal,

Government Polytechnic, Kerad.

Dr. V.M. Dokras,
Principal,
Government lihgineering College, 
Jabalpur.

/

13. Shri S .R . Beedkar,
Principal,
S .V . Government* Polytechnic,
Bhopal.

14. Prof. N.N. Oiosh Dastidar, 
Principal,
Madhav Piigineering College,
Gwalior.

15. Shri V.K. Kelkar,
Principal,
Walchand Engineering College, 
Sangli.

16. Shri D .P .R . Cassad, M .I .E .,
Nagpur.

17. Shri Pranlal Patel,
Bombay.

18. Dr. L .A . Bhatt,
Bombay.

19. Secretary, i 
State Board of Technical Education, 
Madhya Pradesh, Bhopal.

(C) EASTERN REGIONAL COMMITTEE;

1. Shri J .J . Ghandy,
Managing Director,
Tata Iron Steel Co. Ltd .,
Jamshedpur.

2. Dr. S .R . Sen Gupta,
Director,
Indian Institute of Technology, 
Kharagpur.

3. Deputy Chief Mechanical Engineer (Works 
Eastern Railway, Calcutta.



4. Director of Training,
Bir.ei^torAte . ’ .General of 
Resettlement & EmploymGnt, >
Ministry of Labour A Employment.

5. 3hri A.C, Sen,
Chief Inspector, Technical Vacation, 
Ck)vernra*ent of West Bengal.

6. Director of Industries,
Government of Bihar.

7. Shri D .L. Purkayastha,
Additional Secretary,
Industries Department,
Government of Orissa.

8. Shri I.N . Hazarika,
Deputy Director of Public Instruction(Tech.), 
Government of Assam.

9. Shri S .D . Bahuguna,
Director of ^^/iucation &
Ex-officio Education Secretary,
Manipur Administration.

10. Shri G.N. Chatterjee,
Director of Education,
Tripura.

11. Shri M.P. Birla,
Calcutta.

12. Dr. (Mrs.) Maitrayee Bose,
Calcutta-lS.

13. Prof. N. Das Gupta,
Principal,
Assam College of Engineering,
Gauhati.

14. Prof. B. Prasad,
Pr incipal,
Engineering College,
Burla.

15. Dr. T. Sen,
Principal,
College of Tihgineering .& Technology,
Jadavpur University.

16. Prof. M.C. Pande,
Principal, Birla Instt. of Technology,
Ranchi.

17. Shri N.K. Mitra,
Calcutta.

18. Shri B.N. Chaudhury,
Consu3 Ing Engineering 8c ilrchitect,

Roy,
mal, E3r>ga3 Engineering College,

.h'.
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20. Shri A.K. Bose, 
Calcutta.

21. Shri N. Chakravarty,
^ Principal, School of Printing Technology,
 ̂ Calcutta.

. Chairman,
state Board of .Technical Education, Assam.

u Chairman,
■ State CounoU for Engineering & Technical Education, 
i West Bengal.

/
Chairman, V

state Board of TechAical Education, Bihar.

S5. Chairman, • • .

state Board fef Technical Education, Orissa.

8.

(D) SOUTHERN REGIONAL COMMITTEE;

1. Dr. A .L. Mudaliar, (Chairman) 
Vic e-Chanc ellor,
Madras University.

2. Dr. S. Bhagavantam,
Director,
Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore.

3. Director of Training,
Directorate General of 
Resettlement & Employment,
Ministry of Labour. Sn Employment.

4. Shri B.H. Sreekantiah,
Deputy Chief Mechanical Bigineer’ •(works), 
Southern Railways.

5. Secretary,
Health, ^.ducation & Local 
Administration Department,
Government of Madras.

6. Shri C .V .D . Murthy, ^
Director of Technical Education,
Government of Andhra Pradesh.

7. Joint Director of Technical Bducatio 
Government of Mysore.

Shri V.V. Gopalakrishna Iyer, 
Director of Technical Education, 
Government of Kerala.

9, Shri ‘V. Emberumanar Chetty,
President i\ndhra Chamber of Commerce 

Madras.



10. Shrl Ravi L. Kirloskar,
Managing Director,
M/S. Kirloskar Electric Co. Ltd. • 
Bangalore.

11. Shri M.Palaniyandy, M .P.^
Trichy.

12. Shri D .S . Reddi,
Vic G-Chanc ellor,
Osrnania University.

13. Dr. M.V. Kesava Rao,
Principal,
College of Sigineering,
Trivandrum.

14. Prof. B.R. Narayanana lyenger,
Princij^'2,1,
College of Engineering,
University of Mysore,
Bangalore.

15. Shri Mohideen Meeran,
Engineer,
Corporation of Madras.

16. Shri 0 .3 . Venkanna,
Principal, ^Ulagappa Chettiar 
College of Ehgineering & Technology, 
Karaikudi.

17. Shri P.R . Ramakrishnan, M .P .,
Coimbatore Institute of Technology, 
Coimbatore,

18. Shri P.M. Reddy,
Deputy Director,
Hindustan Aircraft (Private) Ltd ., 
Bangalore.

19. Shri A.M.M. Murugappa Chettiar,
Madras-1.

20. Chairman, State Board of .
Technical Education,
Madras.

21. Shri J .C . Hardikar.
Chief lEhgineer, Public Works Department, 
Government of Andhra Pradesh.

■ 22. Chairman, State Board of Technical 
Education, Mysore.

23, Chairman, State Board of Technical 
Education, Kerala.
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